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Both, the highly motile cancer cells and slower migrating fibroblasts utilize similar movement 
patterns and use comparable sets of actin-based protrusions in the course of their migration on 2D 
surfaces. These actin protrusions can be thin, sheet-like structures filled with a branched actin 
network called lamellipodia and finger-like filopodia that consists of bundled parallel actin fila-
ments. Additionally, cancer cells often additionally can display dot-like structures, so-called in-
vadopodia. Invadopodia are considered as protrusive, degradative and adhesive actin structures.  
Cells that are embedded in a 3D extracellular matrix (ECM) are considered to be closer reflecting 
to the in vivo situation such as in a connective tissue compared to cells that are plated on 2D 
surfaces. In a 3D setting cancer cells and fibroblasts (MEFs) show significant differences in their 
migration style and mode. Depending on the cell to ECM interactions, cells in 3D can move in an 
adhesion- and a degradation-dependent mode called mesenchymal migration- or an adhesion- and 
degradation-independent mode termed amoeboid migration mode. Some cell types like cancer- or 
immune cells can switch between these migration-modes or use a mixed mode of migration. 
Some cell types can migrate on 2D surfaces, but cannot efficiently move in a 3D environment, 
the reason for which is currently not fully understood. Moreover, actin-based protrusions of cells 
in 3D are less well characterized, appear morphologically different and somewhat more complex 
than the protrusions of cells in 2D environments. This fact has raised debates on the existence of 
classical lamellipodia and filopodia in 3D environments. 
This work is about the differential contributions of actin-based protrusions to the different modes 
of 2D and 3D migration. An additional aim was to shed more light on the conditions which facili-
tate cells to switch between amoeboid and mesenchymal types of cell migration. In particular, the 
present work analyzes the contribution of lamellipodia, circular dorsal ruffles, and filopodia to 
2D-chemotaxis of fibroblasts and macrophages and the role of actin-based protrusions termed as 
pseudopodia in 3D migration of cancer cells. 
In this work, cell migration on 2D and in 3D was studied under conditions when specific actin-
based protrusions were suppressed. These conditions were achieved by using established cell 
lines, mouse embryonic fibroblasts or primary mouse cells isolated from mice lacking specific 
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genes or by application of specific inhibitors on cells. Here I address the roles of prominent actin-
based protrusions in several well-defined and context-specific experimental setups as models for 
in vivo processes such as: 
1) In 2D: the role of lamellipodia in chemotaxis of macrophages towards C5a and role of 
CRs and filopodia in chemotaxis of MEFs towards PDGF-BB. 
2) In 3D: migration and protrusions of highly invasive HT1080 cells  
The Hem1 deficient macrophages showed approx. 60% reduced chemotaxis compared to WT 
cells. Simultaneously, the Hem1 knockout cells displayed no detectable lamellipodia, suggesting 
these structures as a significant contributor to macrophage 2D chemotaxis towards C5a.  
In MEFs, Cdc42 knockout coincided with a reduced rate of filopodia formation, the formation of 
CDRs and loss of chemotaxis towards PDGF-BB. These cells also showed significantly reduced 
speed and partly loss of their polarity. The formin inhibitor smiFH2 had a similar effect to loss of 
Cdc42 on MEFs regarding the reduced numbers of filopodia accompanied with loss of CDR for-
mation and diminished polarity. Moreover, the knockdown of fascin, which crosslinks actin fila-
ments within filopodia, also resulted in a simultaneous decrease in filopodia numbers and CDR 
formation. Based on these findings the present work suggests that CDR formation is dependent 
on intact filopodia formation. Furthermore, these both actin structures are critically involved in 
chemotaxis of MEFs towards PDGF-BB.  
This work shows that filopodia and lamellipodia are formed at the leading edge during the migra-
tion of HT1080 cells in a 3D collagen matrix. However, the presence of filopodia in HT1080 
cells increases in 3D environments as compared to 2D environments, suggesting an important 
role for filopodia in 3D migration. Based on matrix degradation assays and treatments of cells 
with GM6001, which interferes with matrix degradation, newly formed filopodia in HT1080 cells 
turned out not to be degradative structures. The inhibition of filopodia formation in 3D using the 
smiFH2 formin inhibitor leads to severe reduction of cell velocity in 3D-random migration and to 
loss of 3D chemotaxis. Furthermore, smiFH2 treated cells show increased blebbing, which indi-
cates a shift from a mesenchymal to an amoeboid migration mode during migration in 3D colla-
gen. The knockdown of fascin in HT1080 cells led to the disorganized formation of filopodia, a 
reduced directness and velocity of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen supporting the results of smiFH2 
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treatment. These findings are supportive for a role of filopodia in contributing to cell velocity and 
chemotaxis of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen.
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Many motile eukaryotic cells are able to adopt a variety of shapes or to move through different 
tissue barriers. This morphological plasticity greatly depends on the cell’s cytoskeleton. Unlike a 
rigid, skeleton, for example in mammals, the cellular cytoskeleton is highly dynamic and is con-
tinuously reorganized during cell division, movement, and other vital processes which require 
shape changes such as macropinocytosis or phagocytosis. Besides providing mechanical support 
to a cell, the cytoskeleton is involved in the intracellular movement of its organelles or vesicles 
loaded with different types of cargos. The cytoskeleton of a mammalian cell is composed of three 
types of protein filaments: actin filaments, microtubules and intermediate filaments. 
The basic structure of each filament-type is made of a specific protein. Actin filaments are com-
posed of actin molecules, microtubules are made of tubulin and intermediate filaments are com-
posed of approx. 70 cell type specific fibrous proteins. Typical examples of these are vimentin 
and lamin (Eriksson et al. 2009). Filaments that compose the cytoskeleton are generally made 
upon polymerization of many identical proteins into helical polymers. These filaments are sup-
ported by accessory proteins which can link them to each other or to other cell components, pro-
vide motors for filament movement, or regulate the filament assembly at certain times and loca-
tions within the cell. Furthermore, adaptor proteins enable filaments to selectively interact with 
each other and with the plasma membrane. 
Microtubule filaments are on one end embedded and stabilized in a structure termed as a centro-
some. On the other end (the plus end) filaments can grow or shrink in size by polymerizing or de-
polymerizing dynamically. The monomers of microtubule are α- and β-Tubulin heterodimers. 
Thirteen of these filaments are bundled in one microtubule (Wade and Hyman 1997). Organelles, 
proteins and vesicles are transported, dependent on hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), 
along microtubules via motor proteins. Microtubules are major components of the spindle appa-




chromosomes during mitosis. Microtubules are critically involved in correct positioning of cell 
organelles like endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi apparatus. These are supposed to align 
with the microtubule network (Vale 2003; Gelfand and Bershadsky 1991; Sandoval et al. 1984). 
Based on their supportive role in many vital processes the microtubules are rather indirectly in-
volved in cell migration. 
Intermediate filaments are 8-10nm thick, stable protein fibers mostly organized in a network 
around the nucleus and extending to the cell periphery. Attached to the inner membrane of nu-
clear envelope intermediate filaments form nuclear lamina. Intermediate filaments are formed by 
elongated fibrous proteins which align and form coiled-coil dimers and further tetramer subunits, 
which can bind to each other to form filaments. Intermediate filaments can be formed by seven 
subgroups of proteins that are grouped in subclasses such as desmins, vimentins or lamins. The 
major role of intermediate filaments is to provide mechanical stability of a cell and embedded or-
ganelles (Alberts et al. 2002a; Schoumacher et al. 2010; Eriksson et al. 2009). 
The actin cytoskeleton is composed network of actin filaments. Actin filaments can be bundled 
and / or assembled into several different higher order actin structures such as stress fibers, lamel-
lipodia, filopodia, dorsal ruffles, podosomes and invadopodia. The actin cytoskeleton plays a key 
role in cell motility, shape changes, exo-and endocytosis and cell to substrate adhesion (Chhabra 
and Higgs 2007b; Blain 2009). 
1.1.1 Actin polymerization 
 
Actin isoforms show high sequence similarities and comparable dynamics in actin polymerization 
assays. Based on their different isoelectric points mammalian actins were grouped in six types. 
Actin isoforms are tissue specific. Muscle cells harbor α-actin isoform whereas β- and γ-actins 
are found in non-muscular cells (Alberts et al. 2002a). Cytoplasmic free actins are bound to ATP 
which is tightly associated with actin monomers. ATP-bound actin monomer has a globular shape 
and is therefore termed G-actin. The actin polymerization reaction does not occur spontaneously 
and needs factors to overcome the kinetic barrier (Thomas D Pollard and Cooper 2009; Rouiller 




The polymerization of G-actin is dependent on mono- and divalent cations, which are in most 
cases K+ and Mg2+ ions, and on ATP. This reaction has to overcome, the energetically unfavora-
ble assembly of a trimer of actin molecules. After overcoming this barrier the core structure (tri-
mer) can rapidly polymerize by addition of G-actin molecules to the trimer one after another. The 
orientation of actin subunits within a trimer and the resulting polymer allows the actin filament to 
grow faster on one end than on the other end of the filament. The slow-growing end was termed 
as a “pointed” or the minus end due to the orientation of myosin heads on the filament as it was 
imaged via electron microscopy. Subsequently the faster-growing end was termed as “barbed” or 
the plus end of the polymer. The concentration of non-polymerized actin in a cell is much higher 
than the concentration of free actin monomers at which actin polymerization would stop. Or in 
other words, the critical concentration of free actin at which polymerization stops is much lower 
than the concentration of polymerized actin in a cell. To favor the polymerization reaction this 
process is tightly controlled. The formation of a nucleating core and further actin polymerization 
is a thermodynamically unfavorable reaction, therefore cells use modulatory proteins to increase 
the reaction rates leading to temporally and spatially regulated polymerization. (T. Pollard 1986; 
Thomas D. Pollard and Weeds 1984; T D Pollard and Cooper 1984). 
Actin polymerization goes together with the hydrolysis of ATP whereas adenosine diphosphate 
(ADP) stays incorporated into the polymer. The interaction of the terminal actin subunit of an ac-
tin filament with G-actin leads to a conformational change of the latter which triggers the hydrol-
ysis of its bound ATP. This leads to increased interactions of new terminal F-actin to the next G-
actin molecule which favors the further polymerization of the filament. The addition of G-actin 
monomers to the plus end is several times the rate of monomer addition at the minus end. This is 
due to conformational changes of G-actin during its polymerization to F-actin and hydrolysis of 
ATP that is bound to G-actin. As a consequence of this the affinity of actin monomers at the mi-
nus end is much lower than at the plus end. The filament growth, where subunits are added at the 
plus- and lost at the minus end is also termed as treadmilling. In this case filaments retain their 
net length, but move towards the direction of the barbed end (or forward) during the process. One 
of the proposed roles of ADP in F-actin filaments is to loosen interactions of actin subunits 





1.1.2 Regulation of actin polymerization 
 
The fact that the critical concentration of free actin in a eukaryotic cell is low (1≤µM), whereas 
approx. 50% of actin is in a monomeric- and 50% is in a polymeric state, indicates that other 
mechanisms (and proteins) are involved in regulation of actin polymerization. In fact, the regula-
tion of actin polymerization is accomplished by actin-binding proteins which can engage during 
actin polymerization at distinct stages (or states). Actin-binding proteins can influence the F-actin 
polymerization and depolymerization rates, they can associate with G-actin or cap the filament 
ends to interfere polymerization or promote actin nucleation (Stovold, Millard, and Machesky 
2005). 
1.1.2.1 Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) 
 
RTK are activated due to binding of growth factors to their extracellular receptor domains. This 
leads to dimerization of these receptors and induces autophosphorylation of tyrosine residues on 
the cytoplasmic side of the receptors. This event creates among others the binding sites for PI3 
kinase, which consists of catalytic (p110) and regulatory (p85/p55) subunits (Vanhaesebroeck 
and Waterfield 1999; Carpenter and Cantley 1996). The p85 subunit interacts via its SH2 domain 
with the phosphorylated tyrosine residues of RTKs and the p100 subunit phosphorylates its sub-
strates. PI3 kinase catalyzes the generation of PIP3 at the inner leaflet of the cell membrane, 
which in concert with other second messengers, is involved in recruitment and activation of 
GTPases at the cell membrane (Insall and Weiner 2001). In this manner the platelet-derived 
growth factor PDGF activates its specific platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) at the 
membrane leading to recruitment of small GTPases of the Rho family. These GTPases can recruit 
and activate the actin polymerization machinery at the membrane thus initiating formation of ac-





Figure 1: Regulation of 2D cell migration and related actin structures. (Modified From Rottner and 
Stradal 2011c). (A) During migration on 2D cells form actin-based protrusions such as lamellipodia (1) 
and filopodia (2) to project their body in a specific direction. Stress fibers (3) are anchored in focal adhe-
sions (fa) and are used for cell retraction. Invadopodia and invadosomes possess both degradative and ad-
hesive properties. (B) Formation of each actin-based structure is regulated by Rho GTPases most promi-
nently by Rac1, Cdc42 and Rho A. Activation of Rac1 leads to the formation of lamellipodia via activa-
tion of WAVE and Arp2/3 –complexes subsequently. Cdc42 activates formins which leads to the 
formation of filopodia. Rho A regulates dynamics of stress fibers and focal adhesions involving formins, 
ROCK and myosin II downstream of this GTPase. (C) Steps of signal propagation that lead to the 
formation of actin structures. The incoming signal activates Rho GTPase (signal) that can activate signal 
integrator proteins such as WAVE-complex, which in turn activates actin regulator proteins (Arp2/3 com-
plex) which activity can generate final actin structures such as lamellipodia. 
As presented in Figure 1, in mammalian cells, activation of small GTPases such as Rac, Cdc42 
and Rho at the cell membrane leads to actin reorganization and subsequent formation of actin-
based protrusions at the cell edges. In fibroblasts, activation of PDGFR by a gradient of PDGF-
BB and subsequent signaling to GTPases induces chemotaxis towards this growth factor (Kundra 





1.1.2.2 PI3 kinase and phospholipids 
 
Class I PI3 kinases are activated downstream of RTKs and mediate the transduction of extracellu-
lar growth factor signals leading to cellular actin reorganization and cell survival. At the cell 
membrane, PI3 kinase, consisting of P85 and p110 subunits is recruited to the tyrosine phosphor-
ylated site of activated RTKs. After association with RTK, PI3 kinase phosphorylates its sub-
strates. The subsequent recruitment of Ras GTPase to p110 subunit of PI3 kinase leads to full cat-
alytic activation of PI3 kinase (Cantrell 2001). The activity PI3 kinase leads to enrichment of 
PIP3 and related phosphoinositides at the membrane. In this manner several sites for recruitment 
and activation of regulatory proteins of actin polymerization such as Rho GTPases are created. 
To facilitate the recruitment of GTPases the enrichment of guanine nucleotide-exchange factors 
(GEFs) at the membrane has to take place. GEFs act as specific activators of Rho GTPases pro-
moting the exchange of guanosine diphosphate (GDP) to guanosine triphosphate (GTP) which 
activates the GTPase. PI3 kinase activity and PIP3 can recruit Rac specific GEFs such as Vav, 
Tiam1, Swap70 and SOS-1 at the membrane (J. Han et al. 1998a; Nimnual, Yatsula, and Bar-
Sagi 1998; Shinohara et al. 2002; Soisson et al. 1998). The PI3 kinase is important for the 
generation of a intracellular gradient of signaling molecules such as PIP2 and PIP3, but appears 
not to be the only pathway that leads to the formation of intracellular gradients of molecules and 
proteins leading to chemotaxis as shown in soil amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum cells (Merlot 
and Firtel 2003). 
1.1.2.3 Rho-GTPases 
 
Rho-GTPases are a subgroup of the Ras-superfamily of GTPases and represent a subfamily of 
proteins relatively small in size (approx. 20 kDa) that share over 50% sequence identity. Most of 
Rho-GTPases are expressed ubiquitous and are represented by 22 members in mammals. The dis-
tinguishing property of these GTPases from other small GTPases is an alpha-helical domain of 
approx. 13 amino acids termed Rho-insert domain. The insert domain appears to be important for 
negative regulation of Rho GTPases (D. I. Johnson 1999). Rho-GTPases are activated down-
stream of membrane receptors such as RTKs and act as molecular switches which control signal 




bound and active GTP-bound conformations (Figure 2). The GTP-bound (active) Rho-GTPase 
can elicit a variety of cellular responses by interacting with their downstream targets. One of such 
responses can be a rearrangement of actin cytoskeleton, protrusion formation and cell migration. 
Studies of fibroblasts utilizing constitutively active or dominant negative forms of Rho GTPases 
indicated that Rho was involved in regulation of actin stress fibers, while Rac and Cdc42 were 
regulating the formation of actin-based protrusions at the cell periphery (C D Nobes and Hall 
1995; Hall 1992). 
To perform their tasks as regulators in the formation of actin-based protrusions Rho GTPases 
have to be activated and localized at cellular membranes. To associate to membranes Rho-
GTPases typically bear a specific CAAX motif at their C-terminus. CAAX stands for Cysteine, A 
is for an aliphatic and X stands for any other amino acid. The CAAX motif can be prenylated, 
which can enhance the localization of Rho-GTPases at the plasma membrane or other lipid bi-
layers (Hrycyna and Clarke 1993; Michaelson et al. 2001; Wennerberg and Der 2004a). The Iso-
prenylation of the CAAX motif is important, but not sufficient for membrane association of Rho-
GTPases. C-terminal palmitate modification immediately upstream of the CAAX motif is re-
quired for proper membrane localization of these proteins (Raftopoulou and Hall 2004c; G. a 
Murphy et al. 2001; Michaelson et al. 2001). In the absence of specific extracellular signals Rho 
GTPases can reside in an inactive state in the cytoplasm, stabilized by specific proteins termed 
GDIs (Guanine nucleotide dissociation factors). In this inactive state the lipid moiety of GTPase 





Figure 2: Activation and inactivation cycle of Rho GTPases (Modified from Raftopoulou & Hall, 
2004). GTPases act as molecular switches cycling between their active (GTP-bound) and inactive (GDP-
bound) states. This cycle is regulated by proteins that modulate binding of either GTP or a GTP to a 
GTPase. Interaction of GTPase with GEFs promotes the exchange of GDP to GTP thus activating the 
GTPase. GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) enhance the GTPase activity which leads to shifting from 
GTP-bound to GDP-bound inactive GTPase. Guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GDIs) block the ex-
change of GDP to GTP thus maintaining the inactive state of GTPase. 
To date, Rho-family GTPases are grouped in six subfamilies based on their amino acid sequence, 
structural- and functional similarities. These subfamilies are 1. Rho (with RhoA, RhoB, and 
RhoC); 2. Rac (with splice variants of Rac: Rac1, Rac1b; Rac2 and Rac3) and RhoG; 3. Cdc42 
subfamily with Cdc42; G22K-brain expressed version of Cdc42, TC10, TCL, Chp/Wrch-2 and 
Wrch-1; 4. Rnd subfamily; 5 RhoBTB subfamily and 6. Miro subfamily. In addition atypical Rho 
GTPases RhoD, Rif and TTF/RhoH were discovered that are structurally different and possess 
additional domains compared to other Rho family members (Aspenstrom, Fransson, and Saras 
2004; Wennerberg and Der 2004b). 
The Rho A, B and C GTPases are highly identical (approx. 85% sequence identity) and interact 
supposedly with the same GEFs and effectors, but due to their C-terminal divergence are sup-
posed to localize at distinct subcellular locations. All of the Rho GTPases are thought to stimulate 
actin-myosin contractility required in different cellular processes such as endomembrane vesicle 
transport or cell proliferation (Wennerberg and Der 2004b). Whereas only RhoA is involved pri-
marily in retraction during cell migration. Classical 2D models of cell migration support the idea 




analysis showed RhoA involvement in the protrusive process also at the leading edge of the cell 
(Pertz et al. 2006). 
Rac related proteins share sequence identity of approx. 88 percent. Rac subfamily members di-
verge in their 15 C-terminal residues at highest, similar to the divergence observed within Rho 
subfamily. The exception in this case is RhoG, which shows higher divergence to all other three 
Rac isoforms. Rac1 is ubiquitously expressed. Rac2 is expressed only in the hematopoietic 
lineage (Didsbury et al. 1989) and is thought to be involved in regulation of production of reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS) in these cells (Werner 2004). Rac3 is specifically expressed in the 
nervous system and apparently regulates actin dynamics during axonal branching (Spillane and 
Gallo 2014). 
Rac is activated downstream of growth factor stimulation in cells and is recruited at the cell 
membrane where this GTPase activates actin machinery proteins to induce actin polymerization 
(Hall 1998; Kundra et al. 1994b). During this process actin-based protrusions are formed to medi-
ate cell migration towards chemoattractant. Rac1 regulates mainly the formation of lamellipodia 
and dorsal ruffles, but is also involved in regulation of other types of actin protrusions which are 
used in different kinds of cell migration (Rottner and Stradal 2011a; Steffen et al. 2004a; 
Sandrine Etienne-Manneville 2006; Sixt 2012). 
Two isoforms of Cdc42 are present in mouse and in humans due to alternative exon splicing of 
the same gene. Both proteins are composed of 191 amino acids and prominently differ at residue 
163 and their C-terminal residues from each other. The most studied form Cdc42p (also termed 
Cdc42Hs or Cdc42a) is ubiquitously expressed, whereas the second isoform is restricted to the 
brain (Cdc42b or G25K or brain Cdc43p). 
Cdc42 and further members of this subfamily are supposed to regulate the formation of filopodia. 
Overexpression of Cdc42 prominently induces the formation filopodia. It was also suggested that 
overexpression of subfamily member Tc10 could induce filopodia, although putative Tc10 in-
duced filopodia were longer in size (G. a Murphy et al. 2001; Neudauer et al. 1998; Kawamura et 
al. 2004). Furthermore, GTPases Wrch-1, RhoD and Rif could induce the formation of filopodia 
when activated (Aspenstrom, Fransson, and Saras 2004). Additionally, the interaction of Rif with 




genetic removal of Cdc42 does not lead to loss of filopodia in fibroblasts (Mains, Sulston, and 
Wood 1990; Faix and Rottner 2006a). 
1.1.2.3.1 Regulation of Rho GTPases 
 
The difference between the affinities of Rho GTPase to effector molecules can be 100-fold, 
dependent on GTP or GDP-bound states. To achieve this distinction, the active and inactive state 
of Rho GTPase is tightly regulated by several protein families. GEFs promote the exchange of 
GDP to GTP and activate the GTPase. GTPase activating factors (GAPs) negatively regulate the 
GTPase by enhancing its intrinsic GTPase activity and shifting the equilibrium to the inactive, 
GDP-bound state of the GTPase. The nucleotide exchange can be also inhibited by sequestering 
the GDP-bound form of the GTPase. This is accomplished by GDP dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) 
(Schmidt and Hall 2002). Both, GEFs and GAPs utilize the same binding interfaces of Rho-
GTPases (switch I/switch II region). 
To date two families of GEFs are identified. These are Dbl- and Dock family of GEFs. Dbl fam-
ily GEFs are characterized by the presence of GTPase activating Dbl region in their sequence. 
Dock family of GEFs has eleven members that share two conserved domains which are dock ho-
mology region (DHR)-1 and-2 The DHR-1 enables Dock proteins to associate with membranes 
whereas the DHR-2 region possesses GEF activity. Because of their later discovery compared to 
Dbl GEFs and the differences in activating domains of GTPase, Dock GEFs were termed atypical 
GEFs or unconventional GEFs (Laurin and Côté 2014). Furthermore, Dock family GEFs appar-
ently activate exclusively Cdc42 or Rac, but no other Rho GTPases (Côté and Vuori 2002; J.-F. 
Cote 2006). 
GEFs can bind to phosphatidylinositides with their PH-domain. This enables their enrichment at 
the membrane in response to the local increase of products of PI3 kinase activity. The interaction 
between PIP3 and GEFs is thought to unmask the catalytic domains of a GEF. The catalytic subu-
nit can induce the exchange of GDP to GTP and thus activate the GTPase. In a next step Rac-
GTP can interact with WAVE-complex (via Abi1) and mediate its recruitment and activation at 
the membrane (Miki, Suetsugu, and Takenawa 1998; Steffen et al. 2004a). The interaction of 




displacement of Mg2+ and release of GDP in exchange for GTP. Binding of a GAP on the other 
hand, leads to insertion of a water molecule into the catalytic pocket of GTPase which enhances 
the hydrolysis reaction of GTP to GDP up to approx. 400 fold over the intrinsic GTPase activity 
(Donnelly, Bravo-Cordero, and Hodgson 2014). Dbl was identified as the transforming gene from 
diffuse large B-cell-lymphoma cells which showed homology to regions of Cdc24, a specific 
GEFs of Cdc42 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae) (Eva et al. 1988). This homologous 
region is composed of a 200 residues long region (termed Dbl homology region) and its adjacent 
100 residues long PH domain (pleckstrin homology region). Later it was shown that Dbl was a 
specific GEF for human Cdc42 (Hart et al. 1991). The PH domain was first described in the hem-
atopoietic protein Pleckstrin and named thereafter. Generally, PH domains contain approx. 100-
200 amino acids and are present in many proteins involved in cellular signaling and cytoskeletal 
reorganization (Ingley and Hemmings 1994). The major feature of these domains is the ability to 
associate with membranes via their binding capacity to phosphoinositides. PH domains are 
divided into either high- or low-affinity class towards 3’-phosphorylated phosphoinositides. 
High-affinity PH domains show strong specificity towards 3’-phosphorylated phosphoinositides 
and simple alteration of membrane composition (such as an increase in PIP3 concentration) is 
considered sufficient to drive membrane localization of associated proteins (Metello Innocenti et 
al. 2003). 
GDIs bind to Rho proteins and thereby block the nucleotide exchange and thus binding of effec-
tors and GAPs to GDP-bound Rho-GTPase (Olofsson 1999). Binding to GDI blocks accessibility 
to lipid moiety of Rho GTPases which is needed for recruitment of GTPase to the cell membrane. 
Therefore this interaction maintains the Rho-GTPase in an inactive / (soluble) conformation in 
the cytosol. Of note, GEFs and GAPs outnumber GTPases by more than 3 to 1, whereas only 
three Rho GDIs are known that show different Rho binding specificities (Adra et al. 1997; 
Zalcman et al. 1996; G. a Murphy et al. 2001; Behnia and Munro 2005). 
When released from the GDIs Rho-GTPases associate with membranes by insertion of their iso-
prenylated C-terminal domain into the membrane bilayer and are activated by membrane-
associated GEFs. GTP hydrolysis of Rho-GTPases leads to re-association of GDIs with the 
GTPases and therefore to their recycling to the cytosol. This cycling between membrane and cy-




Rho-GTPases towards each other is thought to be regulated by phosphorylation (Cherfils and 
Zeghouf 2013). For instance protein kinase A (PKA) mediated phosphorylation of GDI nega-
tively regulates RhoA (Qiao et al. 2008). Src binds and phosphorylates Rho GDI at Tyr156 which 
leads to negative regulation of Rho (Spiering and Hodgson 2011; DerMardirossian and Bokoch 
2005). 
 
1.1.2.4 WASP and WAVE family proteins 
 
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) is produced exclusively in the hematopoietic system 
and was identified as a gene product linked to the autoimmune disease termed Wiskott-Aldrich 
syndrome (WAS) (Zhu et al. 1997; Kajiwara et al. 1999; Ochs and Notarangelo 2005). It has 
been shown that the WAS gene in dendritic cells and macrophages of affected patients carries sev-
eral mutations. This apparently causes severe functional deficiencies in affected cells that per-
form immune tasks. Based on these immune defects, WAS patients develop severe immunodefi-
ciency, eczema and thrombocytopenia also referred to as a clinical triad (Zhu et al. 1997). The 
mutation of the WAS-gene is associated with defective chemotaxis of macrophages and impaired 
motility of dendritic cells (Binks et al. 1998; Zicha et al. 1998). Furthermore, scanning electron 
microscopy of lymphocytes from WAS patients revealed that the number of actin-based micro-
villi on the surface of these cells was reduced (microvilli of lymphocytes from WAS patients 
were also short and blunt) (Kenney et al. 1986). Further research led to the discovery of a 
ubiquitous version of WASP, N-WASP (Neural WASP) and finally, a functional role of WASP 
could be identified as a downstream effector of Cdc42 and an activator of the Arp2/3 complex. 
WASP mediated activation of the Arp2/3 complex was reported to lead to actin reorganization 
(Miki, Miura, and Takenawa 1996; Laura M. Machesky and Insall 1998; Rohatgi et al. 1999a). 
The biochemical characterization of WASP protein revealed a direct interactions with Cdc42- 
and in less extent with Rac (Kirchhausen and Rosen 1996). 
Furthermore, it was found that WASP and N-WASP possess common regions termed VCA (V: 
C-terminal verprolin-homology domain or WH2 (WASP homology domain 2); C: cofilin homol-




other proteins of this family were identified such as mammalian brain-enriched WAVE1 (WASP-
family verprolin-homologous protein-1) and Scar (Suppressor of the car)-a homolog of WAVE in 
Dictyostelium. Thereafter ubiquitously expressed mammalian WAVE2 and brain-enriched 
WAVE3 were discovered (Miki, Suetsugu, and Takenawa 1998). Scar was identified as a causa-
tive gene for the restoration of tip formation in Dictyostelium cells depleted of carB gene. The 
carB gene product is a CAR2 receptor which is a seven transmembrane G-protein coupled recep-
tor for cAMP. The cAMP molecule acts as a chemoattractant and the morphogenic signal for 
Dictyostelium cells inducing rearrangements of the actin cytoskeleton, chemotaxis and tip-for-
mation. The protein encoded by the Scar-gene showed similarities with WASP, but was grouped 
to WAVE proteins, because of much higher sequence similarity in humans and Caenorhabditis 
elegans (C. elegans) WAVE, rather than being considered as a homolog of WASP (S Linder et 
al. 1999b). 
WASP and WAVE proteins have a modular structure. Characteristic of both proteins is a very 
similar poly-proline domain followed by a C-terminal VCA domain (Figure 3). WASP and 
WAVE proteins prominently differ in the presence of GBD (GTPase binding domain) and the N-
terminal WH1 (WASP homology 1) domains that are both present in WASP and N-WASP. 
WAVE1-3 lack a GBD domains and, in contrast to the WH1 of WASP/N-WASP, harbor an N-
terminal WH (WAVE homology)-domain. VCA-domains of WASP and WAVE can bind to 
Arp2/3 complex and actin monomer which activates Arp2/3 complex and creates an actin nuclea-
tion core (Yamazaki, Kurisu, and Takenawa 2009a). Because of the common ability of 
WASP/WAVE proteins to activate Arp2/3 complex these proteins were termed nucleation pro-
moting factors (NPFs). The activated Arp2/3 complex is able to bind to a side of a pre-existing 
actin filament and initiate actin polymerization at those sites. This generates side branches of ac-
tin polymers (R. Dyche Mullins, Stafford, and Pollard 1997; L M Machesky et al. 1999; 
Takenawa and Miki 2001; Thomas D. Pollard and Borisy 2003). 
Different domains of WASP and WAVE proteins enable direct interactions with a set of regula-
tory proteins which define the place and timing of activation of these NPFs. WASP and WAVE 
proteins are found in vivo as protein complexes being intrinsically inactive due to their confor-
mation (Figure 4). They can be activated by direct or indirect interactions with Rho GTPases 




proteins which activates these. The N-terminal WH1 domain of WASP interacts with adaptor 
protein WIP (WASP-interacting protein) in a 1:1 molar ration. This interaction stabilizes the in-
active conformation of WASP (Elkhal et al. 2007). On the other hand this interaction is thought 
to protect WASP from degradation. (Yamazaki, Kurisu, and Takenawa 2009a). The WH1-do-
main is followed by a short “basic” region and a GBD, also known as a Cdc42/Rac-interactive 
binding domain (CRIB) domain. In an inactive state (WASP-WIP complex) intermolecular inter-
actions between the CRIB and the VCA-region of WASP occur. In this way, the VCA region is 
masked and cannot interact with the Arp2/3 complex and actin (Yamazaki, Kurisu, and 
Takenawa 2009a). The basic region of WASP is thought to bind to PIP2 (Rohatgi et al. 1999b). 
PIP2 binding, together with association of GTP-bound active Cdc42 to CRIB domain, promotes 
the activation of WASP. These both interactions mediate unfolding of WASP, which reveals the 
VCA-region and thereby fully activates WASP (Aspenström, Lindberg, and Hall 1996; S Linder 
et al. 1999a; Miki, Suetsugu, and Takenawa 1998; Rudolph et al. 1998; Kirchhausen and Rosen 
1996). Furthermore, the activity of WASP can be regulated by tyrosine phosphorylation after ac-
tivation via Cdc42 (Cory et al. 2003; Seth, Otomo, and Rosen 2006; Haein Park and Cox 2009). 
 
Figure 3: Modular domain structure of WASP- and WAVE-proteins (modified form Stradal & 
Wehland, 2005). WASP, neural (N)-WASP and WASP family verprolin-homologous (WAVE) proteins 
have a modular structure. WASP and N-WASP harbor conserved WASP homology 1 domain (WH1) fol-
lowed by a short basic region which mediates binding to F-actin and PIP2. GBD, also known as CRIB 
(Cdc42/Rac-interactive binding domain) mediates binding to the activated GTPase Cdc42. The 
polyproline-domain (PPP) enables the interaction with SH3 domain-containing proteins and profilin due 
to harboring binding sites. The C-terminal VCA region contains verprolin homology domain (V), cofilin 
homology domain (C) and a short acidic region (A). The VCA region can bind to the Arp2/3 complex and 
G-actin simultaneously, which in turn activates the Arp2/3 complex. The WAVE isoforms harbor WAVE 
homology domain (WHD) instead of the WH1 domain. 
Possibly proline-rich regions (PPP) of WASP and WAVE proteins enable interactions with adap-




able to bind SH3 domain-containing adaptor proteins such as Nck or Grb2 and profilin (Steffen et 
al. 2004b; Gomez-Cambronero 2011; Miki, Suetsugu, and Takenawa 1998). The polyproline do-
main is followed in case of N-WASP by the VVCA domain. The VVCA domain harbors two 
WH2 domains (or V-domains). In contrast, WAVE1-3 and WASP harbor only one WH2 domain 
at the similar location. Once WASP/N-WASP is activated, the exposed (V)VCA domain can bind 
to the Arp2/3 complex and G-actin simultaneously. The proximity of G-actin and Arp2/3 com-
plex leads to activation of the Arp2/3 complex. The activated Arp2/3 complex can bind to sides 
of pre-existing actin filament branches (Kurisu and Takenawa 2010b; Rottner and Stradal 2011a; 
Thomas D. Pollard and Borisy 2003). The side branching preferably occurs near the barbed end 
of the actin filament, which indicates the importance of the availability of free barbed ends in this 
process (Le Clainche and Carlier 2008b). The VCA or VVCA region is sufficient to stimulate ac-
tin nucleation via the Arp2/3 complex in vitro. Structural and biochemical data of the VCA re-
gion suggest that due to interaction with the Arp2/3 complex and G-actin, VCA places Arp2, 
Arp3 and G-actin in proximity to each other. This stimulates the formation of the nucleation core 
(Yamazaki, Kurisu, and Takenawa 2009a). 
WAVE proteins, in contrast to Cdc42 mediated activation of WASP, are activated downstream of 
Rac GTPase and are thought to be major activators of the Arp2/3 complex in the process of la-
mellipodia formation (Ridley 2001; Rottner and Stradal 2011a; Miki, Suetsugu, and Takenawa 
1998). WAVE proteins lack the GBD domain and thus cannot interact directly with Rac. In an 
inactive conformation, WAVE proteins are complexed with four other proteins, forming a stable 
multiprotein complex. This interaction masks the VCA domain of WAVE. The constituents of 
this complex include Nap1 / Hem1 (Nck associated protein 1 / hematopoietic protein-1), 
PIR121/Sra-1 (p53 inducible mRNA), HSPC300 (hematopoietic progenitor cell 300) and Abi1 
(Abl interactor 1) (Eden et al. 2002; T. Stradal et al. 2001a; Stovold, Millard, and Machesky 
2005). In vivo, the pre-formed inactive WAVE complex is activated by direct interaction of Rac1 
with Nap1/Sra1 constituents of the complex. After this interaction the active complex and Arp2/3 
are rapidly translocated to the cell membrane at the site where lamellipodia will be formed 





Figure 4: Proposed mechanisms of activation of WASP and WAVE proteins (modified from Stradal 
& Wehland, 2005). (a) WAVE forms a constitutively inactive complex in the cytoplasm consisting of Sra-
1, Nap1, Abi proteins and HSPC300. As a consequence of the interaction of Sar-1, activated by Rac1 
GTPase, the entire WAVE complex is recruited to the membrane and activated locally. Activated WAVE 
complex can bind and locally activate the Arp2/3 complex leading to the formation of a branched actin 
filament network which is the driving force in protruding lamellipodia. (b) and (c) demonstrate two pro-
posed models of WASP/ N-WASP activation. WASP is intrinsically inactive due to its closed confor-
mation. This is apparently due to the intermolecular interaction of GBD- and VCA domains of WASP. (b) 
Inactive WASP is activated by simultaneous binding of active Cdc42 and PIP2 its GBD and basic regions 
respectively. (c) WASP was found to be in an inactive complex with WIP proteins. Interaction of N-termi-
nal WH1 domain of WASP with the adaptor protein WIP apparently supports inactive conformation and 
protects WASP from degradation. SH3 domain-containing proteins (such as Nck1 and GRB2) together 
with Cdc42 /PIP2 are also involved in full activation of WASP. 
It is proposed that native WAVE complex is inactive and for its activation a simultaneous interac-




most likely at the cell membrane is required (Dubielecka et al. 2011; Lebensohn and Kirschner 
2009). WAVE proteins are constitutively active in contrast to the WAVE complex. To activate 
the WAVE complex, activated Rac binds to the WHD domain of WAVE or to Sra1, which then 
binds to Nap1/Hem1. Interaction of Nap1/Hem1 with Abi1/2 leads to binding of Abi1/2 to 
HSPC300 and to the WHD domain of WAVE. This leads to a conformational change of WAVE 
making its VCA domain available for Arp2/3 binding and activation. The activation is believed to 
take place already at the membrane initiating local actin polymerization (Gautreau et al. 2004; 
Heon Park, Chan, and Iritani 2010a; Steffen et al. 2004b; Small et al. 2002a). This was supported 
by bleaching and photo-activation experiments that indicate that Arp2/3 is activated at the lamel-
lipodia tip, where the WAVE complex already resides when Rac1 is activated. As a consequence 
of Arp2/3 activation, the Arp2/3 complex is incorporated into the F-actin network exclusively at 
the tips of lamellipodia (Lai et al. 2008). 
Despite the fact that both WASP and WAVE activate the Arp2/3 complex in a similar manner, it 
is believed that these proteins are involved in regulation and formation of different F-actin-based 
substructures needed for various cellular processes. In macrophages WASP is involved in podo-
some formation. N-WASP is involved in endocytic transport and formation of invadopodia in 
cancer cells (Stefan Linder, Wiesner, and Himmel 2011; Benesch et al. 2005). WAVE1 and 
WAVE3 are expressed predominantly in neuronal tissue and are less well studied so far. WAVE2 
is expressed ubiquitously and is thought to stimulate the formation of lamellipodia and dorsal ruf-
fles in various cell types (Yamazaki, Kurisu, and Takenawa 2009a; Steffen et al. 2004b; 
Dubielecka et al. 2011). 
 
1.1.2.5 ADF / Cofilin 
 
Actin-depolymerizing factor (ADF), also known as cofilin, can bind to actin filaments and cause 
structural changes at the binding sites of the filament. These changes induce severing of cofilin 
bound actin filament and enhance the overall depolymerization rate of the pointed end of actin 




Thus the concentration of G-actin increases, thereby allowing on the other hand, the polymeriza-
tion rate of newly formed free barbed ends to increase. In vitro studies indicate that at low con-
centrations cofilin favors depolymerization of actin filaments. In contrast, at higher concentra-
tions of cofilin, the nucleation of filaments is induced (Andrianantoandro and Pollard 2006). It 
has been assumed that the severing activity of cofilin towards actin filaments increases the num-
ber of free barbed ends hence to increase branching of filaments and the actin nucleation rate 
(Ghosh et al. 2004). Cofilin is constitutively active in cells. The activity of cofilin is regulated by 
phosphorylation downstream of Rac, Rho and Cdc42 GTPases. It has been shown that Lim ki-
nase and phosphatase Slingshot can inactivate or reactivate cofilin by phosphorylation and de-
phosphorylation respectively (Arber et al. 1998; Niwa et al. 2002; Rottner and Stradal 2011b). 
Cofilin localizes at the leading edge of a cell, but is excluded from lamellipodia tips, indicating a 
possible role in actin depolymerization (Svitkina and Borisy 1999a). 
 
1.1.2.6 Barbed end capping proteins 
 
Barbed ends of actin filaments are capped by capping proteins. These have higher affinity to the 
barbed end of actin filament compared to other actin-binding proteins. Besides antagonizing ac-
tivity to Arp2/3 complex and filament nucleation, capping promotes the higher degree of branch-
ing of actin filaments (Rottner and Stradal 2011b). This is essential for actin network formation 
in lamellipodium (S. Kojima, Vignjevic, and Borisy 2004). Moreover, capping proteins are 
thought to control and regulate the rate of lamellipodia protrusion indirectly. One possibility of 
such regulation is the increase of G-actin concentration as a consequence of capping of actin fila-
ments, which can drive the polymerization of other uncapped filaments (Le Clainche and Carlier 
2008b). Another regulatory mechanism for actin nucleation by filament capping is supposedly the 
inhibitory effect of PIP2 on this process. Thus an increase in PIP2 levels can support actin 
polymerization this way. The inhibitory effect of PIP2 on filament capping was demonstrated in 
vitro (Schafer, Jennings, and Cooper 1996). Capping of filaments also appears to be essential for 




Different capping proteins are utilized in various cellular processes that lead to the formation of 
distinct actin structures. The heterodimeric capping protein (CP) controls protrusion of lamellipo-
dia. Gelsolin family proteins (gelsolin, Capping protein gelsolin like (CapG)) are generally in-
volved in cell migration. Tensin, a large modular protein displays capping activity in focal adhe-
sions. Esp8 is an autoinhibited CP which is activated by Abi1 and is involved in lamellipodia for-
mation and also supports motility of Listeria monocytogenes in host cells (Croce et al. 2004; 
Disanza et al. 2004). It is thought that capping function is redundant which was indicated by dou-
ble knockout of gelsolin and capg in mice. The affected animals showed no vast defects or abnor-



















1.1.2.7 Nucleators in actin polymerization at the leading edge 
 
1.1.2.7.1 Arp2/3 complex 
 
To drive the unfavorable reaction of actin filament nucleation, special proteins are required. So 
called actin nucleators can directly catalyze the actin polymerization reaction. Additionally, actin 
nucleators balance the effect of ADF/cofilin and the capping proteins that favor actin depolymeri-
zation. Actin nucleators are currently grouped in three classes: Arp2/3 complex, formins and 
spire (Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the mode of action of major actin nucleators and resulting actin 
structures. (Modified from Chhabra & Higgs, 2007). The Arp2/3 complex binds to sides of pre-existing 
actin filaments at an approx. 70° degree angle and induces actin nucleation at these sites. The extensive 
repeating of this process gives a rise of branched actin network that is found in lamellipodia. Formins nu-
cleate actin filament and stay attached to the tip or the barbed of the growing filament. Some Formins, can 
also bundle actin filaments. These processes can give rise to actin structures where unbranched actin fila-
ments are majorly observed such as filopodia. Spire is able to stabilize the formation of actin tetramer, 
thereby overcoming the energetic barrier and starting the polymerization process. Spire apparently dissoci-




The Arp2/3 complex was the first actin nucleator to be identified. It is composed of seven subu-
nits (ARPC1-5; Arp2 and Arp3). Arp2 and Arp3 are thought to mimic an actin dimer within the 
activated Arp2/3 complex (M. D. Welch, Iwamatsu, and Mitchison 1997; R D Mullins et al. 
1998; Laura M Machesky et al. 1994; Kelleher, Atkinson, and Pollard 1995). Being able to bind 
to sides of pre-existing actin filaments, the Arp2/3 complex serves as a nucleation site and in-
duces branch formation by recruiting free actin monomers (Blanchoin et al. 2000; Goley and 
Welch 2006; R. Dyche Mullins, Stafford, and Pollard 1997). It has been shown that the angle be-
tween pre-existing and newly induced branch is around 70°, thereby providing the structure of 
the actin network in lamellipodia. The result of Arp2/3 complex-mediated actin polymerization is 
a network of short branched actin filaments that grow successively. Another model of actin fila-
ment branching describes branching from the barbed ends of the existing filaments. This model 
assumes that the activated Arp2/3 complex is incorporated and integrated into growing filaments 
at their barbed ends instead of binding the filaments from the side (Boujemaa-Paterski et al. 
2001; Le Clainche and Carlier 2008a). 
Arp2/3 complex is recruited and activated to induce actin polymerization at various locations of a 
cell. Most prominently this happens at the lamellipodium during cell spreading or migration on a 
2D surface. The Arp2/3 complex is apparently essential for eukaryotic cells. The complex func-
tions at very low concentrations making the RNA targeted knockdown experiments difficult to 
analyze and interpret (Thomas D Pollard and Cooper 2009). Also the pathogenic bacterium Lis-
teria monocytogenes can activate the hosts Arp2/3 complex and thereby support its own locomo-
tion within an infected mammalian cell. The force for propulsion of bacteria is apparently gener-
ated by host Arp2/3 complex-mediated F-actin polymerization at the surface of this pathogen (M. 
D. Welch et al. 1998a). 
 
1.1.2.7.1.1 Effects of Arp2/3 complex depletion 
 
Due to lethality caused by genetic removal of Arp2/3 complex subunits in yeast, Dictyostelium or 
in mice (knockouts which lead to preimplantation lethality in mice), it was assumed that the 




2007; C. Wu et al. 2012). RNAi mediated downregulation of the Arp2/3 complex is difficult to 
interpret because the Arp2/3 complex can induce actin polymerization at very low concentrations 
(Thomas D Pollard and Cooper 2009). Although, it has become possible to generate viable ES-
derived cells with stable knockdown of Arp2/3 or ARP3 knockout ES-derived cells(C. Wu et al. 
2012; Suraneni et al. 2012). Also the transient knockdown of ARPC3 and ARP3 in B16 cells 
could be provided and could successfully interfere with lamellipodia formation without compro-
mising cell viability (Steffen et al. 2006). 
1.1.2.7.1.2 Mechanism of Arp2/3 complex activity and its inhibitors 
 
As described in the previous chapter on the nucleating promoting factors, WASP/Scar-WAVE 
family members bind the Arp2/3 complex and lead to its full activation. The VCA domain of 
WASP/Scar proteins binds to monomeric actin with its V-domain and Arp2/3 complex with CA-
region (central and acidic regions) inducing the conformational changes in the complex leading to 
actin nucleation. The Arp2/3 complex nucleation process, requires additionally to binding 
WASP/WAVE proteins, binding of Arp2/3 to the pre-existing filament, ATP and free actin mon-
omers. The exact mechanistic explanation how all these factors interact in this process is still elu-
sive (S. L. Liu et al. 2013). The Arp2/3 complex activation involves the conformational changes 
within the complex so that its subunits Arp2 and Arp3 are placed 25A closer to each other, pre-
sumably to mimic an actin dimer within an actin filament (Rouiller et al. 2008). This 
conformation of both Arp subunits is termed as a short pitch conformation. The transformation of 
Arp2 and Arp3 subunits within the Arp2/3 complex into the short pitch conformation can be 
blocked by specific small molecule inhibitors such as CK666 and CK588. Thus blocking the nu-
cleation of new filaments (Nolen et al. 2009a). This was demonstrated by results of in vitro as-
says as well as in vivo. In mammalian cell culture these inhibitors could successfully block 
Arp2/3 dependent generation of listeria comet tails, the formation of podosomes or the formation 
of the endocytotic actin patches in yeast (S. a Rizvi et al. 2009a; Nolen et al. 2009b). 
The inhibitor molecule CK666 acts presumably as an allosteric inhibitor that stabilizes the inac-
tive conformation of the Arp2/3 complex by blocking the movement of Arp2 closer to Arp3 dur-
ing activation of the complex. The crystal structure of CK666 bound to Arp2/3 complex sug-




the short pitch conformation of these subunits. Another Arp2/3 complex inhibitor CK548 is sup-
posed to bind to Arp3 subunit and presumably destabilizes the active configuration of the whole 
Arp2/3 complex. Binding of CK-548 to Arp3 doesn’t block binding sites of NPFs or the ability of 




Formins were first identified as gene products that were important for the development of limb in 
mice. Later, another protein of this family, a product of Drosophila homologous diaphanous-
gene, was found to be critically important in cytokinesis in this organism (Mass et al. 1990; 
Castrillon and Wasserman 1994). Next, Bni1 a protein from S. cerevisiae was shown to possess 
two homologous regions to previously identified formins in Drosophila melanogaster and in 
mice (Kühn and Geyer 2014). These two regions were depicted as proline-rich, formin homology 
1 (FH1) domain followed by formin homology 2 (FH2) domain (Castrillon and Wasserman 
1994). Further studies, revealed the third homology domain-FH3, which was identified within the 
protein Fus1 from Schizosaccharomyces pombe (S. pombe). To date, the existence of a highly 
conserved FH2 domain of approx. 400 amino acids is the defining feature of formins (Figure 6 A) 
(Y. Xu et al. 2004). 
There are fifteen known formin genes in mammals, whereas six genes are known in Drosophila 
and two in yeast. Isoforms of formins display different roles in cellular functions, although they 
all are known to be directly related to dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton. Some formins that ap-
pear to have very similar domain structure and high sequence identity, can still significantly dif-
fer in their potency to elongate actin filaments. Rho-GTPases are the major activators of formins 
(Higgs and Peterson 2005). 
The formin and diaphanous are most widely studied formins and became founding members of 
formin family proteins, termed as FMN and Dia. The studies on Bni1 in yeast showed for the first 
time, the involvement of formin in remodeling and formation of the actin cytoskeleton (M 
Evangelista 1997). Shortly thereafter, the involvement of Rho-GTPases in activation of formins 




research showed that formins are intrinsically autoinhibited and are activated by interaction with 
activated Rho-GTPases. Activated Rho-GTPases can bind to a specific domain termed the GBD 
domain within formins. This interaction relieves the FH2 domain, which is sterically hindered as 
a result of the autoinhibited conformation of formins. The autoinhibited conformation of formin 
is maintained due to interactions of C-terminal Dia autoregulatory domain (DAD) with the N-
terminal diaphanous inhibitory domain (DID) of a formin dimer (Figure 6 B). 
 
Figure 6: Modular structure and common activation mechanism of mammalian formins. (modified 
form (Campellone and Welch 2010)) (A) Mammalian formins generally possess similar domain structure 
with a characteristic conserved FH1-FH2 domain which is mainly responsible for actin nucleation. GBD 
domain serves as an interaction site with GTPases. Coiled-coil (CC) region and dimerization domain (DD) 
apparently support dimerization of formins (Otomo et al. 2005; Lammers et al. 2005). PDZ domains gen-
erally recognize specific short sequences at C-terminus of numerous proteins and are thought to serve as 
scaffolds to generate multiprotein complexes at specific cellular locations (B. Z. Harris and Lim 2001). In 
case of delphilin its PDZ domain can interact with the glutamate receptor in Purkinje cells possibly linking 
this receptor to actin cytoskeleton at the postsynaptic site of these cells. (B) Formins such as mouse diaph-
anous-related formin 2 (mdia2) are dimeric and intrinsically inactive due to autoinhibition. Upon binding 





The FH2 domain of formin can enhance an actin nucleation reaction by stabilizing an actin dimer 
(Kovar and Pollard 2004a; Zigmond 2004). Additionally, the FH2 domain can simultaneously 
bind to a barbed end of an actin filament. Based on structural data derived from formin Bni1P, 
the FH2 domains of a formin dimer form a donut-shaped structure around an actin filament and 
thereby bind the terminal subunits of the filament (Otomo et al. 2005). Apparently, FH2 domains 
of both formin polypeptides align in an antiparallel orientation to each other within a dimer (Y. 
Xu et al. 2004). After binding to the barbed end of an actin filament, formin recruits profilin-actin 
via its FH1 domain. In a further step, profilin-actin is added to an actin filament in an elongation 
reaction (Marie Evangelista, Zigmond, and Boone 2003). Profilin bound to an actin monomer is 
thought to be highly important for the elongation reaction and can accelerate the reaction up to 
15-fold in vitro, This was shown in a polymerization assay utilizing beads coated with formin 
mDia (Josephine C Adams et al. 2004a). The FH1 domain is followed by a linker sequence that 
helps to maintain flexibility of both FH2 domains in a dimer. This flexibility supposedly allows 
formins to move along the filament stepwise (Y. Xu et al. 2004). The linker sequence between 
FH1 and FH2 domains is also important for- and mediates the dimerization of formins. Further-
more, due to its essential role in the flexibility of FH2 domains, the linker sequence appears to be 
essential for the nucleation activity of formin. Without the linker sequence formins act as capping 
proteins of barbed ends (Josephine C Adams et al. 2004b). 
Based on their biochemical properties formins, besides Arp2/3 complex, form another family of 
actin nucleators. Additionally to their nucleating and elongating activities, formins can even bun-
dle actin filaments. Therefore, in contrast to Arp2/3 complex derived branched F-actin network, 
formin-mediated actin polymerization results in a formation of unbranched actin filaments in 
vitro and most likely in vivo. In the process of filament elongation formin dimer binds to free 
barbed end of the actin filament, remains associated to and moves along the filament during the 
elongation process. Binding of formin to the barbed end blocks the capping proteins from fila-







1.1.2.7.2.1 Isoforms and functional roles of formins 
 
In yeast, two formins participate in an assembly of unbranched actin filaments such as cytokinetic 
rings and actin cables. In mammalian cells fifteen formin genes and their products are involved in 
assembly of various actin structures such as filopodia, stress fibers and are involved in construc-
tion of cytoplasmic actin networks which are apparently used for long rage transportation of vesi-
cles across the cell (Leader et al. 2002; Schuh 2011), or assembly of cytokinetic rings and 
phagocytic cups. Apparently, formin activity at the leading edge also indirectly promotes assem-
bly of lamellipodia (Brandt et al. 2007; Breitsprecher and Goode 2013). 
Fifteen mammalian formins are identified so far. They are divided into seven different subclasses 
based on their FH2 domain sequence divergence: Diaphanous (Dia), Formin-related proteins in 
leukocytes (FRL), Dishevelled-associated activators of morphogenesis (DAAM), Formin-homol-
ogy-domain proteins (FHOD), (Formin) FMN, Delphilin and inverted formin (INF). 
From fifteen isoforms of mammalian formins the largest subset are the so-called DRFs (Diapha-
nous-related formins). DRFs are highly modular proteins and can be divided into three functional 
regions, N-terminal, GBD and DID domains, central DD domain and C-terminal FH1-FH2 do-
main followed by DAD domain. Three isoforms of Dia (mDia 1-3) were found in mammalian 
cells which are also widely expressed throughout the tissues. Based on gene knockout analysis in 
mice the mDia1 is important in polarization and chemotaxis of T cells and neutrophils and in traf-
ficking of these to secondary lymphoid organs (Gupton et al. 2007; Sakata et al. 2007). 
From Rho GTPase subfamily only Rho isoforms were reported to bind to GBD-DID domain and 
activate mDia1 in vitro (Lammers et al. 2008). This interaction leads to actin polymerization in in 
vitro assays. Cdc42 is known to signal to mDia2 (also termed DRF3) and activate this formin via 
binding to its CRIB-motif, which leads to translocation of mDia2 to the leading edge of a cell, ap-
parently to lamellipodia and tips of filopodia. On the other hand, the antibodies against mDia2 
interfere Cdc42 induced formation of filopodia in ES-derived cells (Peng et al. 2003). Report-
edly, mDia2 can also be activated by Rac1, whereas mDia1 can only be activated by Rho 




Src-family kinases) can interact with DRFs, suggesting the link between these formins and tyro-
sine kinase signaling (Young and Copeland 2010a). 
Beyond of their participation in the formation of many actin-based structures such as stress fibers, 
dorsal ruffles and in cytokinesis rings, DRFs localize at the tips of protruding filopodia and la-
mellipodia. Further, the overexpression of DRFs positively correlated with the number of filopo-
dia per cell (Pellegrin and Mellor 2005; Pruyne et al. 2007; Peng et al. 2003). DRFs also were 
shown to be involved in assembly of F-actin at focal adhesions during cell migration. Further-
more, this subfamily of formins is also involved in phagocytosis, which was indicated by their 
presence in phagocytosis cups. FH2-domains of DRFs can also trigger serum response factor-
induced transcription. DRFs can interact with- and bind to microtubules and to other proteins 
which are capable of interacting with microtubule plus end (Bartolini et al. 2008; Young and 
Copeland 2010b). 
Formin like proteins (FMNL1-3) and disheveled-associated activator of morphogenesis (Daam1-
2) are reminiscent of DRFs, structurally related to each other and similarly regulated formins. 
These subclass of formins, besides their actin nucleation activity, also possesses the ability to 
bundle actin filaments. FMNL1 can be activated via Cdc42 in in vitro assays. The activation of 
FMNL1 leads to relocation of this formin of to the cell membrane and phagocytic cups during 
phagocytosis (Seth, Otomo, and Rosen 2006). FMNL2 is recuired and supports the formation of 
filopodia and lamellipodia downstream of Cdc42 during cell migration (Jennifer Block et al. 
2012). FMNL2 and FMNL3 were shown to be involved in force generation during protrusion of 
lamellipodia of migrating mammalian cells downstream of Cdc42 (Kage et al. 2017a). FMNL3, 
in contrast to the autoinhibited isoforms (1 and 2), is apparently constitutively active in cells. This 
formin was reported to be involved in the formation of cell to cell adhesions (Gauvin, Young, and 
Higgs 2014; E. S. Harris et al. 2010). 
Formin (FMN-1/2) and formin homology domain 2 containing (FHOD1/3) possess markedly dis-
tinct N-terminal sequences than Dia, FRL and Daam formins suggesting a difference in autoinhi-
bition and activation of these formins compared to formins from other subfamilies. Reportadly, 
FHOD1 binds to Rac via its GBD domain (Schonichen et al. 2006). This interaction supposedly 




pression of constitutively active FHOD lacking a DAD domain leads to extensive stress fiber for-
mation which is dependent on ROCK, RhoA and Rac (Schonichen et al. 2006). ROCK GTPase 
interacts with FHOD1 (which is majorly expressed endothelial formin) and can phosphorylate the 
DAD region of the formin in vitro. This relieves autoinhibited conformation of FHOD1 and prob-
ably leads to activation and inducting stress fiber formation in endothelial cells after treatment of 
these with thrombin (Takeya et al. 2008; Schonichen et al. 2006). 
FMN1 is reportedly involved in the formation of adherence junctions and focal adhesions. Deple-
tion of this formin affects cell migration and manifests in abnormalities in the formation of focal 
adhesions. In knockout and knock in models of FMN1 in mice could be observed that depletion 
of FMN1 resulted in less focal adhesions and slight negative effect on migration during wound 
healing in cells. Formin FMN1 co-localizes with microtubules, but no co-localization was de-
tected at focal contacts or adherence junctions (Dettenhofer, Zhou, and Leder 2008). FMN2 was 
suggested to play a role in cytokinesis, particularly in correct positioning of the spindle apparatus 
as well as in chromosomal movements during this process. This was observed in meiosis of oo-
cytes of FMN2 deficient mice (Leader et al. 2002). 
Delphilin and INF 1-2 proteins, in contrast to typical formins, lack GBD, DID or DAD domains. 
The F-actin assembly mediated by these formins is not well understood. Delphilin plays appar-
ently a role in F-actin assembly in mammalian neuronal tissue due to its high expression profile 
in this tissue. INF1 induces stress fiber formation when transfected into cells, however it localizes 
to microtubules. INF2 can additionally to polymerizing activity can severe or depolymerize actin 
filaments in vitro (Chhabra and Higgs 2006). 
Sipre, cordon-bleu, Cobl and Leimonin (Lmod) represent a group of actin nucleators which have 
characteristically three or more G-actin-binding motifs. In addition they harbor WH2-domains. 
Apparently, the WH2-domains of these proteins are promoting the formation of an actin trimer, 
although the high resolution structural data confirming this assumption is currently not available 
(Campellone and Welch 2010). 
It is still not well understood how formins are activated leading to the formation of filopodia and 




FMNL1 and 3 are most likely involved in the formation of filopodia and can be activated down-
stream of Cdc42. DRFs also localize to tips of filopodia. 
 
1.1.2.7.2.2 Effects of formin depletion 
 
Formins are important, if not essential, in tissue invasion of cancer cells. Furthermore, apparently 
different formins are utilized by different types of cancer cells to accomplish invasion related 
tasks into artificial 3D tissue (Matrigel). This was demonstrated by analyzing three different cell 
lines in their ability to invade into Matrigel when different formin proteins were downregulated 
by shRNA approach. In HT1080 cells shRNA approach targeting either DAAM1, Dia1 or 
FMNL1 showed 80%, and 50% decreased invasion whereas downregulation of FMNL2 had no 
negative effect in the same assay. In contrast, in MDA-MB-231 cells shRNA mediated knock-
down of DAAM1 or FMNL2 had no negative effects on cell invasion (Kitzing et al. 2010). In 
B16 cells FMNL2 but not FMNL1 localizes to the tips of lamellipodia and filopodia and interacts 
specifically with Cdc42. The localization of this formin to the cell periphery is dependent on the 
presence of activated Cdc42. Also the N-terminal myristyolation is apparently an important factor 
for FMNL2 activation. The shRNA mediated knockdown of FMNL2 led to reduced (approx. 
70%) overall protrusion rates and decreased velocity in these cells (Jennifer Block et al. 2012). 
Macrophage specific DRF, FRLα (Formin related gene in leukocytes α) is activated specifically 
downstream of active Cdc42, but not of activated RhoA or Rac. In this case also such as in case 
of FMNL2 in B16 cells, the activation of formins defines its localization at the cell periphery. 
The downregulation of FRLa-gene leads to severe defects in Fc-y mediated phagocytosis in mac-
rophages (Seth, Otomo, and Rosen 2006). 
The highly aggressive breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 expresses all three DRFs (1-3) which 
were shown to be critically involved in the invasion of these cells by forming invadopodia and 
degrading extracellular matrix (ECM) substrate beneath of these structures. The silencing of one 
of the DRF genes had a critical impact on cell invasion, matrix degradation and invadopodia for-
mation. Additionally, knockdown of Cdc42 or RhoA also reduced the formation of invadopodia 




1.1.2.7.2.3 Inhibition of formins 
 
Besides RNAi mediated silencing or genetic knockout approach, direct inhibition of formin pro-
teins is another way to study the function and mechanisms of action of formins. This is achieved 
by a small molecule inhibitor termed smiFH2 (small molecule inhibitor of formin homology 2 
domains). The inhibitory properties of this molecule on formins were identified by screening of 
large numbers of commercially available small molecules for their ability to inhibit actin 
polymerization in vitro. SmiFH2, is a 2-thiooxodihidropyrimidie-4, 6-dione derivative that inhib-
ited mDia mediated actin assembly in a concentration dependent manner with IC50 of 15µM. Fur-
ther experiments identified the FH2 domain of formins as the target of the inhibitor. This was 
confirmed by inhibition of formins from diverse organisms such as C. elegans (CYK-1), S. 
pombe (Cdc12) or form S. cerevisiae (Bni1). Due to blocking of both, nucleation and elongation 
reactions of actin polymerization by smiFH2 authors concluded that this inhibitor generally de-
creases the affinity of formins to barbed ends of actin filaments. Furthermore, the binding of 
smiFH2 is apparently reversible and the molecule undergoes cellular breakdown after some time. 
The selectivity of smiFH2 towards formins, but not to Arp 2/3 complex was demonstrated by its 
inhibitory effect on assembly of formin dependent actin cables and cytokinetic rings and not of 
Arp2/3 dependent endocytic actin patches in yeast. 
3T3 fibroblasts treated with 10µM smiFH2 showed 50% reduced velocity of migration which ad-
ditionally involved non-apoptotic blebbing in 20% of cells. SmiFH2 also induced switch form la-
mellipodia based to the blebbing associated motility when applied for several hours. Of note, 
smiFH2 had a negative effect on assembly of stress fibers (S. a Rizvi et al. 2009b). Other studies 
involving smiFH2 treatments of cancer cells showed that mDia2, but not mDia1 or mDia3 were 
downregulated after smiFH2 treatment (Isogai, Kammen, and Innocenti 2015). Also in human 
glioma samples and glioblastoma cell lines the upregulation of DIAPH1 (mDia1) and DIAPH3 
(mDia2) was observed. The upregulation of these formins was prominent from stage I to stage 4 
gliomas compared to expression of these formins in normal brain tissue. Inhibition or downregu-
lation of these formins using smiFH2 or siRNA approaches led to decreased invasion capacity of 
glioblastoma cell line in 3D (Arden et al. 2015a). Still the data on exact mechanism how smiFH2 




To summarize, from fifteen mammalian formin proteins, most likely only a few are involved in 
the formation of actin-based protrusions in fibroblasts or HT1080 cells. Interesting candidates 
could be DRFs (DRF2 and DRF3) and FMNL1/ FMNL3. These formins can be activated by 
Cdc42 which is known to induce filopodia. Reportedly mDia2 localizes at the tips of filopodia 
that are induced by Cdc42. Furthermore, increased expression of Drf3 (mDia2) is associated with 
increased numbers of filopodia in murine ES-derived cells. Also in 3T3 fibroblasts, filopodia 
formed downstream of Cdc42 and Drf3 which localized at the tips of these structures. Further-
more, blocking of Drf3 with antibodies in the presence of active Cdc42 still led to decreased filo-
podia numbers in cells (Peng et al. 2003; Pellegrin and Mellor 2005).The formin mDia1 was 
shown to be involved in the formation of filopodia downstream of RhoA in mtLn3 cells which is 
a rat mammary cancer cell line (Philippar et al. 2008a). 
FMNL1-3 can be essential candidates for formation of filopodia downstream of Cdc42 besides 
DRFs. Moreover, these formins can also bundle actin filaments. Rho GTPase Cdc42 was shown 
to specifically bind and activate formin FMNL2. This interaction leads to translocation of this 
formin to the leading edge in migrating cells (Jennifer Block et al. 2012; Kühn et al. 2015; Kage 
et al. 2017a). 
 
1.1.2.7.3 Ena/Vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP) proteins in cell migration 
 
Smooth muscle cells coat veins and arteries externally and depending of their contractile state can 
control the diameter of blood vessels. Due to this mechanism, it is possible to adjust the diameter 
of blood vessels to match blood flow rates. Application of vasodilator drugs leads to relaxation of 
smooth muscle cells thereby increasing the diameter of blood vessels. This is a established 
treatment of several heart diseases (Walter, Waldmann, and Nieberding 1988). Research on the 
molecular mechanism of vasodilator drugs showed that these substances, besides their effect on 
smooth muscle cells, can also inhibit the aggregation of platelets. This effect goes together with 
activation of cGMP or cAMP kinases followed by increase of intracellular levels of cAMP or 




membrane associated protein which was specifically phosphorylated in response to vasodilators 
(Ulrich and Biochem 1990).  
In fibroblasts as well as in platelets that were adhered on glass coverslips, endogenous VASP was 
localized at the ends of stress fibers, cell periphery and ruffling areas of protruding cell edge 
(Reinhard et al. 1992). VASP is enriched at intracellular loci that are rich in F-actin such as focal 
adhesions, cell-cell contacts, filopodia tips and edges of lamellipodia (Rottner et al. 1999a; 
Chesarone and Goode 2009). In line with these findings, VASP can bind both G-and F-actin 
(Barzik et al. 2005; Reinhard et al. 1992). Moreover, ActA (Actin Assambly-inducing Protein) a 
bacterial activator of the Arp2/3 complex, was shown to bind and recruit VASP at the bacterial 
membrane. At the membrane VASP in concert with the hosts Arp2/3 complex, promotes bacterial 
movement within the cytosol of infected cells by actin polymerization on the bacterial surface 
(Lommel et al. 2001; Temm-Grove et al. 1994; M. D. Welch et al. 1998b). These findings sug-
gested that VASP could act either as a nucleator or elongation enhancer of actin filaments 
(Chesarone and Goode 2009). 
 
1.1.2.7.3.1 Structure and localization of VASP  
 
Mammals possess three versions of closely related Ena/VASP proteins- Mena, VASP and EVL. 
The common structure of these proteins shows a proline rich core domain, flanked by amino ter-
minal EVH1 and C-terminal EVH2 domains (Ena/VASP homology domains 1 and 2). The pro-
line-rich core domain is important for the interaction of VASP with profilin. The EVH1 domain 
is thought to localize Ena/VASP proteins to focal adhesions, whereas EVH2 domain can bind F- 
and G-actin and is supposedly important for Ena/VASP mediated elongation of actin filaments 
(Franke 2004; Lai et al. 2008; Breitsprecher et al. 2011; Barzik et al. 2005). Furthermore, the C-
terminal EVH2 domain of VASP mediates tetramerization of VASP (Bachmann et al. 1999; Hu 
et al. 1999; Lai et al. 2008). 
The EVH1 domain of Ena/VASP proteins is responsible for subcellular targeting of these pro-
teins to focal adhesions (Bear et al. 2000). This is achieved through the ability of VASP to bind 
proteins that harbor the consensus motif of D/E FPPPPXD (Gertler et al. 1996; Bear et al. 2000). 




Walter 1996). It was shown that vinculin interacts with VASP in vitro and both proteins co-local-
ize at nascent adhesions (Huttelmaier et al. 1998). VASP is also recruited to terminal ends of 
stress fibers apparently by binding to vinculin and zyxin via its EVH1 domain (Steffen et al. 
2006; Jockuschb and Walter 1996). 
Structural data of regions of VASP bound to G-actin or profilin actin suggest that VASP is linked 
with the EVH1 domain to its ligands, binds actin monomers with its central proline rich region 
and interacts with F-actin with its C-terminal EVH2 domain (Chereau and Dominguez 2006). 
VASP was shown to localize at tips of filopodia and lamellipodia during the protrusion phase of 
these structures. The rate of recruitment of VASP at these sites positively correlated with protru-
sion rates of these structures (Rottner et al. 1999b). Based on these studies and on the promoting 
role of Ena/VASP proteins in bacterial movement, it has been proposed that these proteins can 
promote cell migration (Rottner et al. 1999b). Although, Ena/VASP depleted fibroblasts showed 
increased motility on 2D (Bear et al. 2000). Further studies showed that VASP is required for the 
formation of filopodia in murine neurons and Dictyostelium (Schirenbeck et al. 2006; Faix and 
Rottner 2006b; Kwiatkowski et al. 2007; Lebrand et al. 2004; Applewhite et al. 2007). 
Depletion of one of the VASP isoforms in mice leads to only subtle defects in affected animals. 
Removal of all three VASP isoforms results in embryonic lethality. Affected embryos show se-
vere morphogenetic and cardiovascular defects (Riquelme et al. 2015). Depletion of VASP in 
Dictyostelium led to reduced numbers of filopodia and showed inefficient chemotaxis compared 
to wildtype cells (Y. H. Han et al. 2002; Schirenbeck et al. 2006). 
 
1.1.2.7.3.2 Mechanism of action of Ena/VASP 
 
Data from in vitro actin polymerization assays indicate that VASP bundles- and processivly 
elongates actin filaments (Lai et al. 2008; Bachmann et al. 1999; Breitsprecher et al. 2011; Hu et 
al. 1999; Laurent et al. 1999). Although, it is still controversially discussed whether Ena/VASP 
proteins are nucleators of actin filaments or act indirectly by their anti-capping activity 




Studies on VASP from mammalian cells show formation of protein complex between VASP and 
mDia1 (Grosse et al. 2003). Also VASP form Dictyostelium (DdVASP) showed interaction with 
Dia2 in vitro and apparently in vivo acting as a protein complex during the formation of filopodia 
in Dictyostelium cells (Schirenbeck et al. 2006). Furthermore, DdVASP can directly nucleate F-
actin and does not possess the anti-capping activity. Reportedly, VASP proteins can additionally 
bundle actin filaments involving F-actin-binding site of VASP. Mutation within this site of VASP 
severely affected the bundling activity, but did not affect the polymerization of F-actin by VASP. 
VASP is thought to capture several actin filaments at once and directly add actin monomers and 
elongate these filaments. Apparently the tetramerization of VASP proteins leads to binding and 
tethering of actin filaments. Thereafter G-actin is directly bound by VASP and transferred to F-
actin filament (Breitsprecher et al. 2011). This study also showed that different isoforms of 
VASP display considerably distinct actin nucleation rates both, in solution and when immobilized 
on beads (Breitsprecher et al. 2011). The higher rates of actin nucleation of immobilized VASP 
compared to VASP in solution is probably due to multimerisation or clustering of VASP on the 
surface of beads (Lai et al. 2008). 
 
1.1.2.7.3.3 VASP at invadopodia 
 
The metastasis of mouse mammary breast cancer has been linked to a paracrine loop between 
carcinoma cells that secrete colony-stimulating factor (CSF)-1 and tumor-associated macro-
phages that in turn secrete EGF (Wyckoff et al. 2004). In this scenario, a subpopulation of cancer 
cells responds to EGF signal by invasion into surrounding tissue and blood vessels (Philippar et 
al. 2009; Yamaguchi et al. 2005; Josephine C Adams et al. 2004b). EGF on the other hand, simi-
lar to some other growth factors, can induce the formation of invadopodia (Yamaguchi, Pixley, 
and Condeelis 2006). Apparently, EGF mediated formation of invadopodia enables cancer cells 
to protrude into ECM and secrete proteases focally to degrade the extracellular matrix and move 
further into the surrounding tissue (Condeelis and Segall 2003; Buccione, Orth, and McNiven 
2004; Stefan Linder 2007) (Philippar et al. 2008b). The formation of invadopodia and thus inva-
siveness of these cells is attributed to Mena upregulation, which is a murine member of the 




A specific splice isoform of Mena is overexpressed in motile mammary cancer cells and is in-
volved in stabilization of invadopodia in these cells. This Mena version potentiates the degrada-
tion of underling matrix by invadopodia and increases the lifetime of these structures when over-
expressed. Furthermore, Mena co-localized with cortactin in protrusions formed during the 
invasion into collagen I gel of rat mammary cancer cell line MTLn3. Also when MTLn3 cells 
were plated on fibronectin / gelatin coated dishes endogenous Mena was concentrated in dot-like 
structures and co-localized with cortactin at those locations. These structures were presumably 
invadopodia (Philippar et al. 2008b). 
 




Lamellipodia are sheet like, thin, actin-based protrusions consisting of F-actin filaments that are 
organized in a criss-cross pattern. This structure was first characterized by Abercrombie as 0.2 
µm thin layer of cytoplasm formed by migrating cells at the leading edge. Lamellipodia which 
curled upwards in a perpendicular direction to the substrate were termed as “ruffles” and the pro-
cess was referred as “ruffling” (Small et al. 2002b). Later the formation of lamellipodia was 
shown to be a dynamic process where actin molecules are polymerized to actin filaments at the 
plasma membrane to form a branched network (Rottner and Stradal 2011c). The key step in the 
formation of branched F-actin pattern is the binding or incorporation of the Arp2/3 complex at 
pre-existing filaments. The Arp 2/3 complex can bind to pre-existing actin filaments at an angle 
of around 80° and initiate the formation of daughter filaments at the attachment site (R. Dyche 







1.2.2 Filopodia and microspikes 
 
Filopodia are finger-like actin-based protrusions which are produced by various cell types promi-
nently during their migration on 2D substrates. Their major role can be found in contributing to 
cell protrusion and probable environmental sensing (Faix and Rottner 2006c; Rottner and Stradal 
2011a). Additionally filopodia are also thought to be involved in formation of stress fibers 
(Nemethova, Auinger, and Small 2008; Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1995b). The aligned and 
tightly bundled actin filaments inside filopodia are oriented with their barbed ends towards the 
direction of migration (schematic illustration in (Figure 7)) (Faix and Rottner 2006b)(Svitkina 
and Borisy 1999b). Often filopodia and lamellipodia emerge simultaneously, although they are 
regulated distinctly and are assembled by different actin machinery proteins (C D Nobes and Hall 
1995; Chhabra and Higgs 2007a; Rottner and Stradal 2011c). 
The convergent elongation model of filopodia assembly proposes the existence of a so called tip 
complex. Residing at the tips of growing filopodia the tip complex elongates filopodia that 
emerge from the lamellipodial dendritic network. The tip complex apparently contains VASP, 
formins, Vav1, Abi and myosin X (Danijela Vignjevic et al. 2006a; Svitkina et al. 2003). Due to 
the convergent elongation model, filopodia are thought to be assembled from precursor filaments 
within the lamellipodia. These precursor filaments are clustered and processivly elongated at their 
barbed ends by Ena/VASP proteins. Actin filaments in filopodia are bundled by the cross-linking 
protein fascin (Mellor 2010a). Cross-linking of filopodia was proposed to be a key step of for-
mation of functional actin structure, stiff enough to push forward against the cell membrane 
(Alex Mogilner 2006; Alexander Mogilner and Rubinstein 2005). 
The tip-nucleation model is another convenient model of filopodia formation that suggests 
formins as central actors in the formation of these structures. This model was initiated by the dis-
covery of formin mDia2 at the tips of filopodia downstream of Cdc42 activation (Peng et al. 
2003). Supposedly, Cdc42 activates mDia2, which than can bind to filament barbed ends and ini-
tiate elongation of filaments from their tips. Elongation of filaments by mDia2 generates a force 
of 1.3 pN per actin filament (Kovar and Pollard 2004b). Apparently, a bundle of approx. 20 fila-
ments could produce a force, strong enough to deform the cell membrane (Peskin, Odell, and 




the cell membrane (Schirenbeck et al. 2006). Finally, in contrast to the convergent elongation 
model the tip nucleation model proposes the formation of filopodia from the top down and not as 
emerging from the base of filopodium (Mellor 2010b). 
Another protein prominently involved in the formation of filopodia and microspikes is fascin. 
Fascin can bundle actin filaments in vitro (Otto, Kane, and Bryan 1979; Yamashiro-Matsumura 
and Matsumura 1986). In a number of cell types fascin specifically localizes to filopodia (Sasaki 
et al. 1996; Yamashiro et al. 1998; Yamashiro-Matsumura and Matsumura 1986; Svitkina et al. 
2003). Fascin is highly expressed in cells that possess numerous filopodia. Whereas, other pro-
teins are also able to cross link parallel actin bundles such as α-actinin (stress fibers), espin, fibrin 
and vilin only fascin among those, exclusively localizes along the entire length of filopodia. The 
shRNA mediated knockdown of fascin markedly reduced filopodia per cell in B16 mouse mela-
noma cells. Moreover, the number of filopodia per cell positively correlated with the expression 
of active, dephosphorylated fascin and vice versa (Danijela Vignjevic et al. 2006b). 
 
1.2.3 Podosomes and invadopodia 
 
Podosomes and invadopodia are structurally related actin-based protrusions, which are primarily 
formed by cells that have to move through different tissues and/or across the existing tissue barri-
ers (Buccione, Orth, and McNiven 2004). A typical characteristic feature of these two related ac-
tin structures is an actin-rich core region. Furthermore, both structures are able to degrade ECM 
and its components and their presence is considered to be one of the main hallmarks of invasive 
cells (Stefan Linder, Wiesner, and Himmel 2011). In cells plated on 2D surfaces podosomes and 
invadopodia are induced at the ventral surface of cells and appear as actin-rich dots in fluores-
cence microscopy (Kurisu and Takenawa 2010a). Typically, N-WASP/WASP, Arp2/3 complex 
and cortactin as well as fascin are often found in podosomes and invadopodia and are enriched 
(or localize in proximity in case of fascin) in F-actin-rich core regions of these structures (Li et al. 
2010a; Stefan Linder 2009). Invadopodia typically are observed in many cancer cell types and are 
considered as major degradative protrusions of these cells. Podosomes are primarily formed by 




to the underlying substrate and additionally can degrade the underlying ECM. The inhibition of 
formation or functionality of podosomes impairs the migration of macrophages in 3D Matrigel, 
but not on 2D glass coverslip surfaces (Cougoule  Véronique Poincloux, Renaud Al Saati, Talal 
Mège, Jean-Louis Tabouret, Guillaume Lowell, Clifford A. Laviolette-Malirat, Nathalie 
Maridonneau-Parini, Isabelle 2009). Whereas numerous reports show that the inhibition podo-
some formation has a dramatic effect on migration of immune cells on 2D and apparently also in 
vivo (Jones et al. 2002b; S Linder et al. 1999a). 
Besides many structural and functional similarities, there are also a key differences between pod-
osomes and invadopodia. For example, the actin-rich core of podosomes is often surrounded by a 
ring of proteins that are usually associated with adhesive structures, such as vinculin, paxillin or 
talin. Yet, no other prominent adhesion associated proteins are found around actin-rich cores of 
invadopodia except talin. Furthermore, podosomes are not considered as protrusions, in contrast 
to invadopodia which can protrude several microns into the underlying substrate. Moreover, in-
vadopodia differ from podosomes by size, temporal appearance and their special organization. 
Single podosomes are approx. 1µm in diameter and 0.4 µm in depth. They can appear organized 
in podosome rings. Invadopodia can form clusters up to 8 µm in diameter and 5 µm in depth. 
Moreover, lifetimes of invadopodia and podosomes differ significantly from each other. Invado-
podia can persist for more than an hour, whereas podosome-lifetime is limited to several minutes 
(D. A. Murphy and Courtneidge 2011a). 
Majority of actin filaments in both, podosomes and invadopodia are thought to consist of a 
branched actin network (because of presence and the essential role of the Arp2/3 complex). 
Formins are also involved in the formation of invadopodia. Therefore, the existence of un-
branched actin filaments within the core region of this structure is being discussed. These un-
branched actin filaments are apparently radially oriented to the core region in case of podosomes, 
or are successively polymerized at the tips of invadopodia. (Schoumacher, Louvard, and 
Vignjevic 2011; Lizárraga, Poincloux, Romao, et al. 2009). NPFs such as N-WASP or WASP, 
but not WAVE, are essential for the Arp2/3 complex dependent formation of the core region of 
podosomes (Kurisu and Takenawa 2010c). WASP is considered to be essential in the formation 
of podosomes in myeloid cells. Although in macrophages, N-WASP can reportedly compensate 




significant role in the formation of podosomes. In particular, formin FMNL1 was shown to deco-
rate the core region of podosomes in a cap like manner in macrophages. Furthermore removal of 
this formin reduced the adhesive capability of macrophages (Mersich et al. 2010). 
Fascin an actin-bundling protein has been shown to localize in the proximity of podosomes of 
mouse dendritic cells and is thought to be involved in the turnover of these structures. Although, 
no data of co-localization of fascin with podosomes has been reported so far (Yamakita et al. 
2011). Still few study reports are available that address the role of fascin in formation of podo-
somes and requirement and recruitment of fascin in core regions of podosomes in THP-1 cells or 
to podosome rosettes in smooth muscle cells suggesting an involvement of fascin in turnover of 
these structures (Quintavalle et al. 2010; Jayo and Parsons 2010; Yamakita et al. 2011). 
A typical disease involving defects in podosome formation is WAS. In this disease the WAS gene 
in macrophages and dendritic cells carry several mutations. Interestingly, these cells cannot form 
podosomes (S Linder et al. 1999b). The absence of podosomes correlates with defective migra-
tion and chemotaxis in effected immune cells (Jones et al. 2002b). 
Formins from DRF subfamily play an essential role in the formation of F-actin core region in in-
vadopodia of breast cancer cell line. The siRNA-mediated knockdown of these formins caused 
severe defects in degradation of underling gelatin matrix and invasion capability into the Matrigel 
substrate (Lizárraga, Poincloux, Romão, et al. 2009). Fascin, an actin-bundling protein involved 
in the formation of filopodia and podosomes, was also shown to be enriched in invadopodia 
formed by cells plated on 2D gelatin. The knockdown of fascin severely reduced the number of 
invadopodia- (counted as cortactin rich dots) and additionally the number of filopodia per cell. 
The degradation area per cell was reduced to 60% of wildtype cells. Moreover, the ability of cells 
to invade into collagen I / Matrigel substrate was markedly affected (Li et al. 2010b). 
Formins supposedly facilitate elongation of invadopodia due to the formation of longitudinal un-
branched actin fibers in their tips after (or in the process) ECM has been degraded. The degrada-
tion of ECM in the proximity of invadopodia is accomplished by microtubule dependent recruit-
ment of matrix metalloproteinases such as MT1-matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) at the 




Many cancer cell lines have a characteristic ability to form invadopodia. Fascin is considered to 
be a typical marker candidate of these structures being additionally essential for the formation of 
filopodia (Hashimoto, Skacel, and Adams 2005). Fascin also localizes in the invasive front of 
colorectal cancer and downregulation of this actin modulator decreases the invasiveness of the 
mentioned cells (Danijela Vignjevic et al. 2007a). Thus it can be speculated that upregulation of 
fascin in certain cancer types supports invadopodia formation which is followed by the increased 
invasiveness of those cancers. Therefore, the formation of invadopodia can be one of the steps in 
the progression of cancer to a more invasive grade (Li et al. 2010a). 
 
1.2.4 Circular dorsal ruffles: One structure, multiple functions? 
 
When cultured cells are stimulated with growth factors, either globally or in the form of chemical 
gradient, they form actin-based protrusions at cell periphery such as lamellipodia with embedded 
microspikes and filopodia and begin to migrate. In a case of stimulation of mouse embryonic fi-
broblasts (MEFs) with PDGF-BB, within 2-5 minutes after stimulation, these cells display transi-
ent actin-based protrusions termed as circular dorsal ruffles besides lamellipodia and filopodia. 
These transient circular actin-based protrusions are formed on the dorsal surface of cells. Within 
5-20 minutes post stimulation this dynamic actin structure constricts and collapses back into the 
dorsal surface of a cell (Rottner and Stradal 2011c; Buccione, Orth, and McNiven 2004). 
Microspikes and filopodia are enriched in circular dorsal ruffles. Consequently fascin, an actin-
bundling protein in filopodia, is also localized and enriched in circular dorsal ruffles. The knock-
down of fascin significantly decreases the rate of circular dorsal ruffle formation in MEFs 
(Schloen, K,. PhD thesis; Guledani, A. unpublished Data). Furthermore, the formation of circular 
dorsal ruffles requires almost similar actin machinery proteins as it is required for formation of 
peripheral ruffles. Besides active Rac, additionally active Cdc42 is essential for the formation of 
CRs whereas Cdc42 is dispensable for formation for the formation of lamellipodia. Inhibition of 
PI3 kinase or Akt kinase isoforms and subsequent inhibition of Rac GTPase diminishes both, dor-




1.2.4.1 Putative roles of CRs 
 
Although decades have passed since the discovery of CRs, the functional role of these structures 
still remains elusive. It is possible that these dynamic actin structures harbor multiple functions 
(Buccione, Orth, and McNiven 2004). These functions could lead to a cumulative effect of the 
mobilization and reorganization of actin to prepare cells for migration. It has been proposed and 
experimentally shown that beneath circular ruffles stress fibers are actively dissembled. CR for-
mation site also positively correlates with the area of subsequent lamellipodia formation (Krueger 
et al. 2003). Formation of circular dorsal ruffles is associated with several cellular processes, 
where extensive actin reorganization is required. These processes include receptor internalization, 
actin reorganization during cell migration, macropinocytosis and macropinocytosis mediated in-
tegrin redistribution and recovery during migration (Gu et al. 2011; Orth and McNiven 2006b). 
Although, it has already been shown that formation of CRs can support-, but is not essential in 
macropinocytosis (Suetsugu et al. 2003). 
Circular dorsal ruffling was implicated in mediating selective internalization of EGF-Receptor 
independent of clathrin-coated pits. The engulfed receptors and ligands were shown to localize 
within dynamic tubules moving towards central areas of the cells. Therefore, authors assigned 
CRs to another distinct and clathrin-independent form of pinocytosis which is stimulated by 
growth factors (Orth and McNiven 2006b). It is still unclear, whether circular dorsal ruffling is 
another mechanism of pinocytosis or if pinocytosis is one of several functions of CRs. 
It has been reported that during PDGF-BB stimulated cell migration, integrin-ß3 relocates form 
focal adhesions sites to circular dorsal ruffles. Form dorsal ruffles, integrins are reportedly inter-
nalized through macropinocytosis and enter endosomal compartments. From these compartments 
integrins are recycled to participate in the formation of new focal adhesions on the ventral surface 
of the cell (Gu et al. 2011). In contrast to that, reportedly during the random unstimulated- or ba-
sal cell migration the turnover of integrins always requires clathrin mediated endocytosis (Chao 







Cells can take up extracellular material in a process termed endocytosis. Depending on physical 
state and size of the extracellular material to be internalized, this process is further divided in 
phago- and pinocytosis. Uptake of solid material (diameter < 250 nm) by cells is termed phago-
cytosis. On the contrary, uptake of liquid (diameter < 150 nm) is referred as pinocytosis. The en-
docytic vesicles formed during pinocytosis have a uniform shape in contrast to phagocytic vesi-
cles, of which size and shape are determined by the geometry of the engulfed particle. Phagocyto-
sis can be initiated by activation of membrane anchored receptors, given corresponding ligands 
are presented on the surface of the particle to be engulfed. If receptors on a cell surface recognize 
and bind to those ligands residing on a particle surface the cell subsequently activates phagocytic 
machinery. Pinocytosis in contrast to phagocytosis, occurs continuously during the lifetime of a 
cell at the specialized regions of the cell membrane. These regions are prominently coated with a 
protein termed clathrin and therefore are referred as clathrin-coated pits. Clathrin can form a 
characteristic basket around the invaginated cell membrane. During this process the extracellular 
fluid is taken up by cells for the further processing. During clathrin mediated endocytosis specific 
membrane bound receptors are activated by extracellular stimuli. This apparently ensures, selec-
tive enriching and ingesting of biomolecules at the membrane and from the extracellular space. A 
model example of this process is EGF mediated pinocytosis during which EGF binds and acti-
vates EGF-receptors at the extracellular surface of a cell membrane. This is followed by the accu-
mulation of the EGF-receptors (EGFR) in clathrin-coated pits and their ingestion. Engulfed re-
ceptor-ligand complexes are thought to be degraded in lysosomes. This might be a mechanism of 
receptor downregulation at the cell surface. The higher the concentration of ligand such as EGF, 
the more intensely cells reduce the number of receptors on their surfaces (Alberts et al. 2002b). 
Despite several implications of functional roles of CRs in cell migration no studies have been yet 
performed directly on cell migration or chemotaxis of cells lacking the ability to form these struc-
tures. Therefore, the present work addresses this issue using Cdc42 knockout MEFs that lack the 
ability to form CRs in response to PDGF-BB. Nevertheless, these cells can form filopodia and 




1.3 Protrusion adhesion and retraction-three phases of cell migration 
 
In contrast to 3D environments where cells display several modes and strategies of migration, on 
2D surfaces most of the motile mammalian cells show one morphologically distinct mode of mi-
gration. This migration mode generally consists of cycles of protrusion formation, adhesion to the 
substrate and a retraction at the rear of the cell (figure 7) (Rottner and Stradal 2011c). 
1.3.1 Protrusion 
 
Protrusion phase of mammalian cells is accomplished by polymerizing actin into the filaments or 
polymers at the plasma membrane and in this way “pushing” the membrane with the resulting 
force in the specific direction (figure 7). The actin polymerization is a tightly controlled process 
involving Rho-GTPases as main regulatory switches. The GTPases, in dependence on extracellu-
lar stimuli, can activate a supporting machinery for the actin polymerization. These machines can 
either induce branched- or/and unbranched actin polymerization. As a consequence of branched, 
Arp2/3 dependent actin polymerization thin, sheet like protrusion termed lamellipodium emerges. 
Another type of actin protrusion that can co-occur- and is often embedded in lamellipodium is re-
ferred as microspike or filopodium- if it extends over the edge of the lamellipodium. A filopo-
dium is a finger-like protrusion consisting of bundled unbranched actin filaments (figure 7). 
When cells are cultured on 2D surfaces that are coated with constituent proteins of ECM, some 
cell types can develop dot-like actin-based protrusions on their ventral side that can degrade 
ECM. This actin-based structure is termed as invadopodium or a podosome in case of macro-
phages. Podosomes and invadopodia are capable of degradation of the underlying substrate. The 
outer surface of invadopodia and podosomes can display ECM degrading enzymes such as metal-
loproteinases and degrade the underlying substrate. These enzymes on the other hand can be also 





Figure 7: Schematic illustration of cell motility and corresponding actin-based structures in 2D mi-
gration (Adopted form Small and Rottner 2010). The lamellipodium is a major protrusive structure in a 
polarized migrating cell that is produced at the cell edge due to the activity of the Arp2/3 complex. This 
highly dynamic branched actin network grows in the direction of filament elongation. It produces the pro-
trusive force for translocation. The filopodium is another prominent protrusive structure of migrating cells. 
Actin filaments are not branched in filopodia and are generated by nucleating activity of formins at the 
leading edge. In the course of migration cells also need to adhere to the substratum and retract their rear 
part of the body. This is achieved by contractile actin fibers termed stress fibers. Stress fibers are con-
nected to cell-substratum adhesion sites (red) which link actin cytoskeleton to ECM enabling the force 
transmission. The repletion of protrusion, adhesion and retraction results in continuous cell movement ob-
served on 2D substrates. 
One of the major forces in cell movement is thought to be the force resulting from the formation 
of actin-based protrusions at the leading edge of a cell. The network of actin filaments at the lead-
ing edge can be divided into two distinct areas. A peripheral highly dynamic actin network which 
is poorly connected to the substrate (lamellipodium) and the cytoplasmic actin network of a cell. 
The cytoplasmic actin network is a “deeper” actin network and is termed as lamella. The lamella 
is thought to more tightly adhere to the substrate (via focal adhesions) than the lamellipodium. 
Some reports suggest that the resulting protrusive force is first generated when actin monomers 








The cell-substrate adhesion on the 2D surface is accomplished by specialized adhesive structures 
called nascent adhesions that can evolve in focal contacts and focal adhesions. Contractile actin 
fibers, decorated with myosin II are anchored in these adhesion sites and constrict during the re-
traction of cell rear thus facilitating this process (Rottner and Stradal 2011c). Nascent adhesions 
are assembled near the leading edge of a moving cell. These structures are first initiated and can 
later undergo maturation into the focal contacts or disassemble rapidly. Focal adhesions are com-
plex multiprotein structures which are organized in a layered architecture of specialized signaling 
or adaptor proteins and actin filaments as shown by super-resolution microscopy (Schwartz 
2011). This architecture shows distal integrin layer decorated with protein layer which directly 
interacts with actin filaments. In this way the ECM is indirectly coupled with the cytoskeleton. 
The question, which actin nucleators are involved in the nucleation of actin filaments in the focal 
adhesions still remains unanswered. Formin mDia1 is implicated in this process, nevertheless the 
fact that its deletion did not substantially influence the formation of stress fibers and focal adhe-
sions (Peng et al. 2003). Also Arp2/3 complex is thought to play a role in actin nucleation events 
during nascent adhesion formation, but the clear evidence of this mechnism is still missing 
(Rottner and Stradal 2011c). 
The early stage of formation of focal contacts involves integrin binding to the extracellular cues 
(ligands) usually beneath the protruding edge of a cell. At this stage the adhesive structures are 
termed nascent adhesions, which then can either disappear or evolve into more stable and strong 
focal adhesions. During the maturation of nascent adhesion, integrins are clustered to this struc-
ture. Clustered integrins can recruit signaling/adaptor proteins and actin filaments and to their cy-
toplasmic domains (Hynes 2002). As adhesions are still in the process of formation, they are 
termed as focal adhesions. After maturation into larger protein complexes they are referred as fo-








Integrins are transmembrane heterodimeric glycoprotein receptors, which mediate cell adhesion 
and linkage of the cytoskeleton to extracellular environments. The integrin heterodimers consist 
of extracellular ligand binding domain, a transmembrane domain and cytoplasmic domain which 
can bind to an adaptor and signaling proteins. Integrin heterodimers are composed of α- and β-
subunits that are non-covalently attached to each other. These adhesion proteins are presented ei-
ther in an inactive- or activated state on the cell surface. While most of the heterodimers are 
widely expressed- they can be as well specifically expressed by certain cell types (Takada, Ye, 
and Simon 2007). 
The activation of integrins also involves the binding of talins and kindlins on the intracellular do-
main and extension of extracellular domains of integrins. In an active state α- and β-subunits 
change their spatial orientation to each other as well as their intracellular conformation. These 
changes lead to the unfolding of the extracellular domain which can bind to ECM proteins. In this 
open conformation extracellular binding of ECM-proteins to integrins can occur. The binding to 
ECM is followed by clustering of activated integrins, which is a necessary step for evolving of 
nascent adhesions into stronger focal adhesions. 
One of the key steps in the formation of focal adhesion is the recruitment of vinculin to integrins, 
which can bind to talin and actin, supposedly acting as an adaptor protein. It has been reported 
that vinculin also binds to Arp2/3 complex and promotes in this way the actin nucleation at focal 
adhesions (Srichai and Zent 2010). This might serve to strengthen the linkage of the actin cyto-
skeleton to adhesion sites and thus to ECM. 
 
1.3.3 Retraction 
1.3.3.1 Contractile actin bundles in cell migration 
 
The retraction phase of cell movement is thought to be a result of the activity of bipolar contrac-
tile arrays of actin filaments with incorporated myosin II at the rear of the cell (Small and Rottner 




formed by stationary cells in response to mechanical tension on the cell exterior. These structures 
are visible in cultured cells in fluorescence microscopy on the ventral surface of the cell. Usually 
stress fibers are anchored at one or both ends to focal adhesions. The bundled actin filaments in 
stress fibers are cross-linked via α-actinin, which is the major cross-linking protein found in these 
structures. The α-actinin is periodically distributed on stress fibers and is followed by myosin II, 
a distribution reminiscent of muscle sarcomere. Several types of stress fibers have been described 
so far. Besides ventral stress fibers also dorsal stress fibers and “transverse arcs” were detected. 
Dorsal stress fibers are reportedly anchored only at their one end in focal adhesion and are per-
ceived as precursors of ventral SFs. “Transverse arcs” are formed at the base of lamellipodia. 
These contractile stress fibers have a convex shape and are not anchored in focal adhesions 
(Burridge and Wittchen 2012; Le Clainche and Carlier 2008a). 
Cells can apparently assemble stress fibers using various mechanisms. Although, generally the 
formation SFs is controlled by RhoA GTPase and occurs majorly by aggregation of pre-existing 
actin filaments rather than de novo actin polymerization. Besides RhoA, myosin II plays a major 
role in this process (Chrzanowska-wodnicka and Burridge 1996). Myosin II is activated by 
ROCK downstream of RhoA and is involved in the bundling of SFs, additionally to its role in the 
contraction of these structures (N Watanabe et al. 1999). RhoA GTPase can mediate assembly of 
stress fibers reportedly also by activation formins of mDia family. These formins appear to be 
important in normal dorsal SF assembly by increasing the F-actin density at the focal adhesions 
(Oakes et al. 2012; Hotulainen and Lappalainen 2006). Although, SFs can be still induced in the 
absence of mDia and simultaneous overexpression of ROCK. Under such conditions stress fibers 
appear thicker than in control cells in fluorescence microscopy (N Watanabe et al. 1999). 
SFs are also assembled by transformation of dorsal SFs and “arcs” into the ventral SFs. Also two 
dorsal SFs can fuse and form a ventral SF (Hotulainen and Lappalainen 2006). Additionally, con-
tractile actin bundles are formed by recycling of filopodia from the leading edge back to lamella 
region of the migrating cell where they are bundled to form contractile fibers. This process is my-
osin II-dependent. The contractile actin fibers that are assembled by this pathway are oriented 
parallel to the leading edge (Nemethova, Auinger, and Small 2008). 
Contrary to the claims that stress fibers are only formed in 2D cell culture, SFs were detected in 




contraction and closure. Moreover, the formation of SFs can be induced in endothelial cells 
grown under shear stress similar to that in arteries which indicates their functional role in vivo 
processes (Tomasek et al. 2002). 
In contrast to prominent stress fibers of cells cultivated on 2D surfaces, in cells grown in 3D col-
lagen or other 3D matrices stress fibers are rarely observed. Only when these 3D gels are firmly 
attached to a supporting surface, in contrast to free-floating gels, the embedded cells tend to de-
velop microscopically visible stress fibers (Contraction and Grinnell 1994). 
Although cell migration without contractile actin arrays is unlikely, still the role of SFs in cell mi-
gration is controversially discussed. One of the reasons for that was reduced appearance of these 
structures in many highly motile cell types during their migration process. Conversely, the 
possible role of these actin structures in cell migration could be the force generation required to 
detach adhesions at the rear thus contributing to release of the cell rear during the migration 
(Crowley and Horwitz 1995). But studies involving inhibition formation of stress fibers down-
stream of Rho GTPase resulted in markedly increased cell motility during wound closure. This 
led authors of the study to the conclusion that stress fibers are not necessary for cell migration 
and even can counteract this process (C D Nobes and Hall 1999). Another report showed that cell 
contraction at the trailing edge doesn’t involve stress fibers at all (Small and Resch 2005; 
Pellegrin and Mellor 2007). Cell contraction at the cell rear therefore is assigned to contractile 
actin arrays or assemblies with incorporated myosin II that connect traction points on the cell sur-
face with one another (Small and Rottner 2010). 
 
1.3.4 Random migration and chemotaxis 
 
Chemotaxis is termed a process of cell migration in the direction of a special cue often provided 
in the form of a gradient of chemoattractant molecules. Pro- and eukaryotic cells are able to sense 
and interpret chemical gradients by utilizing diverse mechanisms. Bacterial cells can follow such 
gradients by a trial and error process which involves periodical sensing of surroundings for a 
higher concentration of chemoattractant. This is followed by movement of the bacterium in the 




presenting a lower chemoattractant concentration. Lower chemoattractant concentration causes 
quicker changes in cell trajectory of moving bacteria. In this manner there is a higher chance of 
bacteria moving up the gradient (D. Wu 2005). Eukaryotic cells have more complex mechanisms 
to interpret and respond to chemical gradients. These processes involve “measuring” the gradient 
presumably at two rear points of a cell periphery and transforming this information into a much 
steeper intracellular biochemical gradient. Mammalian cells are undergoing chemotaxis in differ-
ent situations during their life cycle. Macrophages are attracted to sites of inflammation during 
the invasion of bacteria. Neuronal- and embryonic cells migrate and perform chemotaxis during 
their specific development stages. Epithelial cells and fibroblasts migrate into the wound during 
the wound healing process. In tumorigenesis cancer cells brake through tissue barriers and metas-
tasize into certain tissues, which involves at certain stages chemotactic migration towards chemo-
attractant gradients. The ability to translate the extracellular gradient of the chemotactic ligand 
into intracellular gradients of molecules such as products of PI3 kinase activation is essential for 
chemotaxis. As a consequence of this translation, highly motile eukaryotic cells such as Dicty-
ostelium or neutrophils acquire polarized morphology oriented towards chemoattractant gradient 
during their chemotaxis (Stephens, Milne, and Hawkins 2008). 
In mammalian cells chemotaxis is generally trigged by chemoattractant molecules that bind to 
their specific cell surface receptors, which activates latter. This is followed by activation of mem-
brane-adjacent signaling proteins such as of PI3 kinase. These processes contribute to a polariza-
tion of the cell towards the gradient of specific chemoattractant. Thereafter, actin polymerization 
and formation of F-actin-rich protrusions in the direction of increasing chemical gradient takes 
place. The presence of chemical gradient leads to stabilization of cell polarization and continu-
ously stimulates actin polymerization during the cell protrusion. 
In a polarized cell many intracellular proteins also show polarized distribution and in many cases 
one of the initial steps to accomplish this polarization is a synthesis of phospholipid PIP3 by the 
PI3 kinase. In this reaction activated PI3 kinase converts PIP2 into PIP3. PIP3 can bind to proteins 
harboring pleckstrin homology domain (PH-domain) thereby mediating the recruitment of these 
proteins to the plasma membrane. In this way the activity of recruited proteins can be regulated 




chemoattractant induces accumulation of 3’-phorsphorylated phosphoinositide lipids (PI) pre-
dominantly at the cell periphery that faces chemoattractant (Hall 1998; Kundra et al. 1994b). Ac-
cordingly, proteins harboring PH domains of high class specificity towards PI3 kinase products 
tend to locate at the leading edge of chemotactic cells (Parent and Devreotes 1999a). Protein Ki-
nase B (PKB/Akt) is one of such proteins containing high affinity PH domain and also localizes 
to the leading edge (Parent and Devreotes 1999b). It is also required by Dictyostelium during po-
larization (formation of F-actin protrusions) towards chemoattractant (Funamoto et al. 2001). In 
Dictyostelium PhdA is PH domain containing protein which enriched at the membrane when cells 
are stimulated with cAMP. PhdA is thought to serve as a scaffolding protein to recruit other actin 
machinery proteins to the leading edge (Metello Innocenti et al. 2003). 
Signaling in chemotaxis 
Besides Dictyostelium, also subtypes of leukocytes such as neutrophils respond to chemoattract-
ant gradients mainly via activation of heterotrimeric G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs). In 
leukocytes chemotactic motility can be induced by various ligands such as C5a, fMLP and IL-8 
that mediate immune responses. These ligands bind to GPCRs and resulting signals are mostly 
transduced by pertussis sensitive Gαi family of G-proteins. The βγ subunits of these G-proteins 
are thought to propagate chemotactic signals in similar ways (Shefcyk et al. 1985; Goldman et al. 
1985). 
Activation of G-proteins engages a large number of intracellular effectors, which are reportedly 
important in chemotaxis such as Ras- and Rho-family of GTPases, PI3 kinase, Phospholipase C 
and Phosphatase A2 (PLA2). In leukocytes, chemoattractants bind to their corresponding GPCRs 
leading to activation associated heterotrimeric G-proteins (consisting of α, β, γ-subunits). Acti-
vated GPCR promotes the exchange of GDP to GTP in Gα subunit of the G-protein. This leads to 
dissociation of Gα- from G-βγ subunit. In case of chemotactic signals in leukocytes, specific Gαi 
subunit inhibits adenylate-cyclase thus reducing the intracellular cAMP level, whereas βγ-subunit 
can activate several chemotaxis relevant effectors such as Phospholipase C, PI3 kinase and ion 
channels. However, also Gα12/13 was reported to activate Rho-GTPases leading to chemotaxis (J. 




The activity of PI3 kinase greatly contributes to the polarization of the cell towards a gradient of 
chemoattractant. This process leads to the final stage of cell polarization which is the formation 
of F-actin-rich protrusions towards the chemical gradient. From different classes of PI3 kinases 
(PI3Ks), PI3K class I are the most prominently involved in chemotaxis. PI3Ks can phosphorylate 
phosphoinositides (PtdIns), PtdIns4P and PtdIns (4, 5) P2 at the 3’ position. PI3K can be acti-
vated by many types of membrane receptors to produce PtdIns (3, 4, 5) P3, which are mostly dis-
tributed at the inner leaflet of a plasma membrane. Head groups of PIP3 and PIP2 can bind selec-
tively to signaling proteins that contain PH domains. These proteins thereafter can transduce the 
signal to various destinations in a cell (Stephens, Milne, and Hawkins 2008). PIP3 produced by 
PI3K is considered to be a part of a compass mechanism of a cell that detects a vector of the 
extracellular gradient. Although, PI3K signaling appears not to be the main conserved mecha-
nism that guides the chemotaxis as a cellular compass (Ferguson et al. 2007). Besides PIP3, also 
polarized distribution of PIP2 appears to be essential for proper polarization and chemotaxis. 
Phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) is a phosphoinositide 3’ specific phosphatase that 
dephosphorylates phosphatidylinositol (3, 4, 5)-trisphosphate (PIP3) to phosphatidylinositol 4, 5-
bisphosphate (PIP2) and PIP2 to phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PIP). Similar to the kinetics of 
localization of PIP2, PTEN is localized to sides and back of the cell and is expelled from the lead-
ing edge of a cell during chemotaxis. Apparently, N-terminus of PTEN harbors PIP2 binding site 
which is responsible for membrane localization of later. The PIP3/PIP2 gradient produced by the 
interplay of PI3K and PTEN at the cell periphery represents a conserved mechanism in chemo-
taxis of eukaryotes (Merlot and Firtel 2003). 
 
1.3.4.1 PI3 kinase effectors in chemotaxis 
 
PI3 kinase and its products can activate signaling and adaptor proteins which are important for 
chemotaxis. One of the signaling proteins downstream of PI3 kinase is PKB/Akt kinase, which is 
involved in myosin II assembly and thus retraction at the rear of the cells during chemotaxis of 
Dictyostelium cells and leukocytes (Chung and Firtel 1999). Another prominent effector of PI3K 
in Dictyostelium is PhdA which is involved in F-actin assembly at the cell leading edge, presuma-




Unconventional GEFs such as DOCK180, DOCK2 and zizimin1 are also thought to be regulated 
by PIP3 due to their binding specificity to this molecule. Dock 180 is a specific GEF for Rac (E et 
al. 2002), whereas zizimin1 reportedly is a GEF for Cdc42 (Côté and Vuori 2002; Meller et al. 
2002a). These GEFs are likely to be involved in cell polarization, but their roles have not been 
well studied to date. Furthermore, PIP3 activates its own positive feedback loop which apparently 
signals selectively to Rac GTPase (F. Wang et al. 2002; Weiner et al. 2002). 
Also PLA2 activity has been reported as a supportive mechanism to chemotaxis independent of 
PI3K signaling in Dictyostelium. In these cells both pathways, either downstream PI3K or PLA2, 
act in a redundant manner, but are not molecular replacements for one another (Van Haastert, 
Keizer-Gunnink, and Kortholt 2007; Takeda et al. 2007) (Stephens, Milne, and Hawkins 2008). 
 
1.3.4.2 Chemotactic signaling in MEFs 
 
Besides general chemotaxis mechanisms that are activated in response to a broad range of chem-
oattractant gradients, there are also specialized chemotactic responses that are activated during 
certain external processes. For example, in wound healing: fibroblasts from adjacent tissue are 
recruited into the provisional matrix of the wound. In this case PDGF-BB is the chemoattractant 
which mediates the recruitment of these specific fibroblasts and is thought to be secreted by mac-
rophages and platelets. PDGF-BB activates its specific membrane bound receptor (PDGFR) in 
fibroblasts leading to recruitment of PI3 kinase to the cytosolic side of receptors and activation of 
latter. This leads to the generation of PIP3 at the membrane and to rather polarized recruitment 
and activation of Rho GTPases Rac and Cdc42 to the leading edge. RhoA GTPase which medi-
ates cell retraction is recruited to the trailing edge of a cell. At those locations the GTPases or-
chestrate turnover of actin filaments leading to protrusion formation in the front and retraction at 
the rear of a cell (Hall 1998; Kundra et al. 1994b). 
Activation of PI3 kinase appears to be one the most primary events after growth factor stimula-
tion which can induce the PIP3 gradient at the leading edge. PIP3 can recruit proteins necessary 
for actin remodeling that bear PH domains. Simultaneously, PTEN is removed from the leading 




thereby the formation of PIP3 gradient at the leading edge. PIP2 is responsible for localization of 
PTEN at the rear of the cell where it exhibits its inhibitory effects on cofilin. The Removal of 
PIP2 from the leading edge is supposedly due to the activity of PIP2 specific PLC and not of di-
rectly PI3 kinase (Merlot and Firtel 2003). 
Due to widely accepted model the stimulation of eukaryotic cells by chemoattractants leads to ac-
tivation PI3K and PTEN and production and enrichment of PIP3 at these sites. PIP3 can recruit 
GEFs via their PH domain at the membrane and enhance their activation. GEFs can activate 
GTPases Rac, Rho and Cdc42, in concert with other proteins, at the membrane. These proteins 
mediate the recruitment and activation of WASP/ WAVE family proteins at these sites, which 
consequently leads to a burst of actin polymerization by activation of nucleators such as Arp2/3 
complex and/or formins at this location (Merlot and Firtel 2003). Furthermore, the F-actin syn-
thesis is supported by cofilin, an F-actin severing protein. Due to its activity cofilin can produce 
new barbed ends for actin polymerization and thus promote this process (Bailly et al. 2001; 
Thomas D. Pollard and Borisy 2003). 
To achieve the effective migration towards a chemical gradient, stimulated cells have to maintain 
the continuous formation of protrusions at the leading edge. These protrusions are presented as 
filopodia, lamellipodia and membrane blebs when cell migration of 2D substrates is considered 
(Rottner and Stradal 2011b). 
 
1.3.4.3 Signaling downstream of Rac and Cdc42 to actin-based protrusions 
 
Reportedly the growth factor induced the formation of lamellipodia downstream of active Rac is 
essentially dependent on the constituent of WAVE complex, Nap1 (Hem2) protein. In line with 
this, the knockdown of Nap1 leads to the breakdown of WAVE complex and marked interference 
of lamellipodia formation in melanoma cells (Steffen et al. 2004b). Supposedly, assembly of ac-
tin polymerization machinery takes place at the membrane where WAVE complex is recruited 




Activated Cdc42 and PIP2 can bind to CRIB and basic domains of WASP/N-WASP respectively, 
leading to release of VCA domain and thus activation of WASP. The active WASP is an activator 
of Arp2/3 complex inducing the actin polymerization (Theresia EB Stradal and Scita 2006; Heon 
Park, Chan, and Iritani 2010b; Kurisu and Takenawa 2010c). Cdc42 mediated activation of 
WASP leads to the formation of podosomes in macrophages. In fibroblasts, this interaction leads 
to actin reorganization required for endocytosis or vesicle trafficking (Theresia EB Stradal and 
Scita 2006). Similarly, Cdc42 mediated activation of the Arp2/3 complex by N-WASP might be 
important of not essential for formation of invadopodia in cancer cells and transformed fibro-
blasts that can form these structures (Kurisu and Takenawa 2010a). The activation of Cdc42 
GTPase also prominently induces filopodia (C D Nobes and Hall 1995). This was thought to be 
caused by Cdc42 induced activation of WASP/N-WASP and subsequent Arp2/3 complex activa-
tion. Additionally, deletion of N-WASP disrupted formation or generation of filopodia in murine 
fibroblast cells (Snapper et al. 2001). However, further research showed that Arp2/3 complex was 
absent from microspikes and from tips of filopodia. Subsequently a tip-nucleation model was de-
veloped that suggests formins as major actin nucleators during formation of filopodia. In line 
with these formins are located at the tips of growing filopodia. Cdc42 and its related GTPase Rif 
can bind to Drf3 (or murine mDia2) and this interaction induces reportedly the formation of filo-
podia (Pellegrin and Mellor 2005). Although, the deletion of Cdc42 did not lead to loss of filopo-
dia in murine ES-derived cells (Mains, Sulston, and Wood 1990). However, in Swiss 3T3 fibro-
blasts dominant negative expression of Cdc42 led to abrogation of the formation of filopodia (C 
D Nobes and Hall 1995). Furthermore, active Cdc42 was reported to bind to ISPR53 (Insulin Re-
ceptor Substrate of 53 kDa) which can also bind to PIP2 lipids and induce negative curvatures in 
cell membranes. This interaction apparently recruits VASP to sites of formation of filopodia indi-
cating that this mechanism, in concert with formin driven actin nucleation, could be an important 
pathway in the formation of filopodia (Disanza, Bisi, Winterhoff, Milanesi, Ushakov, Kast, 







1.3.4.4 Roles of Cdc42 and downstream actin protrusions in chemotaxis vs random migration 
 
During their migration, cells that are plated on 2D surfaces, use several kinds of actin-based pro-
trusions such as lamellipodia, filopodia and membrane blebs to protrude in a certain direction. 
These protrusions are apparently formed downstream of distinct Rho GTPase signaling pathways, 
which are coordinated to each other due to their cross-talk. Whereas, the assembly of these actin-
based structures is well understood, the relative contribution of different actin protrusions to dif-
ferent migration scenarios such as chemotaxis or random migration still has to be elucidated. 
The roles of actin-based protrusions of mammalian cells were studied most widely in vitro using 
2D migration assays of macrophages, in the migration of fibroblasts and in protrusion of neurons. 
The first cues indicative of the roles of actin protrusions in cell migration came from identifica-
tion of the major cause of Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome as the mutation in WASP gene. This muta-
tion resulted in defective podosome formation in macrophages of WAS patients. The affected 
macrophages showed defective chemotaxis, polarization and cell migration, which could be re-
versed by expression of full length WASP gene in these cells (Jones et al. 2002b; S Linder et al. 
1999b). 
In fibroblasts, expression of Cdc42 GTPase is known to induce the formation of filopodia. Re-
moval of this protein reduces the numbers of these structures, effects negatively cell polarization 
towards chemotactic cues and leads to generally reduced cell velocity during 2D migration 
(Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1995b; Kozma et al. 1995; C D Nobes and Hall 1999; Czuchra, 
Wu, Meyer, van Hengel, et al. 2005). In macrophages activation of Cdc42, similar to fibroblasts, 
induced formation of filopodia. Loss of this GTPase is associated with or reduction of filopodia 
numbers, reduced cell polarization, cell velocity and chemotaxis (Allen et al. 1998). In hemocytes 
of Drosophila, which resemble neutrophils and macrophages form mammals, loss of Cdc42 led 
to diminished directional persistence, but the increased velocity of these cells during in vivo 
wound closure assay (Stramer et al. 2005b). 
It is commonly accepted that Rho GTPases regulate actin polymerization at the leading edge of 




filopodia and invadopodia/podosomes are induced downstream of active Rac1 and Cdc42 respec-
tively. One very common characteristic of Cdc42 activation is that this GTPase induces the 
formation of filopodia. However, how the signal after activation of Cdc42 is propagated to actin 
structures is still not fully understood. Furthermore, contributions of lamellipodia and filopodia in 
different mechanisms of cell migration is not well understood. Thus one of major aims of the pre-
sent work is to shed more light on these issues. 
 
1.3.5 Role of Cdc42 in cell polarity and migration 
 
Prior to chemotaxis cells tend to acquire polarized morphology which is expressed by the 
formation of filopodia and lamellipodia towards increasing gradient of specific chemoattractant. 
Rho GTPase Cdc42 is thought to play an important role in the ability of the cell to adopt polar 
morphology. This was first indicated by defective budding and rounded shape of S. Cerevisiae 
cells as consequence of Cdc42 gene knockout (A. E. Adams et al. 1990a). In mammalian cells 
knockout Cdc42 led to the non-polar formation of actin-based protrusions as well as loss of orien-
tation of Golgi apparatus towards the direction of movement. The role of Cdc42 was proposed to 
locate formation of actin protrusions and on the other hand orchestrate the orientation of Golgi 
apparatus towards the direction of cell movement during migration (C D Nobes and Hall 1999). 
Other studies showed that Cdc42 knockout cells could sense directional cues, but could not main-
tain the directional movement. Apparently, other GTPases of the Cdc42 family could have redun-
dant functions to Cdc42 (Mains, Sulston, and Wood 1990). The role of Cdc42 as a GTPase that 
mediates the locus of formation of actin-based protrusions is further supported by a study where 
Hemocytes of Drosophila showed the non-polarized formation of lamellipodia, reduced direc-
tional movement and increased migration speeds when Cdc42 gene was removed (Stramer et al. 
2005b). Another report showed that in neuronal cells depleted of Cdc42, polarized formation ac-
tin protrusions and thus formation of an axon was also lost (Garvalov et al. 2007). In contrast to 
this reports the defects in cell polarity associated with loss of Cdc42 were primarily assigned to 
loss of microtubule orientation, which is also important for cell polarization and directional mi-
gration. During cell migration the Centrosome and Microtubules are often directed towards the 




edge to supply the leading edge. This was thought be important for persistent migration. Later, it 
was reported that Cdc42 is a potent regulator of the reorientation of microtubules and of the cen-
trosome in astrocytes and fibroblasts (C D Nobes and Hall 1999; Palazzo et al. 2001; Sandrine 
Etienne-Manneville 2006). 
 
1.4 3D cell migration 
 
In contrast to 2D in vitro environments, where cells can adhere only at their ventral surface, the 
majority of mammalian cells in vivo are surrounded by a three dimensional ECM. Therefore, 
cells interact and probably adhere to it, all over the cell surface. There are mainly three types of 
extracellular matrices in the mammalian organism. These are a dense connective tissue, a lose 
connective tissue and a tightly packed basement membrane. The Basement membrane is a thin 
and very dense layer of ECM. The three-dimensionality of ECM supplies the cells with additional 
information that can trigger typical cell type associated responses to various extracellular stimuli 
(Even-Ram and Yamada 2005a). 
During the migration of cells in the 3D matrix, cell movement is often termed generally as “mes-
enchymal” or amoeboid” movement. To denote movement as mesenchymal or amoeboid depends 
on the occurrence of the cell to matrix adhesions and involvement of matrix degradation during 
cell migration. The “mesenchymal” mode of cell migration in 3D has similarities to cell migra-
tion on 2D surfaces, such as a spindle cell shape and a movement composed of cycles of protru-
sion, adhesion and retraction of the rear. “Mesenchymal” movement is often accompanied by 
degradation and remodeling of surrounding matrix, which is most prominently observed in cancer 
cells (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003). On the other hand, the “amoeboid” movement of cells in 3D is 
characterized by rounded cell shape and quick shape changes during the migration due to rapidly 
protruding cell projections called pseudopodia and / or membrane blebs. Amoeboid movement is 
accompanied by weak cell-matrix adhesions and an absence of matrix degradation and remodel-
ing (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; Renkawitz et al. 2009a). Although, these two migration modes are 
not sharply defined and represent rather two extreme cases of a spectrum (Renkawitz et al. 




mixed migration mode to adopt to changes in tissue struckture (Katarina Wolf et al. 2009). Inva-
sive cancer cells can invade and migrate into a 3D environment using several strategies (Figure 
8). Cancer cells can either migrate collectively or a portion of cells can detach from the primary 
tumor and migrate as single cells. These single migrating cells can move either in adhesion de-
pendent mesenchymal mode, accompanied by matrix degradation or they can use non-degrada-
tive amoeboid mode accompanied by weak cell-matrix adhesions (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003). 
Cells that show higher levels of integrin expression and stronger cytoskeletal contractility on 2D 
substrates tend to adhere and degrade 3D matrix when they encounter such environment (fibro-
blasts, endothelial cells, many cancer cells). In contrast, smaller cells that express low levels of 
integrins (T cells, dendritic cells, some tumor cells) use 3D migration strategies which are less- or 
entirely integrin-independent and does not require matrix degradation. These types of cells rather 
morphologically adopt to pre-existing matrix gaps (Friedl and Bröcker 2000). 
 
1.4.1 Leading edge in 3D migration 
 
On 2D substrates, many eukaryotic cells protrude with a clearly distinguishable flat leading edge, 
composed of lamellipodia and filopodia, during their migration. In contrast, same cells when em-
bedded in a 3D environment such as in collagen or in vivo, the leading edge of mesenchymal mi-
grating cells is narrow and difficult to visualize in detail. This problem raised the question if pro-
trusions characteristic of 2D migration such as lamellipodia still exist in 3D (Beningo, Dembo, 
and Wang 2004). A study using electron microscopy reported that cells in 3D collagen matrix 
possess protrusions, which due to their different and complex morphology compared to protru-
sions on 2D, were termed as pseudopodium. However, very small sheet like protrusions were ob-
served at the tips of pseudopodium, which could be putative lamellipodia. This indicated the 
presence of small lamellipodia at the leading edge of cells embedded in 3D collagen (Heath and 





Figure 8: Different modes of cell motility in 3D vs 2D environments (adopted and modified from 
(Kurisu and Takenawa 2010b). a) During 2D migration cells display typical spindle-shaped morphology 
with leading edge consisting of lamellipodia and filopodia. To degrade underling matrix cells form in-
vadopodia (side view). b) Cells that migrate in 3D often show wedge-shaped morphology with narrow and 
less defined leading edge. Some cell types in 3D display rounded morphology during their migration that 
is accompanied by blebbing of the cell membrane. 
Because pseudopodia were typically observed in cells migrating in mesenchymal mode, these 
structures were regarded as protrusions of mesenchymal migrating cells. Further research showed 
that pseudopodium is basically a cylindrical and relatively long (approx. 1/3 of a cell) actin-based 
protrusion. According to the previously reported definition, pseudopodium comprises of two 
components: a shaft which is supported by thick cortical actin bundles and a tip with several filo-
podia-like protrusions embedded in a very small lamellipodia-like structure. The tip of pseudopo-
dium is in contrast to shaft densely packed with F-actin (Kurisu and Takenawa 2010c). 
In a recent study pseudopodia formed by HT1080 cells during 3D migration where classified as 
protrusions of first, second and third grade, or as mother and daughter protrusions. The daughter 
protrusions used to emerge from mother protrusion. The formation of mother protrusion was de-




formation of daughter protrusions was Arp2/3, WAVE1, N-WASP, cortactin and Cdc42 depend-
ent (Giri et al. 2013b). 
Besides pseudopodia, membrane blebs are thought to represent an alternative way to actin-based 
protrusions to project cell body to another location in the process of cell migration. The blebbing 
associated cell migration, is preferably grouped to amoeboid movement, which implies weak ad-
hesions to the matrix and its greater dependency on cell contraction. Bleb formation is accom-
plished by myosin II mediated actin contraction, which results in a local rise in hydrostatic pres-
sure followed by rupture of cortical actin network or local detachment of membrane from the cor-
tical actin. In both cases cytosol flows along the newly generated gradient of hydrostatic pressure. 
This force protrudes the membrane and forms the bleb. After reaching the pressure equilibrium 
the cortical actin is re-established in a newly formed bleb and contracts leading to bleb retraction. 
This process is than restarted again (Blaser et al. 2006; Renkawitz et al. 2009b; Paluch and Raz 
2013; Sixt 2012) 
Another newly described type of actin-based protrusion associated with migration of fibroblasts 
in 3D was recently termed as lobopodium. Lobopodia are described as bluntly ended protrusions 
that develop multiple small blebs on their surface. Typical lamellipodia markers such as active 
Rac1, Cdc42 or PI3 kinase where not enriched in these structures. Although lobopodia of these 
cells were sensitive to inhibitors that impair acto-myosin contractility. Furthermore, lobopodia-
based 3D migration of fibroblasts was accompanied by formation of focal adhesions by these 
cells (Sixt 2012; Petrie and Yamada 2012). 
 
1.4.2 Invasion of cells in 3D ECM-the role of invadopodium. 
 
During the invasion of cancer or fibroblast cells in collagen-based ECMs the encountered matrix 
is usually degraded and/or modified. This is achieved reportedly through invadopodia. Invado-
podia, besides their protrusive role, apparently present or secrete zinc-dependent matrix metallo-
proteinases (MMPs) at their surface. In line with this, elevated MT1-MMP expression coincides 




Type I collagen predominantly utilizing this protease. Depletion of MT1-MMP reportedly af-
fected invasiveness of cells into collagen, but not their migration on 2D collagen coated surfaces 
(Sabeh et al. 2004). Further, it was shown that MT1-MMP is enriched in invadopodia and is im-
portant in matrix degradation at these sites (Nakahara et al. 1997; Caldieri et al. 2009; Stefan 
Linder 2007). 
Form proteins of actin-nucleating machinery, N-WASP, cortactin and Arp2/3 complex reportedly 
are enriched in invadopodia. N-WASP is apparently essential for the formation of invadopodia as 
these structures are induced by EGF downstream of Cdc42 and EGFR pathway in highly invasive 
rat adenocarcinoma cells (mtln3) on 2D (Yamaguchi et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2012). Actin-bundling 
protein fascin is highly expressed in tumors and is mostly enriched at their invasive front. Fascin 
also is suggested to be important in the formation of invadopodia. Knockdown of this protein in 
cancer cells leads to reduced numbers of invadopodia and decreased matrix degradation. In 3D 
matrix knockdown of fascin led to markedly reduced invasiveness and reduced actin-based pro-
trusions (Li et al. 2010a). 
In contrast to migration on a 2D surface, in order to move in 3D some cell types additionally have 
to modify and degrade collagen matrix. Opinions are divided about the sites of the breakdown of 
ECM by cells. Several degrading protrusions and sites are being discussed. Macrophages seeded 
in collagen matrix or Matrigel can display numerous protrusions that can be enriched in F-actin at 
their tips and degrade collagen at these loci, although the matrix degradation was also detected at 
the cell rear and periphery in general. (Van Goethem et al. 2010; Van Goethem et al. 2011). An-
other matrix degrading cell type MDA-MB-231 forms numerous finger-like protrusions during 
invasion into underlying Matrigel. These finger-like protrusions are enriched in F-actin, cortactin 
and p-tyrosine containing proteins. Moreover, the location of finger-like protrusions coincide 
with matrix degradation sites and require recruitment of MT1-MMP on their surface (Lizárraga, 
Poincloux, Romao, et al. 2009; Poincloux, Lizárraga, and Chavrier 2009). Another report showed 
cancer cells forming lateral spikes enriched in MT1-MMP when seeded on 2D collagen matrix 
(Katarina Wolf et al. 2009). Although, which kind of protrusion is responsible for matrix degra-
dation in 3D remains still matter of debate. Furthermore, it is not clear yet at which part of the 




1.4.2.1 The role of matrix metalloproteinases in 3D cell migration 
 
Matrix degradation is an important process during migration of cells in 3D environments and is 
accomplished by proteases. A number of secreted and membrane bound proteases can cleave col-
lagen fibers. Most well studied matrix degrading enzymes are membrane-type matrix metallopro-
teinases (MMPs) probably due to their vast abundance and clinical relevance. MT1-MMP has 
been reported to localize predominantly at tumor-stroma borders in vivo in highly aggressive tu-
mors. Additionally, MMP-2 was also functionally active at those sites (Hofmann et al. 2000). 
MT1-MMP was also reported to support the migration of fibroblasts and cancer cells in ECM 
(Sabeh et al. 2004). This collagenase also apparently plays an important role in sprouting and col-
lagen degradation in endothelial cells (Chun et al. 2004). 
Because of the fact that many clinical trials involving treatments with inhibitors of matrix prote-
ases as cancer-drug targets failed, the major debate occupies the question, if the proteases are 
generally required for cell migration in ECM. Additionally, it was reported that cancer cells still 
could migrate in ECM when proteases were inhibited in both, in vitro and in vivo mouse models. 
The plasticity mechanism of 3D migration was proposed which could explain how cells are able 
to migrate without matrix degradation. (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003). This model assumes that can-
cer cells can change the migration mode from integrin dependent mesenchymal, to integrin inde-
pendent amoeboid mode, similar to leukocytes. Further research showed that cells with rounded 
morphology don't require proteolytic activity. Rather this mode of migration requires prominently 
active Rho and ROCK (Sahai and Marshall 2003). Apparently, the 3D architecture of collagen 
matrix can also influence the mode of cell migration. Cross-linked collagen can even prevent pro-
tease dependent migration in some cancer cell types (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003) 
Some of the cell types that can form podosomes on 2D ECM can as well dig tunnels when they 
migrate in a 3D collagen matrix and invade into surrounding ECM collectively or as a single cell. 
Matrix defects that are produced by 3D migration of cells are termed have been termed single cell 
invasion tunnels or SCITs (Yu and Machesky 2012). This SCIT producing migration of cells in 
in vitro 3D collagen-based matrix is comparable to the collective invasion of tumor cells shown 




paths in the tissue, which are used by follower cells to invade (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; Even-
Ram and Yamada 2005a). 
There are basically four types of protrusions that are described in the 2D migration of eukaryotic 
cells. These are lamellipodia, filopodia, podosomes and invadopodia. In 3D environments these 
protrusions are not well classified. During cell migration in 3D no strong data of presence of filo-
podia or lamellipodia-like structures was yet reported. Furthermore, there is a lack of understand-
ing how protrusions in 3D influence parameters of cell migration such as directionality or cell ve-
locity. On 2D surfaces protrusions such as invadopodia lead to invasion of cells in the underling 
matrix, but the role or appearance of these structures in 3D is yet not clear. This work addresses 
these issues to shed more light on different actin-based structures during 3D migration of cancer 
cells. The link between degradation and cell migration in 3D matrices and thus in connective tis-
sue is not well understood yet. To shed more light on the role of matrix degradation during 3D 
migration of cancer cells general inhibitor of MMPs GM6001 which blocks matrix degradation 
was used in the present work. Thereby this work addresses questions such as: Which actin-based 
protrusions are involved in MMP mediated matrix degradation in cancer cells? How matrix deg-
radation influences migration of invasive cancer cells in 3D in terms of cell directionality and cell 
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Chemicals that were used in the present work and are not listed detail were purchased from fol-
lowing companies: AppliChem, Biochrom, Bio-Rad, Gibco, Greiner, Hoechst, Invitrogen, Milli-
pore, Merck, Roche, Roth, Sarstedt, Sigma-Aldrich, Serva, Santa Cruz, Thermo Fischer scien-
tific. The used purity grade of used substances was “p.a.” The Water used in this work was deion-
ized and purified using Milli-Q-System Advantage A10 Water purification system. Prior to use 
for cell culture the purified water produced with Milli-Q-System, was additionally autoclaved 
(cell culture H20). Plastic ware for cell culture was ordered from Sarstedt, Greiner, Gibco and 
Thermo Fischer scientific. Cell migration chambers were ordered form Ibidi GmbH. 
2.3 Special reagents 
 
Reagent Name Supplier ProductNr 
Benzonase  Merck 101695 
Collagen I rat tail (20 ml vial at 5 mg⁄ml) Gibco A1048301 
CK666 (Arp2/3 Inhibitor) Sigma SML0006-
5MG 
C5a RD Systems 2150-C5-025 
DMSO molecular biology grade Applichem A3006 
DMSO cell culture grade Applichem A3672 
DMEM (High Glucose (4.5 g/L) with L-Glutamine GE(PAA) E15-810 
DMEM (High Glucose (4.5 g/L) without phenol red GE(PAA) E15-877 
EGF lyophilized powder, suitable for cell culture  Sigma E9644-2MG 
Fetal Bovine Serum PAA Clone (Low endotoxin) GE (PAA) A15-102-1873 
Fetal Calf Serum  Sigma F7524 
FITC  Sigma F7250-50MG 
Fibronectin (pure) 1mg Roche 1.10451E+11 
Gelatin 2% in H2O; Mr 50-100.000 Da.  Sigma 1393 
Glutaraldehyde 25 %  Agar R1020 
GM6001 Millipore  
Ham’s F12 (Ham’s nutrient mixture F-12) PAA E-15-817 
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HEPES (1M) GE (PAA) S11-001 
Hoechst 33342 Thermo Sci. 62249 
IMDM  Gibco (Life) 21980-032 
MEM Non Essential Amino Acids (100x) GE(PAA) M11-003 
Opti-MEM Gibco 31985-070 
Lipofectamine 2000 Invitrogen 11668-019 
L-Glutamine 200 mM GE (PAA) M11-004 
Paraformaldehyde  Applichem A3813 
PDGF-BB (human) 10 µg Cell signaling 8912 
Phalloidin, CF488A Biotum 00042 300U 
Phalloidin, CF594 Biotum 00045 300U 
Phalloidin-Alexa 594 Invitrogen  
Poly-L-Lysin 50ml, 70-150 kDa; sterile filtered 0.01% in Water Sigma  P4707 
PDGF-BB (human) 10 µg Cell signaling 8912 
Penicillin/Streptomycin (100x) GE (PAA) P11-010 
Trypsin-EDTA (1x) 0.05/0.02% in PBS GE(PAA) L11-004 
Poly-L-Lysin 50ml, 70-150 kDa; sterile filtered 0.01% (w/v) in 
Water (PLL)  
Sigma  P4707 
Sodium Pyruvate Solution (100mM) GE (PAA) S11-003 
smiFH2 (Formin Inhibitor) Sigma S4826-5MG 
10 x MEM 500 ml Invitrogen 21430-020 
 
2.4 Plasmids for transfection 
 
To visualize F-actin in living cells plasmids containing a construct termed as “Lifeact” was used. 
Lifeact is a 17aa peptide of 140kDa actin-binding protein from S. cerevisiae (Abp140) which is 
fused with GFP or mRFPruby (Fischer et al. 2006) within the pEGFP-N1 plasmid (Riedl et al. 
2008). Because the Lifeact was found to bind selectively with low affinity to F-actin within mam-
malian cells, it is used as a versatile F-actin marker. As control plasmids for non-specific fluores-
cence, pEGFP-C1 or pEGFP-N1 were used that don’t contain Lifeact and thus cannot label F-ac-
tin in cells. Lifeact plasmids were kindly provided by Prof. Dr. Weldich-Söldner (University of 
Muenster, Germany). 
For the knockdown of the Fascin1 gene in cells of mouse or human origins, used pG-Super plas-
mid bearing antisense shRNA construct targeting human and or mouse fascin mRNA was used 
which was kindly provided by Dr. Danijela Vignjevic (Danijela Vignjevic et al. 2006a). To 
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visualize the localization of VASP, cells were transfected with a pEGFP-hvasp plasmid (Carl et 
al. 1999). 
Construct Description Function Re-
sistance 
Origin 
PG-Super Fascin Tc shRNA Expression of GFP 
and knockdown of 
fascin in human and 
mouse 
Amp Vignjevic et al., 2006 
pG-Super Fascin Tm shRNA Expression of GFP 
and knockdown of 
fascin in mouse 
Amp Vignjevic et al., 2006 
pG-Super Facin Th shRNA Expression of GFP 
and knockdown of 
fascin in human 
Amp Vignjevic et al., 2006 
pG-Super GFP    Clontech 
pEGFP-N1 DNA Control plasmid Kana Clontech 
pEGFP-C1 DNA Control plasmid for 
EGFP expression 
Kana Clontech 
GFP-Lifeact  DNA Expression of life-
act insert fused with 
GFP to visualize F-
actin 
Kana Weldich-Söldner 
Ruby-lifeact DNA Expression of life-




pEGFP-hvasp DNA Expression of GFP-
VASP for visualiza-
tion of VASP 
Kana Carl et al. 1999 
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2.5 Cell culture methods 
 
2.6 Cells and cell lines 
 
Name Description Origin Growth 
Medium 
390 Cdc42 (fl/-) Cdc42 (flox/del) mouse fi-
broblastoid cells 
Cord Brakebusch, MPI Mar-
tinsried 
GM 1 
399 Cdc42 (-/-) Cdc42 (del/del) mouse fibro-
blastoid cells 
Cord Brakebusch, MPI Mar-
tinsried 
GM 1 




Cells were isolated from 
bone marrow of wildtype-, 
Hem1 knockout and Wasp-
KO mice 
WASP KO mice were kindly 
provided by Dr. Kathrine 
Siminovitch; Hem1 (-/-) and 
Wildtype mice were provided by 
Dr. David deGorter 
MM 
 
2.7 Cell culture media and buffers 
 
All cell culture media and buffers were prepared as 500 ml working solution, sterile filtered into 
sterilized glass bottles and stored at 4°C for maximal 1 Week. Before using all media were pre-
warmed at 37°C in water bath. Sera were heat inactivated for at 56°C at least for 40 min. 
Media:  
Growth Medium for MEFs (GM 1) 
DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium, Gibco) 4.5 g/L Glucose 
FBS      F7524 (Sigma-Aldrich), heat inactivated  10 % (v/v) 
L-Glutamine (Gibco)      2 mM 
Sodium pyruvate (Gibco)     1 mM 
Non-essential amino acids (Gibco)    1 mM 
Penicillin/Streptomicin (100x)    1x 
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Growth Medium for HT1080 cells (GM 2) 
Ham’s F12 / DMEM (1:1) 
FBS      F7524 (Sigma-Aldrich), heat inactivated  10 % (v/v) 
L-Glutamine (Gibco)      2 mM 
Non-essential amino acids (Gibco)    1 mM 
Sodium pyruvate (Gibco)     1 mM 
Penicillin/Streptomycin (100x)    1x 
HEPES       15 mM 
Starvation Medium for MEFs (SM 1) 
DMEM (Gibco) 4.5 g/L Glucose 
L-Glutamine (Gibco)      2 mM 
Non-essential amino acids (Gibco)    1 mM 
Sodium pyruvate (Gibco)     1 mM 
Penicillin/Streptomycin (100x)    1x 
Starvation Medium for HT1080 cells (SM 2) 
Ham’s F12 (PAA) 
L-Glutamine (Gibco)      2 mM 
Non-essential amino acids (Gibco)    1 mM 
Sodium pyruvate (Gibco)     1 mM 
Penicillin/Streptomycin (100x)    1x 
HEPES       15mM 
Differentiation Medium for Macrophages (Bone-Marrow) (MM) 
IDMEM (Gibco) 
FBS (PAA)       (10%) 
L929 conditioned medium     20 % (v/v) 
Penicillin / Streptomycin     1x 
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PBS solution (Phosphate Buffered-Saline), pH 7.4 
NaCl        137 mM 
KCl        2.7 mM 
Na2HP04       10 mM 
KH2PO4       2 mM 
The pH-value was adjusted to pH 7.4 by adding HCl solution. Finally, solution was autoclaved 
and sterile filtered using sterile filter (500 ml) with 0.2 µm pore size and poured into sterile glass 
bottles. 
 
2.8 Cultivation of cells 
 
MEFs were grown in 10 cm cell culture dishes supplied with 10 ml GM1 at 37 °C in humid cell 
culture incubator with 5% CO2 and split every two or three days at 70 %- 80 % confluence levels. 
Cells were split into 1:5 or 1:10 ratio. To harvest cells were rinsed with pre wared PBS (37 °C), 
1ml Trypsin-EDTA solution was added to the dish for 1-2 min at 37°C for cells to detach. To 
suppress trypsin activity, 9 ml growth medium was added to the cell suspension, and detached 
cells were placed in 10 ml falcon tube and centrifuged at 400 x g at RT. After discarding 
supernatant, the pellet was dissolved in fresh pre-warmed medium and split into new dishes at 1:5 
or 1:10 ratios. HT1080 cells were cultivated and split every two days in 1:4 or 1:8 rations in the 
same manner as MEFs, however for HT1080 cell GM2 growth medium was utilized.  
 
2.9 Freezing and thawing of cells  
 
Cells were grown to 80-90 % confluence in 10 cm cell culture dish and were harvested in 1 ml 
medium after trypsinization. In a separate tube, 3 ml medium was supplemented with 10 % 
DMSO. Finally, cells were re-suspended with medium with 10% DMSO and distributed in three 
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cryovials. Cells were placed in isopropanol filled freezing chamber in -80 °C fridge overnight. 
Next day, cells were placed in a fluid nitrogen tank.   
For thawing cells were slowly lifted from liquid nitrogen tank and placed in isopropanol cham-
ber. Subsequently vails with cells were transferred to 37°C water bath and after 2 minutes 
transferred to 15 ml falcon tube.  Next, 13 ml growth medium was added cells were centrifuged 
4min at 1000 rpm. The supernatant was discarded, and cells were resuspended in 10 ml pre-
warmed growth medium. Finally, cells were seeded in 10 cm cell culture dish and incubated at 
37°C, 5% CO2.  
 
2.10 Transfection of cells 
 
For live imaging experiments or shRNA knockdown cells were transfected with various plasmids 
(s. list of plasmids). For transfection experiments, cells were seeded in 6-well plates and grown to 
80-90% confluence. For every single transfection the transfection mixture was made as follows: 
first in a sterile Eppendorf vail 250µl Opti-MEM was gently mixed with 10µl Lipofectamine 2000 
and incubated for 5 min at RT. Simultaneously 0.5-1 µg plasmid DNA was added to 250µl Opti-
MEM in a separate 1.5ml Eppendorf vail. Both mixtures were gently mixed (3x) with a Gilson 
P1000 pipette incubated 45 min at RT. After the incubation, the transfection reaction mixture was 
added into the well to cells. The transfection mixture was pipetted slowly, dropwise into the well 
with cells followed by incubation of cells in a cell culture incubator for 2-12 hours depending on 
the toxicity of the construct. After that, the supernatant was discarded, and fresh growth medium 
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2.11 shRNA mediated gene knockdown 
 
Eukaryotic cells possess posttranscriptional gene regulation mechanism that generates short 
double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) complementary to the mRNA of the gene to be downregulated. 
These dsRNAs are processed to 21-22 nucleotide small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) that bind to 
mRNA of their complementary sequence and lead to their breakdown (Fire et al. 1998; Elbashir 
et al. 2001). This information led researchers to development of artificial dsRNA sequences to 
downregulate specific genes of interest. The dsRNAs that are complementary and can bind to tar-
get mRNA. Finally, this short RNA-mRNA molecule is degraded by the cell which leads to 
downregulation of the target gene expression.   
For gene knockdown experiments in present work, constructs based on plasmid pG-Super were 
used. This plasmid was developed by integrating the sequence of GFP into the p-Super vector 
and expresses GFP and target shRNA sequence in transfected cells simultaneously, which ena-
bles more convenient detection of transfected cells (Brummelkamp, Bernards, and Agami 2002; 
S. I. Kojima, Vignjevic, and Borisy 2004). The pG-Super vector served as a backbone to incorpo-
rate antisense sequences to either human, mouse or combined antisense sequence for human and 
mouse fascin mRNA termed as fascin shRNA-Th, fascin shRNA-Tm, and fascin shRNA-Tc re-
spectively (Danijela Vignjevic et al. 2006c). These constructs were used in present work to sup-
press the expression of fascin1 in MEFs or HT1080 cells. 
 
2.11.1 ShRNA mediated knockdown of fascin in MEFs 
 
For transfection of MEFs, 8*105-10*105 cells per well were seeded in three wells of a 6-well plate 
in 2ml DMEM / well one day prior the transfection. On the each of the following days 0.5-1 µg 
shRNA construct per transfection was prepared as described and added to non-transfected cells. 
This was followed by incubation 10-12h of cells with transfection mixture as described. After that, 
medium with transfection mixture was exchanged with fresh growth medium. Finally, cells were 
lysed using 50-100µl SDS lysis buffer, and lysates were subjected to further analysis or frozen at -
20 °C.  
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2.12 SDS PAGE 
 
In SDS-PAGE proteins are separated based on their molecular weight. Sodium dodecyl sulfate 
binds and denatures proteins by adding the negative charge to proteins which leads to maintain-
ing of the constant mass-charge ratio of proteins. After application of electrical field negatively 
charged proteins travel towards the cathode dependent of their molecular mass. During the pas-
sage through the pores of polyacrylamide, matrix proteins are separated due to their size. 
To prepare SDS-Gels first 10 x separating gels were poured in custom-made chambers at once 
and overlaid with isopropanol for 30 minutes. After that isopropanol was discarded, and gels 
were washed extensively with water. This was followed by pouring of stacking gels on the top of 
separation gels. Quickly after that, a gel comb was inserted into separation gels to create pockets 
for the probe. After 30 minutes polymerization is over and gels are either processed or stored at 
4°C. 
To subject to SDS-PAGE cells were washed with PBS. Finally in the ¼ volume of the suspension 
was filled with 4x SDS buffer. To break down the cellular DNA, 0.5µg Benzonase was added to 
the probe. After mixing with a pipette, the probes were heated to 95°C for 5min and processed or 
frozen at -20°C. As protein ladder, PageRuler protein Ladder and PageRuler pre-stained Protein 
Ladder were used. 
To perform SDS-PAGE, SDS gel was mounted in a custom-made SDS chambers which were 
inserted into SDS-running buffer. Protein samples and protein ladders were loaded into pockets 
of stacking gel and gels were run at 120 V to focus proteins at the edge of stacking gel. After that 
voltage was increased to 160-180V for 2h. After SDS-PAGE, the polyacrylamide gels were 
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4x Sample Buffer: 
4ml  10% (w/v) SDS-solution 
0.6 ml  0.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) 
4.0 ml   Glycerin 
0.4 ml  ß-Mercaptoethanol 
0.2 ml  5% (w/v) Bromphenolblau 
2.8 ml   H20 
Electrophoresis buffer: 
25 mM  Tris-Base 
192 mM  Glycin 
0.1 %   SDS (w/v) 
Acrylamide solution: 
30 %   Acrylamide (w/v) 
0.8 %  N,N-Methylenbisacylamide (w/v) 
Stacking Gel (5%) 
1.8 ml  H2O 
0.320 ml 0.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) 
0.330 ml Acrylamide solution 
0.025 ml  10 % SDS solution 
0.0125 ml  TEMED 
0.0125 ml  25 % APS (w/v) 
 




7.5 %   10% 
3 ml  2.5 ml   H2O 
1.5 ml  1.5 ml  1.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8) 
1.5 ml  2 ml  Acrylamide 
0.06 ml 0.06 ml 10% SDS 
0.008ml 0.008 ml 25% APS (w/v) 
 
2.13 Western blot 
 
In Western blot proteins for SDS-gel were transferred to PVDF membrane (Millipore) using a 
“semi-dry” method. PVDF membrane and Whatman-paper were pre-cut to the size of the SDS 
gels. Before protein transfer, the PVDF membrane was activated in methanol. After activation 
PVDF membrane and Whatman-paper, together with SDS gel were equilibrated in blotting 
buffer. Two pieces of blotting paper were placed on the cathode followed by SDS gel, PVDF 
membrane and final two pieces of blotting paper. The transfer took place for 2 hours at 100mA 
per gel. After protein transfer was completed PVDF membrane was blocked in 10 % milk/TBS-T 
for 1h. As a first antibody polyclonal rabbit anti-Fascin1 antibody (sc-28265, Santa Cruz) was 
diluted 1:200 /1:400 in 1% milk / TBS-T (w/v) and the PVDF membrane was incubated with the 
first antibody overnight at 4°C. Next day, PVDF membrane was washed 3 x 15min in TBS-T and 
incubated with second antibody 1:2000 (goat-anti-rabbit polyclonal antibody coupled with horse-
radish peroxidase; dianova 111-035-045) for 1h at RT. The membrane was rewashed 3 x for 15 
min in TBS-T and H2Odd and incubated with 8ml LumiLight substrate (Roche) and placed in 
Geliance 600 imaging system (Perkin Elmer) to detect the activity of peroxidase coupled to the 
second antibody. Images were saved as TIF files and processed using ImageJ and Adobe Pho-
toshop CS6 software. 
 




50mM  Tris-Base 
39mM  Glycin 
0.037% SDS (w/v) 
20%  Methanol (v/v) 
TBS-T solution 
200 mM  Tris base 
1.37 M  NaCl 
pH  7.6 (HCl) 
(0.1 % (v/v) Tween-20) 
 
2.14 Preparation of coverslips  
 
For the use in cell culture and fluorescence microscopy, 100 coverslips (12-15 mm, 0.17 mm 
thick) were gently shaken overnight in a glass bottle with Ethanol/HCl solution (60 % Ethanol / 
40 % HCL, v/v) at RT. To remove residual ethanol/HCL coverslips were 10x washed and addi-
tionally boiled 3-5 times with MiliQ-H20. This was followed by drying of coverslips between two 
layers of Whatman-paper in a fume hood. Dried coverslips were placed in a glass Petri dish and 
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2.15 Coating of coverslips with ECM and ECM-proteins 
 
To coat coverslips with either fibronectin, laminin, or PLL, the 30µl drops of either 25 µg/ml 
fibronectin (stock 1mg/ml in 2M Urea) in PBS or 25 µg/ml laminin or 0.1 mg/ml PLL are placed 
in sterile Petri dish. Later coverslips are let float on these drops for 1h. Afterwards coated co-
verslips are washed 3 x with 2 ml PBS to remove the rests of stock solutions. 
Coating of coverslips with collagen was done by adding 100 µl freshly prepared 1mg/ml collagen 
to coverslips precooled (0-4°C) plate or on ice and collagen was gently spread with pipet tip to 
approximate size of the coverslip. Next coverslips with collagen were incubated at 37°C in a 
humid chamber within an incubator to allow polymerization of collagen at least 30 min. The ef-
fect of successful polymerization was visually checked as the consistency of polymerized colla-
gen changes from transparent to opaque. 
Coverslips were coated with 0.2% Gelatin (diluted in cell culture H20) before dilution gelatin 
stock solution (2% Gelatin) was pre-warmed at 37°C to make pipetting possible. For coating of 
coverslips, 100µl of gelatin was incubated on the top of coverslip for 1h at RT under sterile con-
ditions. After 1h gelatin was gently aspirated from the coverslip using Gilson pipette and co-
verslips were washed with 2ml DMEM or PBS. This was followed by seeding of cells on coated 
coverslips and incubation at 37°C, 5% CO2 cell culture incubator. 
 
2.16 Staining of fixed cells on 2D coverslips and in 3D collagen drops 
 
Fixed cells on coverslips were stained for F-actin using Alexa-594 conjugated phalloidin. To 
extract soluble proteins, coverslips were incubated with 0.1 % Triton-X in PFA-PBS solution for 
1min. Coverslips were then washed gently with 3 ml PBS three times and placed on 30µl drops 
of phalloidin-Alexa 594 (1:50 diluted in PBS-1%BSA solution) for 45 min in the dark at RT. Co-
verslips were carefully removed from the phalloidin-Alexa 594 drops and washed by dipping 
them into the glass with PBS of the solution. After last wash, the rest of buffer was removed from 
the coverslip by touching its edge to Whatman-paper. Finally, coverslips were mounted on slides 
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with a 10-15µl drop of Mowiol containing 2.5 mg/ml n-propyl gallate as an anti-bleaching agent. 
The coverslips were kept at 4°C overnight and subjected to fluorescence microscopy. 
 
2.17 Quantification of CDRs and filopodia numbers 
 
The cells were seeded and grown on glass coverslips in 6-well or 12-well cell culture plates. Af-
ter 18- 24-hour incubation growth medium was exchanged to starvation medium. After 16-18 
hours incubation plate with cells was placed on a Styropor-plate within cell culture hood. The 
starvation medium was exchanged with pre-warmed, 20 ng/ml PDGF-BB containing DMEM for 
5-10 minutes. Cells were fixed with pre-warmed (37°C) 4% Paraformaldehyde-PBS solution for 
20 minutes at RT and stained for F-actin. Cells were imaged by fluorescence microscopy at 60-
90x magnifications. Filopodia were counted when these structures originated from within lamel-
lipodia and were crossing the edge of lamellipodia.  
 
2.18 Inhibitor treatments 
 
2.18.1 SmiFH2 treatment of MEFs in circular ruffling assay 
 
MEFs were seeded on coverslips and incubated for 24hours. Next, cells were washed twice with 
PBS (1x) and incubated in starvation medium for 16-18 hours. For the treatments with either 
smiFH2, PDGF or both, cells were placed on Styropor-plate and starvation-medium was substi-
tuted with fresh starvation medium with 15µM smiFH2 for 30 minutes at 37°C 5% CO2. In case 
of PDGF-BB treatment, smiFH2 containing medium was exchanged with starvation medium con-
taining 20ng/ml PDGF-BB for 5-7 minutes at 37°C. After 5min of incubation cells were fixed 
with pre-warmed 4% PFA-PBS solution and stained for F-actin using phalloidin-Alexa 594. 
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2.19 Adhesion assay 
 
For adhesion assays, cells were harvested as usual. Coverslips were prepared and coated if desired 
with 25µg/ml fibronectin as described previously. For adhesion assays on gelatin and collagen, the 
appropriate concentrations of these substances were plated on coverslips, placed in humidity cham-
bers and incubated on RT or 37° incubator. Immediately after coating coverslips were washed 3x 
with PBS and growth medium (2.5ml) was added to each well with coverslips.  
Cells at a final concentration of 105 cells /ml were added to each well of 6-well plate. Cells were 
let adhere for 40min at 37°C in a cell culture incubator. After adhesion on the substrate, cells were 
washed 2x with 2ml PBS, overlaid with 2ml DMEM-full and pictured with 4x magnification on 
EVOS fl digital cell culture microscope equipped with Sony ICX285AQ CCD camera. 
 
2.20 Matrix degradation assay 
 
Materials: 
Glutaraldehyde 25% (Agar, R1020, EM-Grade) 
Poly-L-Lysine (Sigma, P4707, 0.01% in water, sterile filtered) 
FITC (Sigma, F7250), working solution is diluted in DMSO (1mg/ml) 
Gelatin 2% in H2O (Sigma, 1393). Working solution is diluted in sterile water (0.2%). 
0.1M sodium-carbonate pH 9.0, sterile filtered. 
Dialysis tubing: Spectator 7; MWCO 1000; Lot 1232103. 
The preparation of FITC conjugated gelatin and of coverslips was done according to published 
protocols with some modifications. (Anderl, Ma, & Armstrong, n.d.; Artym, Zhang, Seillier-
Moiseiwitsch, Yamada, & Mueller, 2006; “Gelatin degradation assay – Buccione Lab .,” 2003; 
Wang & McNiven, 2012). 




Coupling of FITC to gelatin was performed according to manufacturer’s protocol (Sigma) with 
some modifications. Gelatin was diluted 1:20 in 1 ml of 0.1M sodium-carbonate buffer. 50 µl of 
1mg/ml FITC solution was added dropwise under simultaneous inverting. The solution was in-
verted overnight in darkness under 4°C. Dialysis tubing with MWCO 1000 was prepared accord-
ing to manufacturer’s manual.  
Day2: 
FITC-gelatin mixture was dialyzed against 5L 1x PBS twice, for 4h each at 4°C in the dark room. 
After the dialysis, FITC-Gelatin was sterile filtered with syringe filters of 0.2µm pore size and 
stored at °4°C.  
Degradation Assay: 
Short before: 
-Cell culture medium with supplements (without FCS) for the quenching reaction. 
-warm up media for cell harvesting. 
-prepare sterile hood. 
-dilute 0.01% PLL in sterile MilliQ-water to 0.05 %. 
-dilute 25% Glutaraldehyde in sterile 1 x PBS to 0.5 %. 
Coverslips were placed in 12 well cell culture plate under the sterile hood and coated with 200µl 
0.05% Ply-L-lysine per well, for 20min at RT. This was followed by 3x 1ml PBS wash for each 
well.  Coverslips were then overlaid with 150µl 0.5 % Glutaraldehyde drops for 15 min, at RT, 
followed by 3x 1ml PBS wash.  Unconjugated 0.2 % gelatin was mixed with FITC-gelatin at a 
ratio of 8:1 and coverslips were inverted on 20µl drops of this solution for 10min, RT, in the 
darkness. The coverslips coated with FITC-gelatin were placed in a new 12-well plate and very 
carefully washed with 3x 1ml PBS. Free aldehyde groups were quenched with 1ml medium with 
supplements (without FCS) for 1h, 37°C incubator, in darkness. After the medium exchange ap-
prox. 1.5*105 cells per well were added to each well and incubated for 5h in presence or absence 
of inhibitors. Cells were fixed with warm 4% PFA in PBS for 20min at RT. Afterwards, cells 
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were either permeabilized with 0.1 % Tween in PBS for 20min and stained with phalloidin-Alexa 
594 or stored at 4°C in PBS for further processing. 
Day 3: 
Fixed cells were permeabilized with 0.1% Tween in PBS for 1 min. Cell were washed 3x with 
1ml PBS. Phalloidin-Alexa 594 was diluted in 1% BSA-PBS to 1:50. Coverslips were inverted 
on phalloidin-Alexa 594 drops for 1h at RT in darkness. After the incubation in phalloidin Alexa 
594, coverslips were washed with PBS and embedded in Mowiol on a coverslip.  
 
Quick protocol: 
1) Place coverslips in a 12-well cell culture plate. 
2) Dilute PLL stock in a sterile miliQ water to 0.05 % 
3) Overlay with 200µl 0.05% PLL per coverslip for 20min RT. 
4) Wash 3x with 1ml sterile PBS. 
5) Fix with 0.5% glutaraldehyde drops for 15min RT. 
6) Prepare 10cm cell culture dish with FITC-gelatin drops, 20µl per coverslip, and store in 
the dark. 
7) Wash coverslips to remove glutaraldehyde, 3x with 1ml PBS. 
8) Invert coverslips on 20µl FITC-gelatin drops on 10cm cell culture dish for 10min, RT, in 
the dark. 
9) Place the coverslips in the new 12-well plate and overlay with 1ml Medium with supple-
ments to quench the free aldehyde groups for 1hour, 37°C in an incubator. 
10) Harvest the cells. 
11) Exchange the quenching medium to the cell growth medium and add 50.000-150.000 
cells per well, add inhibitors if needed. 
12) Incubate for 5 hours. 
13) Fix the cells with 4% warm PFA in PBS.  
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2.21 2D random migration assay 
 
2D random migration assays were performed in 6-chamber µslide 60.1 (Ibidi 80666). The channel 
was pre-incubated in a cell culture incubator prior to injecting of cells. When desired,  individual 
channels of the chamber were coated with 25µg/ml fibronectin. To coat channel fibronectin solu-
tion was pipetted into the channel and the chamber was incubated at 1h RT in a humid chamber. 
The channel with fibronectin solution was washed with PBS, and residual fluid was removed by 
cell culture aspirator. Finally, the cell suspension was injected into channels into channels accord-
ing to manufacturer’s instructions. For migration assay of MEFs, initial cell concentration was 
adjusted to 1*106 cells/ml medium. For migration assay of HT1080 cells approx. 150-200.000 
cell/ml medium was injected into each chamber of the µslide. Reservoirs of migration channels 
were left empty during the cell adhesion and spreading stage. The evaporation of fluid form 
µslide channels was prevented by placing the µslide in custom made humid chamber within cell 
culture incubator. Prior to migration assay cells were let adhere and spread for at least 2h-4h at 
37°C, 5% CO2. If desired after adhesion and spreading, cells were starved using SM2 supplied 
with 10mM HEPES for 16-18h. To stimulate cells with growth factors or inhibitors, appropriate 
concentrations of these chemicals were freshly prepared, and SM2 was substituted with growth 
factor or inhibitor containing media for desired durations and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2. Fi-
nally, stimulation/inhibition medium was exchanged to a microscopy medium (SM2+10µM 
HEPES), and reservoirs of channels were covered with sterile Parafilm pieces to avoid evapora-
tion. The µslide 6 with cells was mounted on the motorized xy-table in a heating system 6 (Ibidi). 
Cell migration was acquired using phase contrast brightfield microscopy at 2.5 x or 5x magnifica-
tions on Axiovert 135 microscope. Pictures were taken every 5-10 minutes when imaging MEFs 
or HT1080 cells using idea spot 1.3 camera and VisiView software. Images and corresponding 
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2.22 2D Wound healing assay 
 
The 2D wound healing assay was performed in a multi-well slide with miniaturized wells for cell 
growth referring to the protocol from Dr. Kees Straatman form the University of Leicester with 
modifications (Feb, Cell, and Nikon 2008). For multi-scale experiment approach by µ-Slide An-
giogenesis (Ibidi 81506) was used. This slide incorporates 12 wells letting to perform twelve ex-
periments simultaneously. MEFs were seeded in chambers of µlsilde as follows. The cell suspen-
sion was adjusted to 180.000 cells/ml in GM1, and 30µl of this suspension were pipetted per 
well. The µslide with cells was incubated in custom made humid chamber within cell culture in-
cubator for 18-24h. At the cell confluency of above 90% scratch wound was induced using 20µl 
pipette tip in each well. If desired, inhibitors such as smiFH2 or GM6001 were introduced to cells 
prior to the wounding of the cell monolayer. For the treatment of cells with inhibitors, growth 
medium was exchanged to microscopy medium containing an appropriate concentration of the 
inhibitor. Prior to microscopy wells of µslide were sealed using sterilized pre-cut Parafilm to pre-
vent evaporation of fluid and were additionally covered with a provided plastic lid. Finally, µ-
Slide Angiogenesis was mounted on Zeiss Axiovert 135 microscope equipped with automatized 
xy-table and Ibidi heating system 6 which maintained the temperature of cells at 37°C. The 
wound healing process was acquired for 8-12 hours, and cell migration data was processed as de-
scribed in previous chapters. To assess cell migration parameters such as velocity and directness 
cells from the leading edges of the wound were tracked. Images and corresponding movies were 
processed as described (s. 2D chemotaxis assay). 
 
2.23 2D Chemotaxis assay 
 
For 2D chemotaxis assays, cells were harvested and concentrated in growth medium to 800.000 
cells/ml for MEF cells, or 600.000 cells/ml for macrophages. Migration was performed using 
µslide 2D chemotaxis slide (Ibidi, CatNo: 80306). Prior to seeding of cells, µslide was incubated 
in a cell culture incubator for 2h. The cell suspension was drawn in migration channels according 
to manufacturer’s manual. The chamber with cells was placed in a custom-made humid chamber 
within a humidified cell incubator for 2h at 37 °C to let cells adhere and suppress evaporation. 
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Cells were washed twice and incubated with a starvation medium for 16-18h. After starvation, 
chemoattractant was diluted in a starvation medium containing 25 mM HEPES and was applied 
in one of the reservoirs. The 2D chemotaxis chamber was immediately placed in a heating stage 
(Ibidi) mounted on automatized xy-table on the Zeiss Axiovert 135 microscope. Cells were im-
aged at 2.5x magnification using brightfield phase contrast microscopy. Images were acquired 
using CMOS camera "Spot idea 1.3mp” (Diagnostic Instruments) every 3 minutes for 12-16h at 
several locations simultaneously. Acquired sets of images were combined with corresponding 
movies using ImageJ software. Migrating cells within movies were tracked with manual tracking 
plugin of ImageJ. The resulted cell migration paths were stored as overlay movies and as an excel 
tables of xy-coordinates and corresponding time points of each tracked cell. For the analysis of 
cell migration parameters such as forward migration index, cell velocity or directness the data 
were imported to migration tool 2.0 (Ibidi). This tool enables the mathematical transformation of 
cell migration paths and according to coordinates and timepoints of each cell to the cell veloci-
ties, directness and forward migration index. These parameters were calculated for each tracked 
cell and finally imported into Sigma plot 13 software for statistical analysis. The statistical analy-
sis Mann-Whitney rank sum test by using Sigma plot 13 software. 
 
2.23.1 2D chemotaxis of macrophages 
 
For 2D chemotaxis experiments BM-derived macrophages from wildtype, Hem1 (-/-) or Wasp (-
/-) mice were harvested at 600.000 cells/ml and injected into three separate channels of µSlide 2D 
chemotaxis chamber (Ibidi; 80306) as described previously with modifications (Isfort et al. 
2011b). Cells were incubated overnight in a growth medium. On the next day, C5a was added to 
one of the reservoirs and chambers (150 nM final concentration). For the imaging slide was 
placed on preheated stage on Axiovert 135 microscope equipped with motorized xy-stage. Im-
ages were recorded every 3 minutes for 8-16h. The migration of cells was tracked using ImageJ 
manual tracking plugin as described in the previous chapter. The results were analyzed with 
chemotaxis tool (Ibidi). The statistical analysis was performed using Sigma plot 13 software via 
Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. BM-derived macrophages were kindly provided by Dr. David de 
Gorter (University of Munester). 
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2.24 3D collagen gels 
 
The ECM consists of a network of mainly collagen type I (collagen I) fibrils and fibers and con-
tains additionally various cross-linking proteins. To form such structures collagen molecules bear 
intrinsic self-assembly mechanism which is apparently entropy driven (Self-assembly 1981). Ini-
tially, collagen molecules are secreted by fibroblasts as collagen monomers (consisting of the 
triple helix of three molecules). The collagen monomers possess non-helical ends termed as telo-
peptides. In a further step, cell-derived stromal lysyl-oxidase modifies lysyl- or hydroxylysyl res-
idues within the telopeptides to aldehyde groups, which react to amino-groups of neighboring 
collagen monomer and forming an aldimine bond. This reaction leads to cross lining of collagens 
to fibrils, fibers and finally to 3D collagen network found in various tissues.  
Collagen can be extracted from several tissues such as rat tails by treatment of these with acids, 
which reversibly breaks the aldimine bond between collagen monomers. Thus, the monomers dis-
sociate and become soluble at low pH values, specific salt conditions, and low temperature. Thus, 
by raising of pH value and temperature of solubilized collagen, the self-assembly of collagen 
monomers can be reinitiated (Katarina Wolf et al. 2009). The principle of self-assembly reaction 
of collagen is used to fabricate artificial 3D collagen scaffolds, which reportedly have advantages 
over 2D cell culture by the closer mimicking of the situation in vivo  (Even-Ram and Yamada 
2005a).  
There are several commercial-kits for in vitro collagen assembly available. However, most of 
these kits require the addition of 3-5 components to collagen to achieve fibrillogenesis of colla-
gen monomers. Most of these substrates are several times concentrated solutions and are proba-
bly not adequately dissolved at storage and working temperature of 0-4°C. Additionally, the criti-
cal step for cell viability, however, was the neutralizing the acidic collagen solution with 5N 
NaOH solution. Due to many components of collagen assembly, kits and many pipetting steps it 
is difficult to achieve reliability and reproducibility of collagen assembly. In present work, this 
circumstance led to the formation of gels which were either detaching from the surface of co-
verslip or less were less viable for embedded cells. Therefore to increase the reproducibility and 
simplify assembly of collagen the collagen matrix was prepared by using HEPES as a neutraliz-
ing agent with modifications  (Sung et al. 2009). By mixing of collagen stock solution (5mg/ml) 
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with HEPES and growth medium and cells, the final concentration of the collagen-cell mixture of 
around 1mg/ml collagen-I was achieved. This collagen concentration is common in 3D cell 
culture studies (Isfort et al. 2011a; Katarina Wolf et al. 2009; K. Wolf 2003; Sung et al. 2009; 
Helary et al. 2012).  
 
2.25 Embedding of cells in 3D collagen 
 
For imaging of cells in 3D collagen or 3D migration assays, cells were embedded in the collagen 
matrix. To prepare cell-collagen mixture following steps were done on the ice. 75µl of GM1 or 
GM2 were pipetted in a 1.5ml Eppendorf vail, 5µl HEPES (1M Gibco) was added GM, which 
was followed by pipetting of 20µl of Collagen I solution (5mg/ml, Invitrogen) into the vail. Fi-
nally, 10 µl of cell suspension was added to the solution. The cell-collagen mixture was gently 
mixed 2 times with Gilson P100 pipette and placed as 30µl drops on the sterile coverslip or in-
jected into the 3D chemotaxis chamber (IBIDI). For the polymerization of collagen, the coverslip 
or chemotaxis chamber was placed in a custom-made humid chamber within a cell culture incu-
bator for 30-40 minutes at 37°C. Within first 10 minutes of incubation at 37°C chambers with 
collagen-cell mixture were inverted every 2 minutes to prevent cells from sedimentation and at-
tachment on the surface of the coverslip. This step ensures that most of the cells stay embedded 
in 3D collagen. 
 
2.26 3D random migration assays 
 
The freshly prepared cell-collagen mixture was injected into each channel of 6-channel µSlide 
40.4 (form Ibidi, 80606, incorporates six channels for max. six parallel assays simultaneously) ac-
cording to manufacturer’s instructions. The µslide was pre-incubated in a cell culture incubator 
before injecting cell-collagen mixture. For HT1080 cells approx. 7-8*106 cells/ml collagen were 
injected into each chamber of the µslide. Collagen was polymerized at 37°C at 5% CO2 as de-
scribed previously. The evaporation fluid from the channels was prevented by placing the µslide 
in custom made humid chamber within cell culture incubator. After polymerization of collagen 
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reservoirs were filled with 70µl medium and cells were incubated at least for 18-24h in collagen 
to spread and adapt to the 3D environment at 37°C and 5% CO2 in a humid chamber within a cell 
culture incubator. 
If desired, cells were starved using SM2 supplied with 10-25mM HEPES for 16-18h. To stimu-
late cells with growth factors or treat with inhibitors, appropriate concentrations of these chemi-
cals were freshly prepared, and SM2 was substituted with growth factor or inhibitor containing 
media for desired durations and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2. (Cells were incubated with inhibi-
tors smiFH2 or GM6001 overnight. For live microscopy medium was exchanged with micros-
copy medium with appropriate inhibitors). Finally, stimulation/inhibitor-medium was exchanged 
to microscopy medium (SM2+10µM HEPES), and reservoirs of channels were covered with pre-
cut sterile Parafilm pieces to avoid evaporation. The µslide 6 with cells was mounted on the mo-
torized xy-table in a heating system 6 (Ibidi). Cell migration was acquired using phase contrast 
brightfield microscopy at 2.5 x or 5x magnifications on Axiovert 135 microscope. Images were 
acquired every 5-10 minutes when imaging MEFs or HT1080 cells using idea spot 1.3 camera 
and VisiView software. The migration parameters were calculated and processed as described 
previously (s. 2D chemotaxis assay). 
 
2.27 3D chemotaxis assay 
 
This assay based on the principle that gradient of molecules can be formed within a narrow channel which 
connects two greater sized reservoirs. In the case of filling one reservoir with molecule A, a gradient of A 
will form within the channel. The 3D chemotaxis assay was performed in the µSlide chemotaxis-3D slide 
which incorporates three separate chambers and thus max. three parallel assays on one slide can be 
performed. Before migration assay, the µslide was pre-incubated in a cell culture incubator for 2h 
before injecting the cell-collagen mixture into the channels. For HT1080 cells at 8*106 cells/ml 
collagen was injected into each of three channels of the µslide.  All silicon plugs were inserted 
into the openings of reservoirs, but not of the channels Collagen was polymerized at 37°C at 5% 
CO2 for 20min. The evaporation fluid from the channels was prevented by placing the µslide in 
custom made humid chamber within cell culture incubator. After polymerization of collagen res-
ervoirs were filled with GM2 according to manufacturer’s instructions and cells were incubated 
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at least for 18-24h in collagen to spread and adapt to the 3D environment at 37°C and 5% CO2 in 
a humid chamber within a cell culture incubator. Next day, media in every reservoir was ex-
changes to SM2 and cells were starved for 8-10h. After starvation one of the reservoirs of each 
chamber was filled with DMSO in GM2, or 30µM smiFH2 in GM2 or only GM2 as a positive 
control for chemotaxis. 
The reservoirs and channels were sealed with provided silicone plugs to avoid evaporation. The 
filled µslide 6 was mounted on the automated motorized XY-table and a heating system 6 (Ibidi) 
which were installed on Axiovert 135 (Zeiss) microscope. Images were taken using phase con-
trast brightfield microscopy at 2.5 x or 5x magnifications (Objective Zeiss 5x/0.15). Pictures 
were taken on several locations simultaneously every 5-10 minutes using IdeaSpot 1.3 CMOS 
camera and VisiView software. Three conditions of the experiment (treatments with DMSO; 
30µM smiFH2 and only GM) were acquired simultaneously. The resulting data were processed 
as described previously (s. 2D chemotaxis assay). 
 
2.28 Visualization of F-actin in live cells 
 
Visualization of F-actin was in living cells was achieved by expression of Lifeact containing 
plasmids in cells. Lifeact was developed based on findings, which showed that an actin-binding 
protein of 140 kDa (ABP140) from S. cerevisiae was able to bind to to F-actin and was absent in 
other organisms. Reportedly, the loss of this protein did not affect actin filament formation in 
yeast. However, a slight actin bundling activity of ABP140 was also detected (Asakura T. 1998). 
Later, another group reported visualization of F-actin by expression of ABP140-GFP fusion con-
structs in yeast (H.-C. Yang and Pon 2002). Based on this reports the F-actin-binding motif of 
ABP140 was identified as the first 17aa of ABP140, which was cloned and fused to either GFP or 
mRFPruby to visualize F-actin in mammalian cells (Riedl et al. 2008; Fischer et al. 2006). Bio-
chemical studies indicated that the weak binding of lifeact to F-actin did not have an adverse 
effect on actin polymerization in vitro or cells. However, the effect of expression of Lifeact-plas-
mids on cells probably depends on a number of plasmids that are transfected into cells. In this 
work, several transfected cells showed altered morphologies compared with non-transfected cells, 
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showing several dendritic protrusions (not shown). Of note, also many cells retained normal mor-
phology, and thus these type of transfected cells were chosen to for further studies. The cell mor-
phology was considered as normal when it matched to the morphology of non-transfected cells in 
collagen (s. Figures 28; 29). 
 
2.29 Spinning disc laser confocal microscopy  
 
For confocal imaging of live cells, cells were transfected with corresponding plasmids. The trans-
fection rate was estimated in fluorescent microscopy by assessing the expression of GFP within 
cells. Transfected cells were embedded in 3D collagen as described. For live laser confocal mi-
croscopy cell-collagen mixture was injected into µslide 60.4 (Ibidi, 80606) or pipetted as 20-30 µl 
drops on 3.5 cm glass-bottom imaging chambers (Ibidi, 81156) and were let adjust to 3D collagen 
for 18-24 h. For live cell imaging, all reservoirs of µslide 60.4 were filled with microscopy me-
dium and sealed with custom cut sterilized Parafilm.  
 
2.30 Imaging of fixed cells embedded in 3D collagen 
 
If desired, the cell-collagen mixture was cultivated on glass coverslips in 6-well plates or 3.5 cm 
cell culture dishes for 18-24 h at 37°C and 5% CO2 in a humid cell culture incubator. This was 
followed by fixation and staining for F-actin using Phalloidin-Alexa 594 as described in the 
previous chapter. Finally, the coverslips were mounted in a 10µl drop of Mowiol on microscope 
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2.31 Random migration of fascin1 knockdown HT1080 cells in 3D 
 
Before 3D random migration assay, HT1080 cells were subjected to fascin knockdown experi-
ment as described, by using 0.5 µg fascin shRNA-Th and fascin shRNA-Tc constructs. From 
these experiments, the most effective knockdown of fascin combined with expression of GFP 
was achieved by using fascin shRNA-Th construct at day 3 of transfection. Corresponding cells 
from 6-well plate were harvested in 1ml medium to approx. 600.000 cells/ml which were embed-
ded in collagen as described in the previous chapter for following fixation and confocal micros-
copy (Figure 48). The rest of suspension was centrifuged at 400 x g at RT and suspended in 50 µl 
GM2 at 12*106 cell/ml. 5µl of this cell suspension was mixed with 50 µl of freshly prepared col-
lagen solution and pipetted as 20 µl drops on glass coverslips for live cell imaging in laser confo-
cal microscopy (Figure 49). The rest of cell suspension was centrifuged and lysed with SDS lysis 
buffer and frozen for later SDS-Page and western blot analysis (Figure 47). Collagen was pol-
ymerized 30min at 37°C in a humid chamber within cell culture incubator as described. The cells 
were incubated for 16-18 h to adapt to 3D collagen environment. Next, the medium was 
exchanged to microscopy medium and cells embedded in 3D collagen were subjected to live 




 EVOS fluorescence digital cell culture microscope (AMG) 
 Olympus IX71/IX51 Inverted Microscope equipped with Lei HXP-120 Light source (Vis-
itron Systems) and Spot Insight monochrome 2.0mp camera (Diagnostic instruments). High 
magnification images were taken with 60x objective lens UPLDLN60XOI (Olympus).  
 Zeiss Axiovert 135 equipped with high precision motorized XY table and controller (Vis-
itron systems). Ibidi Heating System 6 comprising of Heated Lid (524082), Heat Controller 
HAT 200 (262016) and Heated stage (524083). Image acquisition was made with CMOS 
camera "Spot idea 1.3mp VisiView software (Visitron systems). Objective Zeiss 5x / 0.15 
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 Axiovert 200 with a pE-2LED excitation system (CoolLED) as a light source and 
“sennsicam qe” cooled digital 12-bit camera. Higher magnification images were taken with 
Zeiss 63x or 100x objectives (Plan Neofluar). 
 
 Laser confocal spinning disc microscope 
 
For imaging cell in confocal microscopy, Ultra View Vox 3D live cell imaging system 
was used (Perkin Elmer). The system comprises of Nikon Eclipse Ti inverse microscope 
with Yokogawa CSU-XI spinning disc scanner, C9100-50 EM-CCD camera (Hamama-
tsu) and Volocity 6.0 software. For high magnifications and imaging of cells within colla-
gen matrix, a Nikon CFI Apo TIRF 60x (NA 1.49) oil immersion objective lens with co-
verslip corrected working distance of 120 µm was used. The system was additionally 
equipped with temperature controlled incubator (Okolab) and motorized xy-table con-
trolled by Volocity software.  
 
2.33 Statistical analysis  
 
Statistical analysis of cell migration data was perfumed using Sigma plot 13 software by applica-
tion of Mann-Whitney Rank Sum test algorithm to data sets of velocities, FMIs and Directness of 
two different treatment groups. Mean values of data sets were compared to each other for the 











3.1 2D Migration and protrusions: Effects of Cdc42 knockout on actin pro-
trusions in MEFs 
 
During migration on 2D substrates, many cell types display actin-based protrusions such as circu-
lar dorsal ruffles, filopodia, lamellipodia and invadopodia to protrude their cell body in a certain 
direction. During movement, cells can degrade ECM if required. At least in vitro cells migrate 
randomly or they show chemotaxis towards a range of specific chemoattractants. While actin pro-
trusions are studied in detail regarding their biochemical composition and dynamics of their for-
mation, their roles in different types of cell migration remain less well understood. 
Cells rapidly respond to stimulation with growth factors of the PDGF family by a massive reor-
ganization of their actin cytoskeleton that is followed by formation of actin-based protrusions 
which can lead to cell migration. Stimulation of fibroblasts in vitro with PDGF-BB, that report-
edly is responsible for recruitment of fibroblasts from the deeper tissue into a wound, leads to the 
display of different kinds of known actin-based protrusions. Furthermore, stimulation of fibro-
blasts with PDGF-BB induces prominent actin-based protrusions on the dorsal surface termed 
circular dorsal ruffles (CDRs or CRs) (Rottner and Stradal 2011a; Buccione, Orth, and McNiven 
2004). The role of these actin-based structures in cellular processes induced by PDGF-BB is not 
well understood. 
 
3.1.1 Cdc42 knockout MEFs are unable to form PDGF-BB induced CDRs 
 
Cdc42 and Rac GTPases are both essential for formation CDRs. Previous work from our lab 
showed that Cdc42 deficient MEFs lose the ability to form these structures in response to PDGF-
BB. Furthermore, it was shown that dorsal ruffles are composed of lamellipodia-like structures 
with embedded filopodia and microspikes reminiscent of peripheral lamellipodia. Whereas Cdc42 
is dispensable for formation of lamellipodia, it is essential for the formation of CDRs. Further 




activation Arp2/3 complex is essential for the formation of CDRs. Actin-bundling protein fascin 
and intact microtubules are also important for the formation of CDRs (Schloen, K,. PhD thesis). 
Of note, fascin is not essential for the formation of lamellipodia (Danijela Vignjevic et al. 2006b). 
 
3.1.2 Cdc42 knockout MEFs show defects in the formation of filopodia in response to 
PDGF-BB 
 
To date, there are several contradicting reports regarding the role of the small GTPase Cdc42 in 
the formation of filopodia (Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1995b; Kozma et al. 1995; Pellegrin and 
Mellor 2005; Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, Hengel, et al. 2005; L. Yang, Wang, and Zheng 2006). Alt-
hough, it is well established that overexpression this GTPase induces the formation of filopodia 
(Kozma et al. 1995; Pellegrin and Mellor 2005; L. Yang, Wang, and Zheng 2006). Previous work 
form our lab (performed by Katrin Schloen) showed that filopodia and microspikes are enriched 
in CDRs. Therefore, possibly loss of CRs in Cdc42 knockout MEFs might be due to defective 
formation of filopodia in these cells. 
To test whether Cdc42 knockout MEFs are affected in their ability to form filopodia, CDC42 (fl/-
) and Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs were treated with PDGF-BB and stained for F-actin to visualize and 
count filopodia in each genotype (Figure 9). 
Figure 9: Effects of Cdc42 knockout on the formation of filopodia in MEFs. MEFs (390 and 399) 
were seeded on glass coverslips and cultivated for 18-24 hours at 37°C in cell culture incubator. The 
medium was changed to starvation medium (without FCS) and cells were starved for 16-18 hours. After 
starvation cells stimulated with 20nM PDGF-BB. Finally cells were fixed in 4% PFA and actin cytoskele-
ton was stained using Alexa594-conjugated phalloidin. Cells were visualized by fluorescence microscopy. 




Figure 9 shows representative images of Cdc42 (fl/-) and Cdc42 (-/-) cells treated with PDGF and 
stained for F-actin. Cdc42 (fl/-) cells show lamellipodia and embedded filopodia at the leading 
edge whereas Cdc42 knockout cells show no visible filopodia, but can produce normal lamellipo-
dia. To quantify these results, filopodia from random groups of Cdc42 (fl/-) and Cdc42 knockout 
cells were counted and results were statistically evaluated (Figure 10). 
 
Figure 10: Cdc42 knockout MEFs show reduced numbers of filopodia in response to PDGF-BB. 
MEFs were plated on glass coverslips and cultivated for 18-24 hours at 37°C in cell culture incubator. The 
medium was changed to starvation medium (without FCS) and cells were starved for 18 hours. After star-
vation 20nM PDGF-BB was applied to cells for 10 min. Finally cells were fixed in 4% PFA and stained 
using Alexa594-conjugated phalloidin. A number of filopodia per cell for each treatment group were 
counted in ImageJ and statistically analyzed using Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was per-
formed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value 
form two independent experiments with sample size of 169 cells. 
The evaluation of the results showed an approx. 13 % reduction in the numbers of filopodia in 
Cdc42 knockout MEFs. This is in line with another study showing that Cdc42 is important, but 
not essential for the formation of filopodia in MEFs. Furthermore, the study showed that the dy-
namics of the formation of filopodia was not altered in Cdc42 knockout MEFs vs control cells 
(Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, Hengel, et al. 2005). In contrast, here we induced the formation of filopo-
dia using chemoattractant PDGF-BB and showed that the number of filopodia per cell is slightly, 






3.1.3 Cdc42 knockout MEFs show defective polarity in response to PDGF-BB 
 
It is well accepted that Cdc42 plays an important role in regulating cell polarity in many organ-
isms and cell types from yeast to mammals (D. I. (University of M. Johnson and Pringle 1990; 
Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1999; S. Etienne-Manneville 2004; A. E. Adams et al. 1990b). There 
is although still an ongoing discussion whether Cdc42 regulates cell polarity due to its modulat-
ing activity of actin cytoskeleton at the leading edge or by its essential role in the reorientation of 
microtubules and/or Golgi apparatus towards the direction of movement. (Bartolini et al. 2008; 
Palazzo et al. 2001). 
To gain more insight in the role of Cdc42 in cell polarity, I compared the Cdc42 (-/-) with Cdc42 
(fl/-) MEFs in their ability to polarize their actin cytoskeleton after treatment with a global 
PDGF-BB stimulus (Figure 11 a; a`). The results were quantified by counting and comparing 
numbers of polarized and non polar cells within the PDGF-BB treatment group (Figure 11 b) 
 
Figure 11: Cdc42 knockout leads to reduced polarity in MEFs. (a;a’): 390 and 399 MEFs were plated 




to starvation medium (without FCS) and cells were starved for 18 hours. After starvation 20nM PDGF-BB 
was applied to cells. Finally cells were fixed in 4% PFA and stained using Alexa594-conjugated phal-
loidin. Cells were visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Scale bar 20µm. (b): Numbers of polar cells for 
PDGF-BB treated Cdc42 (fl/-) and Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs were counted using ImageJ and statistically ana-
lyzed with Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was performed using student’s t-test. Error bars 
show one standard deviation of the mean value form three independent experiments with sample size of 
242 cells 
A global PDGF-BB treatment caused Cdc42 (fl/-) MEFs to polarize their cytoskeleton predomi-
nantly in one direction as shown in Figure 11a. In contrast, in the majority of the Cdc42 knockout 
cells lamellipodia were induced in a scattered pattern around cell perimeter (Figure 11 a’). The 
Figure 11b shows that approx. 75% of control MEFs show a polar morphology whereas only 40 
% of Cdc42 (-/-) cells can develop polar morphology in response to PDGF-BB. In Cdc42 (-/-) 
MEFs the fraction of non-polar cells is increased from approx. 40 % - to 60% of cells compared 
to control.  
 
3.1.4 Cdc42 knockout has a negative effect on PDGF-BB induced 2D chemotaxis 
 
Several reports point out the important role of Cdc42 GTPase in polarization of cells and suggest 
its role in chemotaxis of macrophages and fibroblastoid cells, while other studies claim the role 
of Cdc42 in chemotaxis is less important (Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1999; Mains, Sulston, and 
Wood 1990; Stramer et al. 2005a; Allen et al. 1998; Monypenny, Zicha, Higashida, Oceguera-
yanez, et al. 2009). It is rather well established that Cdc42 is not essential for 2D migration per 
se. 
In our study Cdc42 knockout MEFs show slightly reduced numbers of filopodia. Furthermore, 
the Cdc42 knockout MEFs have defects in the formation of the polarized actin cytoskeleton in 
response to PDGF-BB, which is a specific chemoattractant for these cells. Next, I assessed 
whether Cdc42 knockout MEFs are affected in chemotaxis towards PDGF-BB. The 2D chemo-
taxis assay was performed in a 2D µslide chamber (Ibidi) (Isfort et al. 2011b). Representative 






Figure 12: Effect of Cdc42 knockout on 2D chemotaxis of MEFs. MEFs were injected into 2D µslide 
chemotaxis chamber (Ibidi) and incubated for 18-24h. Thereafter cells were starved for 16-18 hours. After 
starvation 20 ng/ml PDGF-BB (final concentration) was added to one of the reservoirs of chemotaxis 
slide. In one of chambers starvation medium was applied to Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs as a negative control. Next, 
the 2D chemotaxis slide was placed in an environmental chamber (Ibidi) mounted on the microscope 
equipped with motorized XY-table. Live cell imaging was performed using VisiView software (visitron 
systems). Pictures were taken every 5 minutes at 5x magnification in brightfield illumination for 8-12 
hours. (a): Videos of different treatment groups were imported and tracked using ImageJ manual tracking 
plugin. (b): The resulting Datasets of XY coordinates of migrating cells were imported into chemotaxis 
tool 2.0 (Ibidi) and plotted on an XY coordinate system representing each individual chemotaxis chamber. 
(c): The forward migration index (FMI), directness and velocities of cells in chemotaxis chamber were 
calculated. The results were exported for statistical analysis to Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis 
was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Scale bar 50µm. Error bars show one standard devi-
ation of the mean value form three independent experiments with sample size of 971 cells. 
Figure 12a shows overlays of tracked videos of 2D chemotaxis experiments of MEFs that either 




images). As visible form the plots of cell-paths, the majority of Cdc42 (fl/-) MEFs migrate 
towards PDGF-BB (+Y direction in Figure 12b). In contrast, Cdc42 (-/-) cells don’t migrate 
towards PDGF-BB gradient reminicent of negative controle. Figure 12c shows statistical 
quantification of chemotaxis results. MEFs deficient of Cdc42 show defiective chemotaxis which 
is expressed in close to zero FMI of the whole cell population in Cdc42 ( -/- ) cells comapred to 
Cdc42 (fl/-) cells. The directness of cell movement is not altered after PDGF-BB treatement of 
both, Cdc42 (fl/-) and Cdc42 knockout cells, which means that cell traectories in both treatment 
groups are much alike. Furthermore, the mean velocity of Cdc42 knockout MEFs in PDGF-BB 
gradient is approx. 20% reudced compared to Cdc42 (fl/-) cells. 
 
3.1.5 CDR-formation coincides with more efficient chemotaxis 
 
PDGF-BB is a prominent chemoattractant of fibroblasts triggering chemotaxis in these cells 
when a gradient of PDGF-BB is applied (Jackson, Stephens, and Hawkinsq 1992). CDRs were 
often implicated to play a role in several cellular processes such as reorganization of actin cyto-
skeleton, micropinocytosis or degradation of surface receptors (Krueger et al. 2003; Suetsugu et 
al. 2003; Alberts et al. 2002b). In contrast to filopodia and lamellipodia that are generally formed 
in response to chemoattractants, CDRs are specifically formed in MEFs after treatment with 
PDGF-BB. MEFs perform chemotaxis towards a gradient of PDGF-BB. This raises the question 
whether the CR formation is an important part of PDGF induced chemotactic process in MEFs. 
When MEFs are stimulated with PDGF-BB approx. 60-80 % of the cells form CDRs within the 
first 10 minutes. In this 2D chemotaxis assay I assessed if cells that form CRs extensively during 
the chemotaxis experiment differ in migration pattern from cells that do not show visible CRs. 
Therefore, cells from the same population and treatment group were assessed. CRs are visible 
when 10x magnification in brightfield phase contrast microscopy is applied. This way, cells 
which clearly formed CRs during 2D chemotaxis assay could be identified and tracked to com-






Figure 13: Cells that frequently form CRs are slightly more efficient than the whole subpopulation 
of MEFs in chemotaxis. MEFs were injected into 2D µslide chemotaxis chamber (Ibidi) and incubated 
for 18-24h. Thereafter cells were starved for 16-18 hours. After starvation 20 ng/ml PDGF-BB (final con-
centration) was added to one of the reservoirs of chemotaxis slide. In one of chambers starvation medium 
was applied to Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs as a negative control. Next, the 2D chemotaxis slide was placed in an 
environmental chamber (Ibidi) mounted on the microscope equipped with motorized XY-table. Live cell 
imaging was performed using VisiView software (Visitron systems). Pictures were taken every 10 
minutes at 10x magnification in brightfield illumination for 8-12 hours. Videos were imported and tracked 
using ImageJ manual tracking plugin. The resulting Datasets of XY coordinates of migrating cells were 
imported into chemotaxis tool 2.0 (Ibidi) and plotted on an XY coordinate system representing each indi-
vidual chemotaxis chamber. The FMI, directness and velocities of cells in chemotaxis chamber were cal-
culated. The results were exported for statistical analysis to Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis 
was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean 
value form three independent experiments with sample size of n = 159 cells. 
Whereas, no significant differences could be detected in Velocity or FMI between CR positive 
and negative cells, the directness of CR positive cells was approx. 20 % higher as of that of CR 











3.1.6 Cdc42 knockout MEFs show reduced velocity in various setups 
 
To test, if reduced velocities of Cdc42 knockout cells in the chemotaxis assay were assay-inde-
pendent results, I used different setups of cell migration conditions such as fibronectin coating 
and treatment of cells with global PDGF stimulus (s. methods). Velocities of cells per well/condi-
tion were measured and plotted as described previously. Figure 14 illustrates the results of this 
assay. 
 
Figure 14: Cdc42 knockout leads to reduced velocity in MEFs. MEFs were injected to pre-coated or 
uncoated wells in µslide 6 (Ibidi) and let to adhere for 24h. After adhesion in several wells medium was 
exchanged to starvation medium for additional 18-16 hours. Thereafter starvation medium was exchanged 
with medium with 20ng/ml PDGF and the µslide was placed in an environmental chamber (Ibidi) and live 
cell migration from each well was recorded using VisiView software. Pictures were taken every 5 minutes 
at 5x in brightfield illumination. Videos of different treatments were imported and tracked using ImageJ 
manual tracking plugin. These XY coordinates of cells were imported to chemotaxis tool 2.0 (Ibidi) and 
the velocities cells in each well were calculated. The results were exported for statistical analysis to Sigma 
plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Unc: uncoated 
well; Fn: fibronectin coated well; starv: starved cells; +PD: PGDF-BB treatment of cells; Full Med: Me-
dium with supplements (s. methods). Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form three 
replicates per condition with sample size of n = 79-218 cells per condition. 
As shown in Figure 14 in all utilized 2D migration setups, Cdc42 knockout cells showed consist-




ectin, culture dish or glass. Generally, velocities of Cdc42 (-/-) cells were approx. 20-30% re-
duced compared to Cdc42 (fl/-) cells in each setup (uncoated wells with medium treated cells, in 
fibronectin-coated wells with medium treated cells and also in fibronectin-coated wells with 
PDGF-BB treated cells). 
3.1.7 Effects of knockdown of fascin on actin protrusions in MEFs 
 
3.1.7.1 Fascin1 knockdown leads to reduced formation of CDRs and filopodia 
 
The previous work from our lab showed that knockdown of fascin negatively affects the ability of 
MEFs to form dorsal ruffles in response to PDGF-BB. To confirm the effect of fascin knockdown 
on the ability of cells to induce CDRs MEFs were treated with shRNA constructs targeting mouse 
or human fascin mRNA and after treatment of cells with PDGF the CRs were quantified (Figure 
15). 
 
Figure 15: Fascin knockdown leads to reduced formation of CDRs in MEFs. Prior to transfection 




fascin RNA containing constructs for downregulation of fascin gene of human origin (shRNA-Th) or of 
mouse and human origins (shRNA-Tc). Post 18-20 hours transfection cells were rescued with fresh me-
dium containing FCS and further cultivated for 8-12 hours. Thereafter cells were seeded on coverslips and 
adhered overnight. This was followed by a starvation phase for 16-18 hours. Finally cells were stimulated 
with PDGF-BB to induce the formation of CDRs. After 5-10 minutes of stimulation with PDGF-BB cells 
were fixed with 4% PFA and stained for F-actin using phalloidin alexa-594. Fixed and stained cells were 
imaged by fluorescence microscopy. CDRs were counted from random samples of n = 74-157 cells per 
each treatment. Results were exported for statistical analysis to Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis 
was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean 
value form three independent experiments with sample sizes of n = 409-433 cells per condition. 
Figure 15 shows that MEFs treated with fascin shRNA construct against both mouse and human 
fascin1 (shRNA-Tc) have markedly reduced ability to form dorsal ruffles compared to non-trans-
fected cells or to cells treated with shRNA construct targeting human fascin specifically which 
serves as a control. To detect whether fascin shRNA treated cells had additionally a reduced 
number of filopodia, treated cells were fixed and filopodia from cells expressing fascin shRNA-
GFP constructs were counted (Figure 16). 
 
Figure 16: Fascin knockdown leads to reduced formation of filopodia in MEFs. Prior to transfection 
MEFs were cultured to approx. 70-80% confluency. Cells were transfected with plasmids containing GFP-




and human origins (Tc). Post 18-20 hours transfection cells were rescued with fresh medium containing 
FCS and further cultivated for 8-12 hours. Thereafter cells were seeded on coverslips and adhered over-
night. Finally cells were fixed with 4% PFA and stained for F-actin using phalloidin alexa-594. Cells were 
imaged by fluorescence microscopy in 63x magnification. Filopodia were counted at protruding edges of 
cells. Results were exported for statistical analysis to Sigmaplot 13 software. Statistical analysis was per-
formed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Non-Transf: Control MEFs treated with transfection rea-
gent. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form two independent experiments with 
sample size of 84-118 cells per condition. 
The transfection of MEFs with shRNA constructs against fascin mRNA of mouse or human 
origin, in both cases, leads to a reduction in numbers of filopodia per cell in MEFs as is seen in 
Figure 16. However, the reduction of filopodia is only statistically significant in cells transfected 
with the shRNA construct against mouse / human fascin (Tc) and additionally leads to defective 
formation CDRs. 
 
3.1.8 Effects of formin inhibitor smiFH2 on actin protrusions in MEFs 
 
3.1.8.1 SmiFH2 negatively affects formation filopodia and CDRs 
 
Form the prevous work it was shown that, Cdc42 is essential for the formation of CDRs 
independent of Rac1. Furthermore, the knockdown of fascin which is enriched in filopodia leads 
to loss of CDRs reminiscent of Cdc42 knockout phenotype (Schloen, K,. PhD thesis). So, we 
hypothized that the reduced rate of CDR formation in Cdc42 knockout MEFs might be due to 
defects in signaling downstream of Cdc42 leading to formation of filopodia. Indeed, Cdc42 
knockout MEFs show a 13 % reduction in the number of filopfoia per cell compared to control 
cells (Figure 10). 
The most prominent downstream effectors of the Cdc42 GTPase are WASP / N-WASP and 
formins (Faix and Rottner 2006a; Chhabra and Higgs 2007a). It was shown that N-WASP was 
not involved in the formation of CDRs in Cdc42(fl/-) MEFs (Ladwein and Guledani 
unpublished). On the other hand, formins are involved in generation of filopdoia and are 
constituents of a tip complex of these structures (Faix and Rottner 2006a). Thus, I wanted to test 
whether formins were involved in the formation of CDRs, possbily downstream of Cdc42, as 




formin-mediated actin nucleation in MEFs. I pretreated the cells with smiFH2 inhibitor before 
stimulation with PDGF-BB and subsequent fixation. The representative images form Figure 17 
show control cells that produce normal lamellipodia and filopodia, whereas in smiFH2 treated 
cells reduced number of filopodia were detected. 
 
Figure 17: Negative effect of formin inhibitor smiFH2 on the formation of filopodia in MEFs. Cdc42 
(fl/-) MEFs (390) were plated on glass coverslips and cultivated for 18-24 hours at 37°C in cell culture in-
cubator. Medium was changed to starvation medium (without FCS) and cells were starved for 16-18 
hours. After starvation, cells were pretreated with DMSO or smiFH2 followed by stimulation with 20nM 
PDGF-BB. Finally, cells were fixed in 4% PFA and stained using Alexa594-conjugated phalloidin. Cells 
were visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Scale bar 20µm. (a, a’): control treatment with DMSO; (b, 
b’): Treatment with 15µM smiFH2. 
To quantify these results primarily filopodia-like protrusions that were embedded in lamellipodia 





Figure 18: Formin inhibitor smiFH2 leads to reduced formation of filopodia in MEFs. Cdc42 (fl/-) 
MEFs were pretreated with DMSO or smiFH2 for 30 minutes followed by stimulation by 20nM PDGF-
BB. Cells were fixed with 4% PFA and stained using phalloidin alexa-594. Cells were imaged and pic-
tured in fluorescence microscopy. Filopodia were counted at protruding edges of cells. Results were 
exported for statistical analysis to Sigma plot 13 software. Horizontal bars represent median values from 
three independent experiments with sample size of n = 73-83 cells per condition. Statistical analysis was 
performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test.  
As seen in Figures 17 and 18, after smiFH2 treatment, cells produce markedly fewer filopodia 
compared to the control group when treated with PDGF-BB. I simultaniously monitored the 
formation of CDRs and lamellipodia under conditions where formins are inhibited and filopodia 





Figure 19: Effects of formin inhibitor smiFH2 on the formation of lamellipodia and CDRs in MEFs. 
MEFs (390) were plated on glass coverslips and cultivated for 18-24 hours at 37°C in cell culture incuba-
tor. Medium was changed to starvation medium (without FCS) and cells were starved for 16-18 hours. 
After starvation, cells were pretreated with DMSO or smiFH2 in the concentration range of 0-15 µM. This 
was followed by stimulation of cells with 20nM PDGF-BB. Finally, cells were fixed in 4% PFA and 
stained using Alexa594-conjugated phalloidin. Cells were visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Scale 
bar 20µm. (a): Pictures of DMSO and smiFH2 treated cells stimulated or not with PDGF-BB. (b): Statisti-
cal analysis of lamellipodia and circular dorsal ruffle formation rate after application of smiFH2 in con-
centration rage of 0-15µM. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form four independ-
ent experiments with sample size of 81-204 cells per condition. 
According to results shown in Figure 19 smiFH2 specifically and dose dependently inhibited the 
formation of CDRs, however did not have a profound effect on the formation of lamellipodia. 
Cells treated with the formin inhibitor resemble the Cdc42 knockout phenotype of MEFs, show-
ing lost ability to form CDRs and reduced numbers of filopodia after PDGF-BB treatment. This 
supports our hypothesis that stimulation of MEFs with PDGF-BB activates formins downstream 
of Cdc42 and formins nucleate filopodia that are essential in the formation of CDRs. 
 
3.1.8.2 SmiFH2 has a negative effect on PDGF-BB induced cell polarity 
 
In our hands, Cdc42 deficiency in MEFs resulted in markedly increased non-polarized formation 




taxis. Formins are known as prominent downstream effectors of Cdc42, which nucleate un-
branched actin filaments such as in filopodia or invadopodia. The nucleation activity of formins 
is probably induced by activated Cdc42 (Seth, Otomo, and Rosen 2006; Pellegrin and Mellor 
2005; Lizárraga, Poincloux, Romão, et al. 2009). Actin-based protrusions contribute largely to 
the mitogen induced polarity of the cell. Apparently, intact cell polarity can contribute to directed 
migration and chemotaxis. As previously assessed, treatment of cells with smiFH2 led to de-
crease in a number of filopodia and CDRs per cell, whereas lamellipodia were less affected by 
this treatment. 
To test, how inhibition of formins affects the PDGF-bb induced polarization of the cytoskeleton, 
I utilized the formin inhibitor smiFH2. Cdc42 (fl/-) MEFs were pretreated with smiFH2 or 
DMSO (s. M/M) followed by the global stimulus of PDGF-BB (Figure 20). 
 
Figure 20: Effects of formin inhibitor smiFH2 on cell polarity in MEFs. MEFs (390) were plated on 
glass coverslips and cultivated for 18-24 hours at 37°C in cell culture incubator. Medium was changed to 
starvation medium (without FCS) and cells were starved for 16-18 hours. After starvation, cells were 
pretreated with DMSO or smiFH2 in the concentration range of 0-15 µM. This was followed by 




Alexa594-conjugated phalloidin. Cells were visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Scale bar 20µm. (a, 
a’): Representative pictures of DMSO- and smiFH2-treated cells stimulated with PDGF-BB respectively; 
(b): Statistical analysis of cell polarity in different treatment groups after application of smiFH2 in concen-
tration rage of 0-15µM. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form three independent 
experiments with sample size of 243-324 cells per condition. 
As seen from quantification (Figure 20b) and representative microscopic images of treated and 
control cells (Figure 20a), the polarity of MEFs was reduced to 20-35% when cells were 
pretreated with smiFH2 concentrations in the range of 5-15 µM. With higher smiFH2 concentra-
tions the standard deviation of mean values of polar cell population decreases. 
 
3.1.8.3 Cdc42 knockout MEFs show reduced velocity in wound healing assay 
 
Next, I tested whether the differences in the cell velocity between Cdc42 (fl/-) and Cdc42 (-/-) 
cells in chemotaxis assays also occur in a wound healing assays. In this assay, an artificial scratch 
is introduced in a confluent grown cell layer, and the closure of the artificial wound is monitored 
via time lapse microscopy. Furthermore, the role of formins was assessed in the wound healing 
assay by using smiFH2. In this way it was tested how cells respond to inhibition of formin-medi-





Figure 21: Wound healing assay of Cdc42 (fl/-) and Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs w/o smiFH2. MEFs were plated 
on wells of Ibidi 24-well µslide chamber (Ibidi) and grown to confluence. A scrape was generated in a cell 
monolayer using pipet tip, and µslide was placed in an environmental chamber (Ibidi). Wound closure was 
monitored in brightfield microscopy using motorized xy-table and VisiView software for 12-16 hours. 
Pictures were taken every 5 minutes at 5x magnification using brightfield illumination. Videos of different 
treatments were imported and tracked using ImageJ manual tracking plugin. These XY coordinates of 
cells were imported to chemotaxis tool 2.0 (Ibidi), and the velocities cells in each well were calculated. 
The results were exported for statistical analysis to Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was per-
formed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value 
form three replicates with sample size of 66-92 cells per condition. 
As seen from the Figure 21 Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs are approx. 50 % slower than Cdc42 (fl/-) cells in 
the wound healing assay. In 2D chemotaxis assays Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs migrate approx. 20 % 
slower than Cdc42 (fl/-) cells (Figure 12c). Also in a random migration assay, Cdc42 knockout 
MEFs migrate approx. 20 % slower than Cdc42 (fl/-) MEFs (Figure 14). This reduced velocity of 
Cdc42 knockout cells is in line with previous findings. (Czuchra et al. 2005).  
As shown above the inhibition of formins by smiFH2 had similar effects on filopodia, dorsal ruf-
fle formation and cell polarity in MEFs as the loss of Cdc42. Additionally, Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs mi-




affects cell velocity in MEFs, Cdc42 (fl/-) MEFs were treated with this inhibitor in a wound heal-
ing assay. The treatment of CDC42 (fl/-) cells with smiFH2 did not have a significant effect on 
cell velocity in the wound healing assay.  
 
3.1.8.4 SmiFH2 has a negative effect on adhesion to ECM 
 
Formins are major actin nucleators of unbranched actin filaments that facilitate formation of cell 
protrusions such as filopodia and invadopodia (D. Vignjevic 2006; Peng et al. 2003; Mellor 
2010b; Faix and Rottner 2006c).  
I showed that smiFH2 negatively affects the formation of filopodia and CDRs in MEFs. To test if 
smiFH2 mediated suppression of filopodia has a negative effect on adhesion of Cdc42 (fl/-) 
MEFs to ECM, I pretreated cells with smiFH2 before performing an adhesion assay. 
Formins are apparently involved in the formation of both, filopodia and invadopodia. By using 
GM6001, I wanted to test whether or not matrix degradation by invadopodia plays a role in initial 
adhesion of MEFs to ECM. Inhibitor GM6001 effectively blocks the majority of extracellular 





Figure 22: Effect of smiFH2 or GM6001 on the initial adhesion of MEFs on FITC-gelatin. Cdc42 
(fl/-) MEFs adhered on FITC-gelatin coated coverslips for 40 min. in the presence of 25µM GM6001, 
10µM smiFH2 or DMSO. Subsequently, cells were washed two times with PBS, followed by fixation with 
4% PFA. After fixation step, coverslips were stained with phalloidin alexa-594 and visualized in 
fluorescence microscopy. Numbers of adhered cells per treatment were counted and statistically analyzed 
using Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. 
Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form two replicates with sample size of 132-217 
cells. 
In Figure 22, the adhesion assay of MEF cells on FITC-gelatin shows that adhesion of MEFs to 
ECM is significantly sensitive to formin inhibitor smiFH2. The average number of smiFH2 
treated cells that could adhere to ECM is markedly decreased to approx. 40% of that of untreated 
cells. MEFs treated with GM6001 show no significant decrease in adhesion to ECM. 
 
3.1.8.5 Degradation of ECM by MEFs 
 
When seeded on 2D collagen or embedded in 3D collagen gels, Cdc42 (fl/-) MEFs were not able 




cell types such as B16, C2C12 or HT1080 cells (not shown here). To move in 3D ECM, fibro-
blasts that usually use mesenchymal mode of migration probably need to degrade and modify the 
surrounding matrix. For this purpose, cells form invadopodia or invadosomes on 2D or in 3D 
ECM. Formation of these structures involves the activity of formins and is associated with secre-
tion of MMPs to modify and degrade the ECM. To assess the ability of MEFs to degrade ECM 
via Invadopodia and secreted MMPs cells were cultivated on FITC-gelatin matrix (Figure 22). 
Matrix degradation by cells should result in degraded areas of ECM beneath cells. To suppress 
the extracellular proteinase activity, cells were treated with MMP inhibitor GM6001. To test if 
formins and thus invadopodia are involved in ECM degradation of MEFs, we applied formin in-
hibitor smiFH2 to cells prior degradation assay. 
 
Figure 23: Matrix degradation assay of MEFs in presence of GM6001- or smiFH2. Cells were 
cultivated on FITC-gelatin coated coverslips for 5 hours in the presence of 25µM GM6001, 10µM 




coverslips were stained with phalloidin alexa-594 and visualized in fluorescence microscopy. Scale: 
20µm. 
 
In Figure 23, neither control- nor MEFs pretreated with inhibitors do show typical matrix degra-
dation, which are seen as non-fluorescent dark dots in green (FITC) channel beneath cells (com-
pare matrix degradation of HT1080 cells (Figure 39; Figure 40). To quantify the results of 
degradation assay, the relative fluorescence beneath cells in green channel was assessed for each 
treatment group (Figure 24; for more details see methods section). 
 
Figure 24: Quantitative analysis of matrix degradation by inhibitor treated MEFs. Cells were 
cultivated on FITC-gelatin coated coverslips for 5 hours in the presence of 25µM GM6001, 30µM 
smiFH2 or DMSO. Inhibitor treatment was followed by fixation of cells with 4% PFA. After fixation, 
coverslips were stained with phalloidin alexa-594 and visualized in fluorescence microscopy. Intensities 
of FITC-gelatin images beneath cells were measured and quantified for each treatment group in Meta-
morph 5 software. Statistical analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test using Sigma 
plot 13 software. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form three replicates with 
sample size of 32-41 cells. 
As Figure 24 shows, neither treatment of MEFs with smiFH2 nor GM6001 had a significant neg-
ative effect on degradation of FITC-gelatin. Generally, MEFs did not degrade FITC-gelatin at ex-
tent comparable to that of HT1080 cells (Figure 39; Figure 40). The minor ECM degradation by 
MEFs was also not significantly altered when inhibitors of formins or MMPs were applied to 




3.2 Effects of Hem1 knockout in macrophage chemotaxis 
3.2.1 Hem1 knockout macrophages lack lamellipodia but can form podosomes 
Nap1 is a component of WAVE complex, which is critically involved in the formation of lamel-
lipodia in many cell types. Nap1l also termed as Hematopoietic protein 1 (Hem1) is a variant of 
Nap1 which is expressed specifically in hematopoietic cells. In the present work, effects of Hem1 
depletion on actin-based protrusion and chemotaxis of macrophages were analyzed. C5a was uti-
lized as chemoattractant, which also induces formation actin-based protrusions such as lamellipo-
dia and filopodia in these cells. Application of C5a induced formation of actin-based protrusions 
and chemotaxis in mouse BM macrophages. The cells were fixed and stained for F-actin to visu-
alize podosomes and/or lamellipodia (Figure 25 a; b.). It is widely accepted that in macrophages 
podosomes are formed downstream of Cdc42 due to WASP- and not WAVE mediated activation 
of the Arp2/3 complex (Jones et al. 2002b; S Linder et al. 1999a; Giri et al. 2013b; Stefan Linder, 
Wiesner, and Himmel 2011).To test if WAVE complex deficiency caused by Hem1 knockout ef-
fects podosome formation BM macrophages the Hem1 knockout cells were stained with antibod-
ies against vinculin besides of F-Actin visualization. 
 
Figure 25: Podosomes and cell morphologies in WT- and Hem1 (-/-) macrophages. (Adopted 
form de Gorter et al.). (a) Formation of podosomes is not affected in Hem -/- macrophages. Hem1(-/-) 
cells were plated on fibronectin-coated coverslips. After adhesion cells were fixed and stained for vinculin 
and visualized in fluorescence microscopy. (b) Cell edges of BM-derived macrophages deficient in Hem1 





Macrophages deficient in Hem1 still can form podosomes (Figure 25a), but apparently, lack la-
mellipodia (Figure 25b). Next, I stained BM-derived macrophages stimulated with chemoattract-
ant C5a to visualize which actin structures are formed during cell protrusion in WT and Hem1 (-
/-) cells (Figure 26). 
 
Figure 26: C5a stimulated Hem1 (-/-) macrophages cannot form lamellipodia. Wild-type and 
Hem1 knockout cells were plated on glass coverslips and incubated overnight in growth medium. Cells 
were stimulated with 30 nM C5a for 20min. Finally, control and C5a-treated cells were permeabilized and 
fixed. Cells were stained with Alexa-594-phalloidin. 
Contrary to wildtype cells, in Hem1 knockout cells, C5α could not induce typical lamellipodia at 
the cell periphery. This could be seen in both brightfield- and fluorescent microscopy (Figure 26). 
Also distinct from WT cells, Hem1-null macrophages showed overproportionally long filopodia-
like protrusions at the cell periphery. The podosomes in Hem1-null cells were primarily located 
at the cell periphery, presumably at the leading edge of cells. The number of podosome-forming 
Hem1-null cells was generally reduced. However, Hem1 knockout cells formed more podosomes 





3.2.2 Hem1 knockout macrophages show impaired chemotaxis towards C5a. 
 
The Rac- and WAVE mediated activation of Arp2/3 complex is thought to represent the major 
signaling axis leading to the formation of lamellipodia in many cell types including macrophages. 
In macrophages, activation of Rac1 leads to complex formation between WAVE2-Hem1 and 
Abi, which activates Arp2/3 complex leading to formation of actin-based protrusions (Weiner et 
al. 2006; Kheir et al. 2005). On the other hand, activated Cdc42 is thought to activate WASP and 
subsequently induce Arp2/3 mediated formation of podosomes in macrophages (Jones et al. 
2002b; Theresia E. Stradal and Scita 2006). 
The video microscopy-based analysis of chemotaxis of macrophages from WAS patients towards 
CSF-1 revealed impaired chemotaxis in these cells, expressed by haphazard cell trajectories in a 
gradient of chemoattractant. Furthermore, these cells were not able to form podosomes and filo-
podia (Jones et al. 2002b). Studies on Hem1 deficient macrophages revealed defective polariza-
tion of these cells and approx. up to 80 % reduced chemotaxis towards fMLP in a transwell assay 
(Heon Park et al. 2008c; Weiner et al. 2006). However, how lamellipodia, induced by WAVE 
complex, contribute to chemotaxis of primary BM macrophages is still not clear. 
The present work shows that the Hem1 is critical for the formation of lamellipodia, but not podo-
somes or filopodia in BM-derived macrophages of mice (unpublished data). To shed more light 
on how Hem1 deficiency and the consequent absence of lamellipodia affects 2D chemotaxis of 
macrophages towards C5a, I performed chemotaxis assay 2D µslide chemotaxis chambers. I 
compared the chemotactic performance of wildtype, Hem1- and Wasp KO BM macrophages. In 
this way I could compare and assess specific parameters of migration, i.e. are FMI, velocity, and 
directness of cell movement. Representative images of chemotaxis assay, migration plots and 







Figure 27: Hem1 knockout macrophages show impaired chemotaxis towards the gradient of C5a. 
Chemotaxis was evaluated using Ibidi 2D chemotaxis chamber. Chemoattractant was added into one of 
the reservoirs. Wild-type and Hem1 knockout cells were seeded in a channel of µ-Slide Chemotaxis 2D 
chamber (Ibidi) which is connected to 40 µl reservoirs on each side. Cells were incubated overnight in a 
growth medium. On the next day, C5a was added to one of the reservoirs. For live imaging video micros-
copy, µ-slides with cells were placed on pre-heated chamber on a microscope equipped with motorized 
XY-stage. Images were recorded every 3 minutes for 8-16h. (a): Videos of different treatment groups were 
imported and tracked using ImageJ manual tracking plugin. (b): The resulting Datasets of XY coordinates 
of migrating cells were imported into chemotaxis tool 2.0 (Ibidi) and plotted on an XY coordinate system 
representing each individual chemotaxis chamber. (c): The forward migration index (FMI), directness and 
velocities of cells in chemotaxis chamber were calculated. The results were exported for statistical analy-
sis to Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. 
Horizontal bars represent median values from four independent experiments with sample sizes of n = 177-




In 2D chemotaxis experiments both, Hem1- and Wasp-null cells showed approx. 70 % reduced 
median values of FMI (Figure 27 c). FMI is to date one of the most sensitive readouts for the 
chemotactic performance of cells (Foxman, Kunkel, and Butcher 1999; Monypenny, Zicha, 
Higashida, Oceguera-yanez, et al. 2009). Furthermore, both, Hem1 knockout and Wasp KO cells 
show approx. 50% reduced directness compared to WT cells. Interestingly, the third parameter of 
cell migration, the cell velocity is markedly reduced specifically in Wasp-null cells. It is also no-
table that both Hem1- and Wasp KO cells can form cell front and rear, but are not able to polarize 
durably and follow the C5α gradient. Whereas Wasp deficiency affects all three parameters of 
cell migration, the Hem1 deficiency specifically affects FMI and directionality of cells but not the 
velocity as severely as loss of Wasp does. 
 
3.3 Migration and actin protrusions of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen 
 
Not all cell types that can migrate on 2D substrates can also translocate in 3D environments. Ad-
ditionally, cells in 3D tend to have different morphologies compared to their morphology on 2D 
substrates (Even-Ram and Yamada 2005b; Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; Sixt 2012; Petrie and 
Yamada 2012). 
The present work focuses on HT1080 cells which, compared to fibroblasts, can quickly adhere 
and efficiently migrate in 3D collagen scaffolds. In previous studies, HT1080 cells have been 
used to characterize adhesion and degradation in 3D cell migration (K. Wolf 2003; Katarina Wolf 
et al. 2007). HT1080 fibrosarcoma cells, like many other cell types, change their morphology and 
migration pattern in 3D collagen in contrast to their morphology and migration on 2D surfaces. 
The morphological change in 3D goes together with the formation of morphologically different 
kinds of actin-based protrusions which are termed as pseudopodia. (Greenberg, Burridge, and 
Silverstein 1990; Yamazaki, Kurisu, and Takenawa 2009b; Heath and Peachey 1989). 
The leading edge of a cell plated on 2D consists of actin-based protrusions termed filopodia and 
lamellipodia. Actin-based protrusions of cells plated on 2D surfaces in contrast to those of cells 
in 3D are well studied and possess defined morphologies. Thus, the biochemical composition, as-




and Stradal 2011a). In the course of their migration cells on 2D substrates in vitro display 
spindle-shaped morphology and form broad and flat leading edges. Cells seeded in 3D collagen 
often drastically change their morphology from spindle shaped with flat leading edges to round- 
or wedge-shaped morphology with narrow leading edges (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; Even-Ram 
and Yamada 2005b; Van Goethem et al. 2010). 
It has been a challenge to visualize in detail the much narrower leading edge of migrating cells in 
3D scaffolds compared to that of cells cultivated on 2D surfaces. Due to this different and more 
complex morphology, actin-based protrusions in 3D are often termed pseudopodia. These 
pseudopodia are not fully characterized due to more complex cell behavior compared to cells on 
2D substrates. Merely pseudopodia are described to have a cylindrical form and can be at least 
morphologically divided into two regions. A shaft supported by thick cortical actin bundles and a 
tip region which is densely packed with F-actin (Yamazaki, Kurisu, and Takenawa 2009a; Kurisu 






3.3.1 HT1080 cells show typical wedge shaped morphology in 3D cell migration 
 
To study and compare morphologies of cells in 2D and 3D HT1080 cells were plated on 2D co-
verslips or embedded in 3D collagen matrix respectivly. Cells were visualized in brightfield mi-
croscopy after 3-5 days of cultivation (Figure 28). 
 
Figure 28: HT1080 cells change morphology in 3D collagen. HT1080 cells were embedded in 1.0 
mg/ml 3D collagen scaffolds and cultured in an incubator for 1-5 days. To visualize HT1080 cells in 3D 
collagen, cells from Day3 were photographed at 20x magnification on brightfield microscope. Scale bar: 
50µm. 
Figure 28 shows typical morphologies of 2D spindle-shaped adherent cells on coverslips and 3D 
wedge-shaped elongated morphologies of HT1080 cells in the 3D collagen matrix. 
During their migration in a 3D environment, some cells have a wedge shape and possess narrow 
leading edges; others show rather rounded morphologies accompanied with frequent shape-
changes (K. Wolf 2003). To analyze the common migration morphology of HT1080 cells in 3D 
environments cells were cultivated in 3D collagen scaffolds and live cell migration was recorded 
in an environmental chamber. Figure 29 shows representative images at succeeding time points 





Figure 29: HT1080 cells show typical wedge shaped migratory morphology in 3D collagen. HT1080 
cells were cultivated in 1.0mg/ml 3D collagen scaffold for 48 hours. Before live cell imaging, growth me-
dium was replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were placed in the environmental chamber on 
the microscope under brightfield illumination PH1 and 20x. Pictures were taken every 2 minutes. Pictures 
from every 30 minute of live cell imaging were chosen to represent cell migration in this figure. Scale bar: 
50µm. 
The bottom left side of Figure 29 shows a typical HT1080 cell which is embedded in a 3D colla-
gen matrix and performs one migration cycle composed of protrusion, attachment, and retraction 
of the cell body. 
 
3.3.2 HT1080 cells show increased formation of finger-like protrusions in 3D vs. on 2D 
 
Next, I compared actin-based protrusions and leading edges of cells plated on 2D surfaces versus 
those of cells embedded in 3D collagen. Therefore, 2D cultured cells and cells embedded in col-





Figure 30: Morphology of the leading edge of HT1080 cells on 2D vs. 3D. HT1080 cells were either 
seeded on coverslips or embedded in 1.0 mg/ml 3D collagen scaffolds and incubated in an incubator for 
24 hours. 18-24 hours post incubation cells were fixed, stained with phalloidin Alexa-594 and visualized 
in fluorescence microscopy. Scale bar 20µm. 
HT1080 cells that are cultured on 2D surface show a spindle shape and a broadly formed leading 
edge consisting of lamellipodia and filopodia. In contrast, cells embedded in 3D collagen matrix 
are wedge-shaped and form a narrow cylindrical protrusion. At the tip of this protrusion filopo-
dia-like protrusions- but not typical flat sheet formed lamellipodia are visible (Figure 30). 
 
3.3.3 HT1080 cells show narrow lamellipodia, but similar filopodia in 3D vs 2D 
 
To date, there is a very sparse amount of live-imaging data regarding cell morphology and cell 
migration in 3D. Especially morphology of the leading edge during 3D migration is not as clearly 
defined as for the cells grown on 2D substrates. Thus, some reports even question the existence 
of lamellipodia and filopodia in 3D (Beningo, Dembo, and Wang 2004). 
To gain more insight into the morphology of the leading egde of cells in 3D, I transfected 
HT1080 cells with a GFP-Lifeact, placed them in collagen and visualized in live spinning disk 
laser confocal microscopy. The typical wedge-shaped cell was chosen to monitor its migration in 
3D. Figure 31 shows representative 2D and 3D rendered images of the protruding cell and its 






Figure 31: HT1080 cells display lamellipodia at the leading edge during protrusion in 3D collagen. 
HT1080 cells were transiently transfected with the GFP-lifeact construct and cultivated overnight. On the 
second day, cells were seeded in 1.0mg/ml 3D collagen scaffold for 24 hours. Before live cell imaging, 
growth medium was replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were placed in Ibidi environmental 
chamber (37° C) on motorized XYZ stage on the laser spinning disc confocal microscope. Cells were 
visualized with laser illumination of a 488nm wavelength at 60x magnification. Scans were taken every 2 
minutes at 0.4µm steps (Z-axis). (a): merged image of all Z-sections. (b): 3D rendered image of (a). (b`- 
c``): 3D rendered leading edge of the cell form different viewing angles. Arrow indicates sheet-like thin 
actin protrusion. Scale bar: 10µm. 
Figure 31 shows leading edge of HT1080 cell which is embedded in 3D collagen, from 2D (a) 
and 3D perspectives (b`- c``). 3D reconstitution of the images of the leading edge shows thin flat 
sheet-like lamellipodia between apparently ruffling sections of protruding cell edge (arrows). 
Reportedly, it is necessary to monitor live cells as filopodia are generated to identify finger-like 
protrusions as filopodia. Filopodia have typical finger-like morphology with approx. the diameter 
of up to 1µm (in fluorescence microscopy) (D. Vignjevic 2006). 
To test if these finger-like protrusions in 3D observed in fluorescence microscopy (Figure 31) are 
possibly filopodia, GFP-lifeact transfected HT1080 living cells in 3D collagen were monitored in 
live laser spinning disc confocal microscopy. Figure 32 shows representative images of GFP-





Figure 32: HT1080 cells display filopodia at the leading edge in 3D collagen. HT1080 cells were tran-
siently transfected with the GFP-lifeact construct and cultivated overnight. On the second day, cells were 
seeded in 1.0mg/ml 3D collagen scaffold for 24 hours. Before live cell imaging, growth medium was 
replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were placed in Ibidi environmental chamber (37° C) on 
motorized XYZ stage on the laser spinning disc confocal microscope. Cells were visualized with laser il-
lumination of a 488nm wavelength at 60x magnification. Scans were taken every 20 seconds at 0.2µm 
steps (Z-axis). (a): a merged image of all Z-sections of a cell. (b): 3D rendered image of a. (b`- b``): 3D 
rendered leading edge of the cell form different viewing angles. Arrow indicates finger-like thin actin pro-
trusion. 
Figure 32 shows spinning disc confocal images of HT1080 cell embedded in 3D collagen. Image 
(a) represents 2D view followed by 3D rendered images with the enlarged leading edge of the 
cell using velocity 6 imaging software. In the corresponding movie (s. supplemental data) the cell 
actively protrudes at the leading edge. This leading edge shows embedded actin-based protru-
sions which show similar protrusion dynamics to filopodia and have a thickness of approx. 1µm. 
Thus apparently these structures could be indeed filopodia. 
Furthermore, the same cell showed distinct type of actin protrusions on dorsal and ventral sur-
faces which are more static compared to protrusions at the leading edge and in general to filopo-





3.3.4 VASP localizes at the tips of filopodia-like protrusions in 3D collagen 
 
According to our results, actin-rich protrusions at the leading edge of HT1080 cells during in 3D 
collagen were reminiscent of 2D filopodia regarding their morphology and dynamics (see Figure 
32, suppl. video). One of the characteristics of filopodia besides faster dynamics than invado-
podia is the presence of VASP at their tips (Lai et al. 2008; Rottner and Stradal 2011b; Rottner et 
al. 1999b) (D. A. Murphy and Courtneidge 2011b). 
I wandered whether ectopically expressed VASP localized at the tips of filopodia-like structures 
at the leading edge of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen. Thus, I double transfected cells with GFP-
VASP and Ruby-lifeact plasmids to visualize both proteins simultaneously and thus VASP and 
actin-rich filopodia-like protrusions in 3D. Further, I subjected cells to live spinning disc confocal 
microscopy. A representative image including time series of protrusion formation by the cell is 





Figure 33: VASP is enriched at the tips of filopodia-like protrusions of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen. 
HT1080 cells were transiently double-transfected with GFP-lifeact and Ruby-lifeact plasmids and culti-
vated for 24h. On the next day, cells were seeded in 1.0mg/ml 3D collagen scaffold for 24 hours. Before 
live cell imaging, growth medium was replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were placed in 
Ibidi environmental chamber (37° C) on motorized XY stage on the laser spinning disc confocal micro-
scope. Living cells were visualized with laser illuminations of 488nm and 561nm wavelengths at 60x 
magnification. Scans were taken once a minute at 0.2µm steps (Z-axis) for 1.5 hours. The picture shows 
2D-and 3D views of the cell. The region where filopodia protrudes is marked and 3x enlarged. The arrow 
shows GFP-VASP at the tips of protruding filopodia at four succeeding time points (minutes). The same 
cell is rendered in 3D to show that the depicted protrusion is not attached to 2D. The images were com-
bined to show dorsal/ventral protrusions in 2D and 3D. (a): 2D view; (a`): boxed region in a, 3x enlarged; 
(b): 3D rendered cell shown in (a), arrow corresponds to arrows in T1-T4; (b`): xz view of (b). 
Figure 33 shows images of formation of filopodium at the leading edge of HT1080 cells embed-
ded in 3D collagen. With succeeding time points (T1-T4), putative filopodium elongates. At the 
same time, GFP-VASP is enriched at the tip of elongating filopodium. Furthermore, this structure 
is embedded in 3D as the rendering of cell shows. The arrow in Figure 33 b` shows that protru-
sion visible in T1-T4 series is not attached to any surface. The presence of VASP at the tip of fin-
ger-like protrusion during the elongation phase and its dynamics is supportive of that finger-like 
protrusions at the leading edge of cells in 3D in Figure 32 collagen are filopodia. 
 
3.3.5 Dorsal and ventral actin-based protrusions in 3D migration 
 
In contrast to 2D environments where the movement and protrusion of a cell are limited to XY 
space or lateral, frontal and backward directions (such as cell culture plastics) in 3D there are also 
ventral and dorsal directions available for protrusion formation and cell translocation. Accord-
ingly, it can be speculated that cells use dorsal / ventral actin-based protrusions to move in this 
directions. 
Live confocal imaging data of representatively translocating HT1080 cell in 3D collagen (Figure 
32) was displayed and analyzed in xyz view (Figure 34). This allows visualization of the dorsal 
and ventral protrusions and their dynamics in 3D. Corresponding actin protrusions on the cell 
surface were tracked (using ImageJ manual tracking plugin) relative to translocation of leading 
and trailing edges of the cell. The resulting image represents the overlay of translocation paths of 





Figure 34: Tracking of dorsal / ventral actin-based protrusions during 3D migration. HT1080 cells 
were transiently transfected with the GFP-lifeact construct and cultivated overnight. On the second day, 
cells were seeded in 1.0mg/ml 3D collagen scaffold for 24 hours. Before live cell imaging, growth me-
dium was replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were placed in Ibidi environmental chamber 
(37° C) on motorized XYZ stage on the laser spinning disc confocal microscope. Cells were visualized 
with laser illumination of a 488nm wavelength at 60x magnification. Scans were taken every 20 seconds 
at 0.2µm steps (Z-axis) for 10min. The XYZ view most well representing the cell periphery was chosen to 
export to ImageJ manual tracking plugin. The corresponding points at the cell periphery were tracked, and 
the video was overlaid with these tracks. The last frame of video is shown. Scale 50µm. (a): xz section; 
(b): xy section; (c): yz section. 
In Figure 34, pictures (a) and (c) show longitudinal and cross-sectional profile views of the cell. 
The tracked ventral protrusions, cell rear, and leading edge protrusions are represented in Figure 
34 (a). According to results from the motion tracking, the ventral protrusions show much slower 
translocation relatively to the cell body and of leading- and trailing edges. Furthermore, these 
protrusions are apparently anchored in collagen network during retraction of cell rear and protru-
sion of cells leading edge. This is also apparent when distances traveled by dorsal protrusions 
(colored lines) are compared to those showing translocation of leading and trailing edges (Figure 
34 (a). 
For visualization of Dorsal/ventral protrusions in more detail, the confocal imaging data of 3D 
migration were rendered using Volocity 6.1 software, and corresponding ventral/dorsal actin pro-





Figure 35: Morphological analysis of dorsal/ventral actin-based protrusions. HT1080 cells were tran-
siently transfected with the GFP-lifeact construct and cultivated overnight. On the second day, cells were 
seeded in 1.0mg/ml 3D collagen scaffold for 24 hours. Before live cell imaging, growth medium was 
replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were placed in Ibidi environmental chamber (37° C) on 
motorized XYZ stage on the laser spinning disc confocal microscope. Cells were visualized with laser il-
lumination of a 488nm wavelength at 60x magnification. Scans were taken every 20 seconds at 0.2µm 
steps (Z-axis). The migration Data were 3D rendered and visualized from different viewpoints in velocity 
6 software. One of the ventral protrusions was marked and visualized in 3D. (a): xy plane; (a`): xz plane; 
(a``): 3x digital zoom of boxed region in (a`); (b): 3D rendered image of the cell in (a-a`). (b`-b``): 3D 
rendered image and 3x digital zoom of protrusion from images (a-a`-a``). 
Analysis of 2D and 3D rendered pictures, and videos representing the cell in Figure 35 reveal that 
these dorsal/ventral actin-based protrusions have a different shape and show slower dynamics 
compared to lamellipodia or filopodia (s. supplemental video). Particularly, these protrusions had 
rounded appearance and their lifetime lasts approx. 10 minutes. 
Apart from the rounded dorsal/ventral protrusions, HT1080 cells in 3D collagen occasionally 




The morphology of these protrusions was studied by applying 3D rendering of velocity 6.1 soft-
ware on recorded live confocal data of HT1080 cell embedded in 3D collagen. 
 
 
Figure 36: HT1080 cells show spiked dorsal/ventral protrusions besides rounded dorsal /ventral 
protrusions in 3D collagen. HT1080 cells were transiently transfected with GFP-lifeact construct and 
cultivated overnight. On the second day, cells were seeded in 1.0mg/ml 3D collagen scaffold for 24 hours. 
Before live cell imaging, growth medium was replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were 
placed in Ibidi environmental chamber (37° C) on motorized XYZ stage on the laser spinning disc confo-
cal microscope. Cells were visualized with laser illumination of a 488nm wavelength at 60x magnifica-
tion. Scans were taken every 20 seconds at 0.2µm steps (Z-axis) for 8 minutes. The picture shows XYZ 
view of the cell and rendering of migration data from Volocity-6 software form the same timepoints. The 
images were combined, and 3D rendered to illustrate same dorsal/ventral protrusions in 2D and 3D. (a): 
xz plane; (a`): boxed regions showing ventral protrusions; (a``): 3x digital zoom of boxed region in (a); 
(b): 3D rendered image of the cell in a, b and c form dorsal view. (b`): Different dorsal view of (b); (b``): 
3x digital zoom of protrusion from boxed regions of images (a-c). (c): 2D view of ventral protrusions from 
the top confocal plane. (c´): yz view of the cell; (c``): 3x digital zoom of boxed region in (c). 
According to 3D rendered images in Figure 36 these GPF-lifeact enriched protrusions are formed 
on the dorsal/ventral side of the cell and show “spiky” morphology reminiscent of filopodia. 
However, these protrusions appear thicker than filopodia (in Figure 32 b``).  As the correspond-
ing video of Figure 36 was observed form the top xy-view, this cell did not translocate signifi-
cantly in 3D collagen. However, as the viewing perspective was changed from xy (top) to yz or to 
xz (profile view) the same cell showed significant movement in vertical direction. Therefore, the 
cell from Figure 36 and its protrusions were tracked in the corresponding video using ImageJ and 






Figure 37: Spiked dorsal/ventral actin-based protrusions in vertical movement of HT1080 cells in 
3D collagen. HT1080 cells were transiently transfected with the GFP-lifeact construct and cultivated 
overnight. On the second day, cells were seeded in 1.0mg/ml 3D collagen scaffold for 24 hours. Prior to 
live cell imaging, growth medium was replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were placed in 
Ibidi environmental chamber (37° C) on motorized XY stage on the laser spinning disc confocal micro-
scope. Cells were visualized with laser illumination of a 488nm wavelength at 60x magnification. Scans 
were taken every 20 seconds at 0.2µm steps (Z-axis) for 8 minutes. The XYZ view representing the cell 
periphery and cross-section was chosen to export to ImageJ manual tracking plugin. The corresponding 
points located at the central regions of protrusions were tracked, and the video was overlaid with these 
tracks. The last frame of video is shown. Scale 5 µm. (a): xz section. (b): xy section; (c): zy section. 
Figure 37 shows an overlay of tracks which were generated by tracking the corresponding points 
from the central area of protrusions visible at the side view of the cell. These protrusions together 
with the cell body translocate in vertical direction demonstrated by an overlay of colored paths of 
translocation (See supplemental video). This indicates that spike formed dorsal/ventral protru-
sions could be used for (or are involved) in vertical movements by HT1080 cells in 3D environ-
ments. 
 
3.3.6 VASP is enriched in dorsal / ventral protrusions 
 
Mena, a member of Ena/VASP family proteins, also has been shown to co-localise with cortactin 




proteins co-localized in protrusions during the invasion into collagen I matrix. Overexpression of 
Mena leads to increased degradation activity and liftime of invadopodia in these cells (Philippar 
et al. 2008b). The dorsal and venrtal protrions of HT1080 cell in 3D collagen are reminiscent of 
invadopodia (due to their dynamics and morphology). Therefore it was tempting to test if VASP 
is enriched in these strucktures. For this purpose, GFP-VASP and Ruby-Lifact constructs were 
expressed in HT1080 cells to visualize the distribution of VASP and F-actin simultaneously. 
Transfected cells were embedded in 3D collagen, and the migration was monitored using live 
confocal spinning disc microscopy (Figure 38). 
 
Figure 38: VASP is enriched at the dorsal/ventral protrusions of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen. 
HT1080 cells were transiently double-transfected with GFP-VASP and Ruby-lifeact plasmids and culti-
vated for 24h. On the next day, cells were seeded in 1.0mg/ml 3D collagen scaffold for 24 hours. Before 
live cell imaging, growth medium was replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were placed in 
Ibidi environmental chamber (37° C) on motorized XYZ stage on the laser spinning disc confocal micro-
scope. Living cells were visualized with laser illuminations of 488nm and 561nm wavelengths at 60x 
magnification. Scans were taken once a minute at 0.2µm steps (Z-axis) for 1 hour. The picture shows xz- 




cells is shown in xy plane (bottom picture). The Arrow indicates representative dorsal dot-like protrusion 
enriched in ruby-lifeact and GFP-VASP. Scale: 20µm. 
Figure 38 shows HT1080 cell that displays typical dot-like ventral and dorsal actin-based protru-
sions (arrows) enriched in Ruby-lifeact and GFP-VASP. These protrusions show dynamics that 
are markedly slower than filopodia dynamics (s. supplemental video). Furthermore, the GFP-
VASP is not localized at the tip of the dorsal actin protrusion in Figure 38 which on the contrary 
is the case in filopodia or lamellipodia. 
 
3.3.7 Matrix degradation takes place at central and rear regions of HT1080 cells 
 
Matrix degradation has an important role in fibroblast- and especially cancer cell migration in 3D 
collagen (K. Wolf 2003; Katarina Wolf et al. 2009). Most prominent degradative structures of 
these type of cells on 2D ECM substrates are dot-like actin-based protrusions termed 
invadopodia.These actin protrusions are enriched in MMPs that can be either membrane-
associated, or secreted in the extracellular matrix (Poincloux, Lizárraga, and Chavrier 2009). 
Furthermore, Ena/VASP protein possibly play an important role in the degradative activity of 
invadopodia (Philippar et al. 2008b). Invadopodia are grouped to actin-based protrusions and are 
generated reportedly by the activity of both types of actin nucleators: formins and Arp2/3 
complex (Yamaguchi et al. 2005; Stefan Linder, Wiesner, and Himmel 2011). 
It has been reported that the leading edge and the rear of the cell have degradative properties in 
the 3D migration of macrophages and several other cell types (Van Goethem et al. 2010; Van 
Goethem et al. 2011). To test if the leading edge of HT1080 cells is degradative, I cultured 
HT1080 cells on coverslips coated with FITC-coupled gelatin matrix, fixed and visualized by 





Figure 39: HT1080 cells degrade FITC-gelatin primarily at central and rear regions of the cell but 
not at the leading edge. HT1080 cells were cultivated on FITC-gelatin-coated coverslips for 5 hours fol-
lowed by fixation with 4% PFA. After fixation, coverslips were stained with phalloidin Alexa-594 and 
visualized in fluorescence microscopy. Scale bar 20 µm. 
Figure 39 shows a representative image of degradation assay. It is visible that HT 1080 cells 
degrade gelatin matrix primarily at the central and rear regions of the cell. The degradative 
activity of cells residing on FITC-gelatin is visible through lack or markedly reduced 
fluorescence at particular regions beneath the cell. 
 
3.3.8 Inhibition of MMPs but not of formins suppresses ECM degradation by HT1080 
cells 
 
As shown above, the degradation of ECM by HT1080 cells on 2D takes place primarily at the 
center and rear / peripheral regions of the cell, but not at the leading edge. The degradation at the 
central region of the cell occurs in proximity or beneath actin-rich dots (which represent invado-
podia) (García et al. 2014). Besides of MMPs, apparently, formins are also important for effec-
tive matrix degradation by cancer cells, because of their involvement in the formation of invado-
podia (Lizárraga, Poincloux, Romão, et al. 2009). Formins can generate unbranched F-actin ar-
rays within invadopodia. MMPs, on the other hand, are degradative constituents of invadopodia 
and can also be secreted by cells (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; Friedl, Zänker, and Bröcker 1998). 
The matrix degradation assay in the presence of formin- or MMP inhibitors was performed to test 







Figure 40: Different inhibition of matrix degradation by MMP- and formin inhibitors. HT1080 cells 
were cultivated on FITC-gelatin-coated coverslips for 5 hours in the presence of 25µM GM6001, 30µM 
smiFH2 or DMSO. This was followed by fixation of cells with 4% PFA. After fixation, coverslips were 
stained with phalloidin Alexa-594 and visualized in fluorescence microscopy. Scale: 20µm. 
As it can be observed form the Figure 40 that GM6001 effectively blocks the degradation of 
FITC-gelatin matrix at both, rear and central regions of the HT1080 cells. Furthermore, the treat-
ment of cells with GM6001caused no visual defects of actin-based protrusions. The GM6001 
treated cell population also retained normal cell morphology. Effective inhibition of matrix deg-
radation is visible in Figure 40 as an absence of dark dots on the FITC-gelatin compared to non-
treated cells. The representative image in Figure 40 shows that smiFH2 blocks the degradation 
FITC-gelatin primarily at the central region of the cell, despite that cells still can form actin-rich 
dots. Cells from smiFH2 treatment group show a qualitative decrease of FITC-gelatin degrada-




cells show decreased polarity which is depicted in more rounded morphologies of cells from this 
treatment group. 
To quantify the results of degradation assay and effects of smiFH2 or GM6001 on degradation 
the relative intensities of FITC-gelatin fluorescence beneath the cells were measured and 
statistically analyzed using sigma plot software (Figure 41). 
 
Figure 41: Quantitative analysis of matrix degradation by inhibitor-treated HT1080 cells. HT1080 
cells were cultivated on FITC-gelatin-coated coverslips for 5 hours in the presence of 25µM GM6001, 
30µM smiFH2 or DMSO. This was followed by fixation of cells with 4% PFA. After fixation, coverslips 
were stained with phalloidin Alexa-594 and visualized in fluorescence microscopy. Intensities of FITC-
gelatin images were measured and quantified for each treatment group in Metamorph 5 software. Statisti-
cal analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Error bars show one standard deviation 
of the mean value form three replicates with sample sizes of 31-45 cells per condition. 
Statistical analysis of matrix degradation assay in Figure 41 shows that application of formin in-
hibitor smiFH2 reduced relative degraded area per cell approx. to 60 % of untreated cells, but this 
reduction was not statistically significant. Inhibition of MMPs by applying GM6001 drastically 
and significantly reduces the degraded area per cell to approx. 5% of untreated cells in both, 




The matrix adhesion assay was performed in the presence of formin inhibitor smiFH2 or 
GM6001 to test if smiFH2 treatment affects adhesion of HT1080 cells on FITC-gelatin, (Figure 
42). 
 
Figure 42: Initial adhesion of HT1080 cells on FITC-gelatin is markedly impaired by application of 
smiFH2 but not by GM6001. HT1080 cells adhered to FITC-gelatin-coated coverslips for 40 min. in the 
presence of 25µM GM6001, 30µM smiFH2 or DMSO. Subsequently, cells were washed two times with 
PBS, followed by fixation with 4% PFA. After fixation, coverslips were stained with phalloidin Alexa-594 
and visualized in fluorescence microscopy. Numbers of adhered cells per treatment were counted and sta-
tistically analyzed using Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney 
Rank Sum Test. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form three replicates with sam-
ple sizes of 98-267 cells per condition. 
The statistical analysis of adhesion assay shows that smiFH2 treated cells are markedly nega-
tively affected by their ability to form initial adhesions to ECM substrate resulting in approx. 
75% reduced adhesion rate of HT1080 cells. GM6001 treatment also led to approx. 45 % reduced 






3.3.9 Inhibitors of MMPs, formins and Arp2/3 complex in 3D migration 
 
In previous chapters of this work, I showed that HT1080 cells use filopodia, lamellipodia and 
dorsal/ventral actin-based protrusions in 3D migration. Furthermore, these cells apparently de-
grade ECM at central and rear regions of the cell on a 2D substrate. Further, when compared to 
HT1080 cells on 2D (glass or plastic) substrates, cells in 3D collagen showed qualitatively more 
filopodia (or filopodia-like protrusions) than sheet-like broad lamellipodia at their leading edges 
(representative Figure 30 2D vs. 3D). GFP-VASP was enriched at the tips of these filopodia-like 
structures at the leading edge in 3D. Furthermore, dynamics of these structures are similar to filo-
podia dynamics observed in 2D (Figure 32 b``). 
Formin inhibitor smiFH2 led to inhibition of formins and thereby reduced the formation rate of 
filopodia and dorsal circular ruffles without effecting lamellipodia formation in MEFs (Figure 18 
and Figure 19 respectively). In degradation assay treatment of cells with smiFH2 had no signifi-
cant effect on cell degradation, but negatively affected cell adhesions such as in MEFs, probably 
affecting the formation of filopodia during cell spreading (Figure 21). Thus, I applied smiFH2 to 
study the formation of filopodia and dorsal /ventral protrusions in 3D. I used CK-666 (Arp2/3-
inhibitor) to suppress actin structures produced majorly by the activity of the Arp2/3 complex. To 
hinder matrix degradation I used general MMP inhibitor GM6001. 
 
3.3.9.1 Effects of formin, Arp2/3 and MMP inhibitors on actin-based protrusions in 3D 
 
SmiFH2 is a formin inhibitor, which can inhibit formins in yeast and mammalian cells (mDia 
family 1 and 2), apparently due to its specific interaction with an FH2 domain of formins (S. a 
Rizvi et al. 2009b). A Recent study indicated specific downregulation of mDia2, but not mDia1 





SmiFH2 treated MEFs from the present work showed 80 % decrease in filopodia numbers and 
markedly interfered formation of circular dorsal ruffles downstream of CDC42 and formins (Fig-
ure 17-18; Figure 19). Furthermore, smiFH2 treatment led to reduced cell velocities on 2D in 
MEFs. 
Thus, I applied smiFH2 to monitor its effects on the formation of filopodia of HT1080 cells em-
bedded in 3D collagen. Noteworthy, DRF1 (mDia1) and  FMNL2 show relatively high expres-
sion profile of known formins in HT1080 cells (Kitzing et al. 2010). Additionally, I wanted to 
evaluate if this inhibitor affects the formation invadopodia which are dependent on both, formin- 
and Arp2/3 complex activity. Invadopodia are visible as actin-rich dots on the cell surface. Simi-
larly, an inhibitor of Ap2/3 complex or MMP inhibitor GM6001 was applied to monitor the ef-
fects on protrusions that are dependent on Arp2/3 complex- or MMP activity such as lamellipodia 





Figure 43: Effects of formin-, Arp2/3- or MMP inhibitor on actin-based protrusions in 3D collagen. 
HT1080 cells were embedded in 1.0 mg/ml 3D collagen scaffolds and incubated in presence of inhibitors: 
30µM smiFH2; 25µM GM6001; 100µM CK666 or DMSO for 24-36 hours. Post incubation cells were 
fixed, stained with phalloidin Alexa-594 and visualized in spinning disc confocal microscopy. Slices were 
merged and exported form velocity 6.0 imaging software. Scale bar 20µm. (a): DMSO-treated cell; (b): 
30µm smiFH2; (c): 25µM GM6001; (d): 100µM CK-666. 
Images in Figure 43 show representative non-treated HT1080 cells and HT1080 cells treated with 
either smiFH2, CK-666 or GM6001. The smiFH2 treated cells (Figure 43 b) show reduced num-
bers of filopodia, and increased blebbing at the leading edge and dorsal/ventral surfaces (supple-
mental Figures). Furthermore, the cell shows spike like actin structures at the cell periphery ap-
parently representing retraction fibers. Of note, smiFH2 treated cells have less polar morphology 
than cells from other treatment groups. Cells treated with GM6001 in Figure 43c have no appar-
ent defects of the actin cytoskeleton at the leading edge, forming “normal” 3D leading edge with 
embedded filopodia. However, GM6001 treated cells display less dorsal/ventral protrusions and 
therefore have smoother dorsal/ventral surface compared to control cells (s. supplemental Fig-
ures). Cells treated with CK-666 (Figure 43 d) show also smoother cell surface with less dor-
sal/ventral spiked protrusions compared to control. Treated Cells show increased blebbing at dor-
sal /ventral surfaces and leading edge. CK-666 treated cells have no visible lamellipodia, whereas 
filopodia are still detectable at the leading edge in confocal fluorescence microscopy. Apparently, 
affected actin structures in CK-666 and smiFH2 treated cells are substituted either by blebbing or 
are absent from the cell surface. 
 
3.3.9.2 Inhibitors of MMPs and formins reduce velocity of cell migration in 3D collagen 
 
HT1080 cells migrate in 3D collagen using different modes of cell migration and apparently 
switch between migration modes (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003). However, as common in adhesion 
dependent migration, to project cell body forward, cells use actin-based protrusions. Furthermore, 
migration of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen is accompanied by matrix degradation (Katarina Wolf 
et al. 2003; Katarina Wolf et al. 2007). 
Results from degradation assay suggest that on 2D substrates matrix degradation by HT1080 cells 




shown in Figure 39. Inhibitor of formins (by smiFH2) which suppresses formation of filopodia 
did not inhibit the degradation of ECM significantly and at comparable levels to GM6001 (Figure 
41). The smiFH2 treated HT1080 cells showed reduced filopodia and impaired cell polarity (Fig-
ure 40, Figure 41). 
The inhibition of MMPs using MMP inhibitor GM6001 blocked degradation almost completely 
without affecting the formation of filopodia and lamellipodia, normal morphology and polarity on 
2D in HT1080 cells (Figure 40). 
The treatment of HT1080 cells with GM6001 in 3D collagen resulted in visually reduced dorsal 
/ventral actin-based protrusions, whereas filopodia and lamellipodia were still retained. Treat-
ment of cells with CK-666 led to the loss of dorsal /ventral protrusions, but cells still could form 
filopodia at the leading edge (Figure 43). SmiFH2 treatment of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen led 
to the loss of filopodia and led to increased formation of blebs. 
The sparse amount of previous studies regarding cell migration in the presence of smiFH2 show 
that treated cancer cells increased their velocity in 2D migration (Isogai, Kammen, and Innocenti 
2015). In 3T3 fibroblasts treatment with smiFH2 led to 50 % reduced velocity in 2D migration 
assay (S. A. Rizvi et al. 2009). Another report showed that in 3D spheroid cultures, smiFH2 me-
diated inhibition of formins led to the markedly reduced invasiveness of glioblastoma cells 
(Arden et al. 2015b). 
To evaluate how the inhibition of actin structures or MMP mediated degradation effects 3D 
migration HT1080 cells were treated either with smiFH2, CK-666 or GM6001 in a 3D random 
migration assay and cell migration was analyzed as described previously. Figure 44 shows the 





Figure 44: Effect of Arp2/3-, formin- or MMP inhibitor on directionality in a 3D random migration 
assay. HT1080 cells were embedded in 1.0 mg/ml 3D collagen and injected to µlide6 (Ibidi). After 
polymerization of collagen, inhibitors were applied: 30µM smiFH2; 25µM GM6001; 100µM CK666 or 
DMSO for 24 hours. Next, cells were placed in an environmental chamber (Ibidi) and live cell migration 
from each well was recorded using VisiView software. Pictures were taken every 5 minutes at 5x in 
brightfield illumination. Videos of different treatments were imported and tracked using ImageJ manual 
tracking plugin. These XY coordinates of cells were imported to chemotaxis tool 2.0 (Ibidi), and the di-
rectness of each migrating cell was calculated. The results were exported for statistical analysis to Sigma 
plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Error bars show 
one standard deviation of the mean value form two independent experiments with sample sizes of 72-165 
cells per condition. 
In random 3D migration assay, the directness of cell movement was not significantly influenced 
by inhibitors of either Arp2/3 complex, MMPs or formins. Next, I analyzed cell velocities per 





Figure 45: Effect of Arp2/3-, formin- or MMP inhibitor on cell velocity in a 3D random migration 
assay. HT1080 cells were embedded in 1.0 mg/ml 3D collagen and injected to µlide6 (Ibidi). After 
polymerization of collagen, inhibitors were applied: 30µM smiFH2; 25µM GM6001; 100µM CK666 or 
DMSO for 24 hours. Next, cells were placed in an environmental chamber (Ibidi) and live cell migration 
from each well was recorded using VisiView software on a microscope equipped with motorized XY-ta-
ble. Pictures were taken every 5 minutes at 5x magnification in brightfield illumination for 8-12 hours. 
Videos of different treatment groups were imported and tracked using ImageJ manual tracking plugin. 
These XY coordinates of cells were imported to chemotaxis tool 2.0 (Ibidi), and the directness of each mi-
grating cell was calculated. The results were exported for statistical analysis to Sigma plot 13 software. 
Statistical analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. (untr): non-treated cells; (Ctr 
GM6002/CK666): cells treated with same amount of DMSO as used for inhibitor treatments with 
GM6002 and CK666; (CK-666): cells treated with CK-666; (GM 6002): cells treated with GM6002; (Ctr 
SmiFH2): Cells treated with same amount of DMSO as used for inhibitor treatments with smiFH2; 
(smiFH2): cells treated with smiFH2. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form two 
independent experiments with sample sizes of 71-179 cells per condition. 
In contrast to the similar directness values of cells treated with different inhibitors (Figure 44), 
these inhibitors affect cell velocity during 3D migration markedly. Surprisingly, in the case of 
CK-666 treatment, the average cell velocity increased to approx. 20 % compared to control 
group. As visible in representative Figure 43 d, CK-666 treated cells can form filopodia at the 
leading edge, but fail to produce lamellipodia. On the other hand, the GM6001 treatment, which 




edge (Figure 43 c), shows approx. 30% reduced average velocity compared to control group. Fi-
nally, smiFH2, which suppresses the formation of filopodia at the leading edge in HT1080 cells, 
leads to 20 % reduced average cell velocity compared to control group (Figure 45). 
3.3.9.3 Inhibition of formins has a negative effect on chemotaxis of HT1080 cells in 3D colla-
gen  
 
In the 3D random migration assay form the present work the suppression of formin dependent ac-
tin-based protrusions such as filopodia at the leading edge using smiFH2 coincided with a 
decreased velocity of these cells. As next, I further studied the effect of smiFH2 on 3D chemo-
taxis of HT1080 cells. Therefore, chemotaxis assay in a gradient of FCS in 3D collagen in the 




Figure 46: Effect of formin inhibitor smiFH2 on chemotaxis in 3D collagen. HT1080 cells were em-
bedded in 1.0 mg/ml 3D collagen and injected into µslide 3D chemotaxis chamber (Ibidi). After polymeri-
zation of the cell-collagen mixture, 30µM smiFH2 (final concentration) together with 10% FCS were 
applied to the upper well of one the channels. In other channels, DMSO and FCS were applied in upper 
well as positive control. Next, the chemotaxis slide was placed in an environmental chamber (Ibidi) and 
live cell migration from each well was recorded using VisiView software on a microscope equipped with 
motorized XY-table. Pictures were taken every 5 minutes at 5x magnification in brightfield illumination 
for 8-12 hours. Videos of different treatment groups were imported and tracked using ImageJ manual 
tracking plugin. The resulting Datasets of XY coordinates of cells were imported to chemotaxis tool 2.0 
(Ibidi). The FMI (a), directness (b) and velocities (c) of cells in chemotaxis chamber were calculated. The 
results were exported for statistical analysis to Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was performed 
using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form two 




Figure 46 (a) shows that smiFH2 treatment significantly reduces the chemotactic efficiency (ex-
pressed in FMI value) of HT1080 cells towards FCS gradient to approx. 40 % of untreated cells 
(a). The directness of smiFH2-treated cells is also reduced compared to control, but this reduction 
is not statistically significant (Figure 46 b). Furthermore, smiFH2 treated, and control cells show 
similar velocities (Figure 46 c). These results indicate a possible role of smiFH2 inhibited actin 
structures, such as filopodia and ventral/dorsal protrusions (invadopodia), in 3D chemotaxis. 
3.3.10 Effects of fascin knockdown on migration and protrusions of HT1080 cells in colla-
gen 
 
Fascin bundles F-actin filaments in vitro and is suggested to be a major actin-bundling protein in 
filopodia (Otto, Kane, and Bryan 1979) (D. Vignjevic 2006). Downregulation of fascin led to the 
loss of filopodia in B16 melanoma cells and led to reduced numbers of filopodia and loss of cir-
cular dorsal ruffles in MEFs (D. Vignjevic 2006; Ladwein and Guledani unpublished). Fascin is 
overexpressed in several cancers and is often localized at the invasive front of tumors, suggesting 
its important role in tissue invasion of cancer (Hashimoto, Skacel, and Adams 2005; Danijela 
Vignjevic et al. 2007b). Reportedly, fascin localized within invadopodia together with F-actin 
and Arp2/3 complex and its knockdown had a significant negative effect on actin-rich dot-like 
protrusions on 2D ECM substrates (Li et al. 2010a). 
Based on importance of fascin in the formation of filopodia and possible involvement in the 
formation of invadpodia, I performed fascin shRNA experiments in HT1080 cells aiming the 
question if fascin is important in the formation of filopodia in 3D migration. 
 
3.3.10.1 Fascin shRNA leads to downregulation of fascin1 expression in HT1080 cells 
 
For knockdown of fascin, HT1080 cells were treated with a shRNA-Th construct which targets 
human fascin1 mRNA. To analyze the expression of fascin1 and efficiency of shRNA mediated 





Figure 47: Western blot analysis of fascin knockdown in HT1080 cells. HT1080 cells were transfected 
with shRNA construct against human fascin. After 48h post transfection, cells were harvested and lysed. 
Western blotting was performed using antibodies against human fascin and ß-actin. 
 
Figure 47 shows results of western blot analysis of fascin shRNA-Th transfected cells compared 
to control. Due to Figure 47, the signal intensity of fascin band is approx. 40% of that of mock 
cells, whereas the signal intensity of ß-actin band is comparable in both probes. The lower inten-
sity of fascin signal in shRNA treated cells indicates the downregulation of fascin synthesis due 
to shRNA treatment compared to mock control. 
 
3.3.10.2 Fascin1 shRNA treated cells show less organized filopodia in 3D collagen 
 
Fascin shRNA treated cells embedded in 3D collagen scaffolds were fixed and stained for F-actin 
to monitor the effect of fascin shRNA on actin-based protrusions, in particular of filopodia at the 
leading edge and putative invadopodia presented as actin-rich dots at central regions of cells em-





Figure 48: Fascin knockdown cells show disorganized filopodia at the leading edge of HT1080 cells 
in 3D collagen. HT1080 cells were transfected with shRNA construct against human fascin fused with the 
sequence for co-expression of GFP. After 48h post transfection, cells were harvested and embedded in 1.0 
mg/ml collagen for 18-24 hours. Post incubation cells were fixed, stained with phalloidin Alexa-594 and 
visualized in spinning disc confocal microscopy. Slices were merged and exported form Volocity 6.0 im-
aging software. Scale bar 20µm. 
Fascin1 shRNA expressing cells in Figure 49b show less dorsal/ventral actin dots in 3D (and 
form fewer finger-like protrusions. Data not shown here) than control cells. The fascin shRNA 
treated cells that still can form filopodia show more filopodia-like protrusions per cell which are 
although, disorganized at the leading edge compared to those of GFP control cells (Figure 49 a’ 
and b’). Also, filopodia formed by fascin shRNA transfected cells are oriented approx. 
perpendicular relative to the direction of cells leading edge. The disorganized appearance of 
filopdoia or the reduced grade of the organization of filopodia at the leading edge of HT1080 
cells can be caused due to reduced bundling activity of fascin in shRNA treated cells. The re-
duced grade of organization of filopodia was also reported in another study as a result of fascin 




3.3.10.3 Fascin1 knockdown reduces velocity and directness in random migration of HT1080 
cells 
 
HT1080 cells treated with fascin1 shRNA were subsequently subjected to random migration as-
say in 3D collagen, to assess their migratory capabilities after downregulation of fascin1 expres-
sion (Figure 48). 
 
Figure 49: Fascin knockdown in HT1080 cells leads to reduced velocity and directionality in 3D ran-
dom migration. HT1080 cells were transfected with shRNA construct against human fascin. After 48h 
post transfection, cells were harvested and embedded in 1.0 mg/ml collagen for 18-24 hours. Before live 
cell imaging, growth medium was replaced with medium containing HEPES. Cells were placed in an 
environmental chamber (37° C) on motorized XY stage on the laser spinning disc confocal microscope. 
Living cells were visualized with laser illuminations of 488nm and brightfield at 10x magnification. Scans 
were taken every 30 seconds for 1 hour at seven different locations per treatment group. Videos were im-
ported and tracked using ImageJ manual tracking plugin. The XY coordinates of cells were imported to 
chemotaxis tool 2.0 (Ibidi), and the directness and velocity of each migrating cell were calculated. The re-
sults were exported for statistical analysis to Sigma plot 13 software. Statistical analysis was performed 
using Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean value form five 
replicates per condition with sample size of n = 45-119 cells per condition. 
 
Knockdown of fascin in HT 1080 cells led to approx. 30% reduced directness and 40 % reduced 
velocity in the 3D random migration of HT1080 cells compared to mock cells. The reduced ve-
locity of fascin knockdown HT1080 cells is comparable to that of smiFH2 treated cells which 
showed 20% reduced cell velocities compared to control (Figure 45). Apparently, disorganized 























4.1 2D migration 
4.1.1 Cdc42 knockout reduces formation of CDRs and filopodia in MEFs 
 
Cdc42 GTPase and its homologs are one of the central nodes in the regulation of actin cytoskele-
ton in eukaryotic cells. Activated Cdc42 reportedly is involved in the formation of actin-based 
protrusions, particularly of filopodia at the cell periphery. Filopodia consist of bundles of un-
branched actin filaments, therefore, actin polymerization in these structures is driven by formins 
and Ena/VASP proteins that can produce such unbranched actin filaments. Actin filaments are 
bundled within filopodia by bundling proteins such as fascin which also contributes to formation 
and stability of these structures. The role of filopodia, besides their general function as cell pro-
trusion, has been implicated in establishing of cell polarity and in directional sensing during 
chemotaxis of cells. Also, filopodia were reported to play a role in cell-substrate adhesion. How-
ever, despite well studied biochemical composition and dynamics of formation of filopodia, the 
role of these structures in cell migration is controversial debated and not well understood. 
Fibroblasts are attracted to PDGF during wound healing process. When treated with PDGF-BB, 
fibroblasts in 2D cell culture reorganize their actin cytoskeleton, develop actin-based protrusions 
such as filopodia and lamellipodia and begin to migrate (Schneider and Haugh 2005; Stephens, 
Milne, and Hawkins 2008; Kundra et al. 1994b). Besides lamellipodia and filopodia, fibroblasts 
form another type of transient actin protrusion at their dorsal surface which are explicitly formed 
in response to growth factors such as PDGF-BB. These protrusions are termed circular dorsal ruf-
fles (CDRs). Whereas lamellipodia and filopodia apparently enable cells to protrude in a specific 
direction, the role of CDRs in cell migration is not understood yet. (Orth and McNiven 2006a; 
Buccione, Orth, and McNiven 2004) Previous work forms our lab has shown that CDRs were 
composed of lamellipodia and filopodia and were enriched in filopodia. Although, Cdc42 and 
Rac1 are essential for the formation of these structures, Cdc42 but not Rac1, was explicitly 




Resting Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs showed no visible defects of their actin cytoskeleton in fluorescence 
microscopy. However, when these cells were treated with PDGF-BB, they could not form CDRs. 
Formation of lamellipodia was not noticeably affected in these cells (Figure 9). Though, leading 
edges or lamellipodia in these cells were less “spiky” than that of control cells. It is likely that the 
spiky appearance of leading edge of cells is a result of the formation of filopodia. Therefore, I 
quantified and compared filopodia of Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs with that of control cells. The quantifica-
tion showed that Cdc42 (-/-) cells produce approx. 13 % less filopodia after treatment with 
PDGF-BB compared to control cells (Figure 10). This result is in line with the study performed 
by Czuchra and colleagues which reported that in MEFs, Cdc42 was important, but was not es-
sential for the formation of filopodia. They also showed that formation dynamics of filopodia was 
not altered in Cdc42 knockout MEFs compared to control cells, although they did not quantify 
numbers of filopodia per cell in their study (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, van Hengel, et al. 2005). 
Cdc42 knockout MEFs with no available Cdc42 GTPase still can produce filopodia, which can be 
explained by the existence of several mechanisms in cells to these strucktures. Two major pro-
posed models- a tip nucleation- and a convergent elongation model both exist in cells, but are ac-
tivated differently. Thus, in the absence of Cdc42, the essential GTPase in tip nucleation model, 
the convergent elongation mechanism could dominate in the formation of filopodia. Accordingly, 
in this scenario, VASP and not formins are considered to nucleate actin filaments in filopodia 
(Mellor 2010a; Svitkina et al. 2003). 
Another possibility of formation of filopodia in the absence of Cdc42 can be explained by 
substitution of Cdc42 activity by related Rif GTPase, which can also drive formin dependent for-
mation of filopodia. Reportedly Rif GTPase interacts with Drf3 (mDia2) formin during this pro-
cess (Pellegrin and Mellor 2005). Also, Rif and mDia1 mediated formation of filopodia has been 
reported which was independent of Rac1 and Cdc42 (Pellegrin and Mellor 2005; Gorelik et al. 
2011). Also supportive of formation of filopodia alternatively either by VASP or mDia formins is 
the study that used MEFs deficient of Ena/VASP or detectable levels of mDia2, showing that 
both, ectopically expressed mDia2 or VASP can induce filopodia in these cells. However, filopo-
dia that were induced by VASP were shorter and mechanically more stable than those induced by 




VASP localizes at the tips of protruding lamellipodia and filopodia, where it can bundle and/or 
elongate actin filaments in a processive manner (Rottner et al. 1999b; Breitsprecher et al. 2011; 
Barzik et al. 2005). VASP was shown to be required for formation of filopodia in murine neu-
ronal cells and Dictyostelium (Faix and Rottner 2006c; Lebrand et al. 2004; Applewhite et al. 
2007; Schirenbeck et al. 2006). 
It is likely that in MEFs VASP is activated in response to PDGF-BB by PDGFR mediated and 
Src kinase dependent activation of the c-Abl kinase (Plattner et al. 1999). The subsequent interac-
tion between c-Abl and Abi1 leads to phosphorylation and activation of VASP at the cell mem-
brane (Tani et al. 2003; Storz, Enabled, and Kinase 2010). Abi1 is a key adaptor protein that is 
critical in the reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton during formation of protrusions and thus 
localizes at tips of lamellipodia and filopodia in protruding cells (T. Stradal et al. 2001a). Abi1 is 
a part of GEF protein complex Eps8-Abi1-Sos1 which activates Rac downstream of PDGF Re-
ceptor and PI3 kinase in fibroblasts. This signaling axis is critical for PDGF-BB induced for-
mation circular dorsal ruffles (M Innocenti et al. 2002). Abi1 is was shown to be an integral a 
part of WAVE complex which can directly interact with Rac1 and mediate activation of WAVE 
complex to drive the formation of lamellipodia at the leading edge of cells. Additionally, Abi is 
essential for the stability of this complex (Steffen et al. 2004b; Dubielecka et al. 2011). 
VASP reportedly interacts with WAVE complex via Abi1 downstream of Rac1 as reported in 
studies using s2 cells form Drosophila. The disruption of Abi-VASP interaction led to loss of 
VASP at tips of lamellipodia, whereas VASP still was retained at tips of filopodia in s2 cells (X. 
J. Chen et al. 2014). So probably, Abi recruits VASP downstream of Rac1 at the leading edge 
where VASP takes part in the formation of lamellipodia in concert with WAVE-complex. At the 
leading edge, VASP can be further modified by phosphorylation which might lead to detachment 
of VASP form Abi- and WAVE complex. After detachement form Abi, VASP can probably form 
tetramers to facilitate the formation of protrusions such as filopodia. In this regard, Irsp53 was 
shown to induce clustering of VASP downstream of activated Cdc42 (Disanza, Bisi, Winterhoff, 
Milanesi, Ushakov, Kast, Marighetti, Romet-lemonne, et al. 2013). On the other hand, at the 
leading edge of a cell formins and VASP can form a protein complex. The formation of such pro-
tein complex was detected between VASP and Diaphanous family of formins during formation of 




each other (Grosse et al. 2003; Schirenbeck et al. 2006). In this scenario, mDia and VASP possi-
bly capture and bundle barbed ends of actin filaments within lamellipodia. In a further step, the 
elongation of these filaments is facilitated through EVH2-and FH2 domains of VASP and 
formins respectively. This activity finally sums up in the formation of filopodia. 
It is likely that in Cdc42 knockout MEFs VASP participates in the formation of filopodia inde-
pendently of formins. Thus, the filopodia that were produced by Cdc42 (-/-) cells from this work 
in response to PDGF-BB can be formed by the activity of VASP downstream of activated Rac1  
GTPase and members of Cdc42 subfamily that also can activate formins. 
 
4.1.2 Cdc42 knockout MEFs are less polar in response to PDGF-BB 
 
Cdc42 GTPase reportedly is an important regulator of cell polarity in many cell types (Catherine 
D Nobes and Hall 1999; S. Etienne-Manneville 2004; A. E. Adams et al. 1990b). However, the 
mechanisms that enable Cdc42 to regulate polarization of cell is a matter of controversial debate. 
The development of polar cell morphology is dependent on polar formation actin-based protru-
sions at the leading edge, where Cdc42 is supposed to play a key role. On the other hand, Cdc42 
reportedly influences the orientation of Golgi apparatus and microtubules towards the direction of 
migration which is considered an important step in cell polarity (Palazzo et al. 2001; Bartolini et 
al. 2008). 
The assessment of cell polarity after PDGF-BB treatment of Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs showed that these 
cells produced lamellipodia that were scattered around cell periphery resulting in a non-polar cell 
morphology. The quantification revealed that population of Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs that showed polar 
morphology was approx. 50 % reduced compared to control cells (Figure 11). This result fits well 
with other study showing that Cdc42 deficiency results in defective cell polarity, which was 
manifested in the formation of several lamellipodia at the cell edges of murine Cdc42 knockout 
DCs. Also in neuronal cells depleted of Cdc42, polarized formation actin protrusions and thus 
formation of an axon was lost (Lämmermann et al. 2009; Garvalov et al. 2007). In a previous 




The affected cells could form lamellipodia towards wound site and migrate, however, their direc-
tionality and mean angle vector of movement were markedly reduced which may indicate partial 
role for Cdc42 in polarization in these cells (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, van Hengel, et al. 2005) 
The reorientation of microtubules and of a Golgi apparatus apparently directs intracellular 
transport pathways of a cell to the leading edge, which is probably important for polarization and 
directional migration (Palazzo et al. 2001). However, reports that assign loss of microtubule and 
Golgi reorientation to the removal of Cdc42 are based on experiments that utilize re-expression 
of a dominant negative (dN) Cdc42 or microinjection of dominant negative Cdc42 GTPase. 
(Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1999; Palazzo et al. 2001). A dominant negative version of Cdc42 
can affect additionally other Cdc42 subfamily members or even Rac or Rho GTPases by binding 
to shared GEFs (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, van Hengel, et al. 2005). 
The orientation of Golgi-apparatus and microtubule filaments of Cdc42 (fl/-) or Cdc42 (-/-) 
MEFs was not assessed in the present work. However, another study which utilized Cdc42 (-/-) 
MEFs did not detect deficient Golgi apparatus orientation in wound healing assay in these cells. 
Apparently, other GTPases of Cdc42 subfamily could have redundant functions for Cdc42 in the 
reorientation of microtubule and Golgi apparatus in MEFs (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, van Hengel, et 
al. 2005). 
Probably during polarization cells initially have to form actin-based protrusions in the form of la-
mellipodia and filopodia on 2D. The polarized actin cytoskeleton then provides a pattern for 
Golgi apparatus and microtubule network to reorient themselves. So probably, the orientation of 
Golgi apparatus and of microtubules is not essential for the initial polarization of cells towards 
chemoattractant, but is probably important to support cell movement over a long distance in a 
particular direction (Stramer et al. 2005b). 
To assess if the orientation of microtubules and Golgi apparatus in response to PDGF-BB is also 
affected in Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs, a 2D chemotaxis assay can be performed using PDGF-BB as a 
source. Finally, cells can be fixed and stained for both these structures together with F-actin. This 
way it is possible to study the orientation of these structures, together with cell morphology, to-





4.1.3 Cdc42 knockout reduces cell velocity in MEFs 
 
The removal of Cdc42 can have a negative or a positive effect on cell velocity during 2D migra-
tion of cells in vitro. However, the extent of this effect is often reliant on a cell type, a method of 
Cdc42 removal and an environment of migration assay which is used (2D or 3D). 
In the previous study knockout of Cdc42 in MEFs resulted in a slightly less directness, but had no 
negative effect on cell velocity in a wound healing assay. Re-expression of dNCdc42 led to 30 % 
reduced velocity and a further decrease of directness in Cdc42 knockout MEFs compared to 
Cdc42 (fl/-) control cells (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, van Hengel, et al. 2005). The knockout of Cdc42 
in murine dendritic cells resulted in slightly impaired migration speeds and reduced directness on 
2D. Affected cells formed multiple, non-polar protrusions in response to chemoattractant CCL19 
indicative of defective polarity. When embedded in 3D collagen or in a dermal tissue of mouse, 
these cells showed severely decreased migration speed and directionality (Lämmermann et al. 
2009). A different study that utilized siRNA mediated knockdown of Cdc42 in MEFs showed 20-
30 % reduced cell speeds and slightly reduced directness (6%) in affected cells. Although, knock-
down of Rac1 or inhibition of Rho isoforms led to similar results in these cells (Monypenny, 
Zicha, Higashida, Oceguera-yanez, et al. 2009). In fibroblasts the removal or a dominant negative 
suppression of Cdc42 is apparently associated with the non-polar formation of lamellipodia, re-
duction of filopodia numbers and reduced cell velocity. Whereas in immune cells, the dominant 
negative suppression of Cdc42 led to formation of less filopodia per cell, increased velocity and 
loss directionality during wound closure (Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1995a; C D Nobes and 
Hall 1999; Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, Hengel, et al. 2005; Stramer et al. 2005b). 
Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs form this work showed slightly (approx. 20-30 % slower than control cells), 
but significantly reduced cell velocities in a random migration or when globally stimulated with 
PDGF-BB. Furthermore, the reduced cell velocity was robustly present in 2D migration assays 
when different conditions were applied (Figure 14). Although, same cells in a wound healing as-
say showed 30-50 % increased average cell velocities compared cells from random migration as-
says (Figure 21). The negative effect of Cdc42 depletion on cell migration was in fact indicated 
by other studies where microinjection of dNCdc42 led to reduced velocity in primary rat fibro-




had lost the ability to perform chemotaxis compared to control cells (C D Nobes and Hall 1999; 
Allen et al. 1998). In line with this, Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs used in present work also produce approx. 
13 % less filopodia per cell. Furthermore, these cells developed less polar morphology when 
stimulated with PDGF-BB compared to Cdc42 (fl/-) control cells (Figure 11). 
Noticeably, the loss of approx. 13 % of filopodia in Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs, does not severely impair 
the velocities of these cells and is probably partly compensated by Cdc42 subfamily members. 
Moreover, this loss of filopodia subpopulation may represent the unique contribution of Cdc42 
and downstream formins in the formation of filopodia. Of note, at conditions when dominant 
negative suppression of Cdc42 is applied, other Cdc42 subfamily members or even Rho GTPases 
are probably also affected (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, Hengel, et al. 2005). Therefore Cdc42 subfam-
ily members are less available to compensate the loss of filopodia in cells where dN Cdc42 is ex-
pressed.  
Dependent on the cell type and thus availability of alternative migration mechanisms, some cell 
types under conditions when Cdc42 is suppressed can change migration mode and even show in-
creased motility and velocity. This is probably the case in immune cells when dN Cdc42 is 
expressed. These cells showed increased migration speed in response to dominant negative sup-
pression of Cdc42 (Stramer et al. 2005b; Allen et al. 1998). Fibroblasts probably possess no alter-
native migration mechanisms other than adhesion dependent mesenchymal migration mode. So, 
in these cells application of dominant negative expression- or microinjection of dn-Cdc42 leads 
to decreased motility (C D Nobes and Hall 1999; Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, Hengel, et al. 2005). Re-
duced numbers of filopodia in response to removal of Cdc42 fits well with the reduced velocity 
of cells (13 % less filopodia vs. 20-30 % reduced velocity of cells). This can be probably ex-
plained by fact that less filopodia lead to less protrusive force generated by Cdc42 deficient cells 
leading to reduced velocity. Furthermore, MEFs at least at their current developmental stage (em-
bryonic), are not able to use different migration modes. In their study, Czuchra and colleagues 
did not detect reduced velocities of Cdc42 knockout MEFs, which probably depend on the 
mesurement methods of cell velocity (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, Hengel, et al. 2005). 
On the contrary to 2D migration assays where Cdc42 deficient cells showed decreased migration 




in doubled cell velocities during laser induced wound healing assay. However, these cells mi-
grated in haphazard paths towards the wounding site, which is indicative of less directed migra-
tion. Furthermore, hemocytes expressing dN Cdc42 formed multiple lamellipodia suggesting 
negative effect of such treatment on the polarization of cells. Although, the affected cells were 
still able to migrate towards the wound (Stramer et al. 2005b). The ability of hemocytes to find 
the wounded site is probably enhanced due to additional physical cue provided when the laser 
beam creates the wound. Possibly cells can sense changes in the physical tension arising from the 
wounded site (disrupted tissue). 
The knockout of Cdc42 in murine dendritic cells resulted in cells that formed several lamellipo-
dia and thus showed non-polar morphologies in response to chemoattractant on 2D. In 2D migra-
tion assay, these cells migrated with 33 % reduced directional persistence, and 20 % reduced ve-
locities compared to control cells in response to chemoattractant CCL19. Cdc42 knockout DCs 
that were overlaid with 3D collagen could not invade into the matrix, although were able to form 
multiple protrusions. When embedded in 3D collagen these cells showed 56 % reduced velocity, 
and 75 % reduced directness compared to wildtype. Furthermore, directness of Cdc42 knockout 
DCs dropped 50% when cells were embedded in 3D collagen. On the contrary, directness of WT 
cells rose to 130% compared to that of 2D migration assays (Lammermann et al. 2009). This 
study shows that ability of Cdc42 knockout DCs is markedly reduced on 2D and further reduced 
in 3D collagen. Cdc42 knockout DCs migrated with approx. double velocities on 2D than in 3D 
towards CCL19. The different velocities of these cells on 2D vs. 3D is probably due to less de-
grees of freedom for cells to move towards a chemical cue on 2D compared to 3D environment. 
Thus on 2D, the decision where to protrude is made faster by a cell, which may result in in-
creased cell velocity. However, cells on 2D can less efficiently measure the gradient of a chemi-
cal cue than cells in 3D. This is due to less contract surface with chemoattractant which is mostly 
the dorsal side of a cell on 2D. The less efficiency of gradient measurement results in more hap-
hazard paths and decreased directness of cells on 2D. In a 3D environment, cells have more op-
tions to move towards chemoattractant and can probably measure and estimate chemical gradient 
more effectively than on 2D surfaces. The efficient gradient detection in 3D is assumingly due to 




detect steepness of the gradient more efficiently in 3D than on 2D, resulting in less haphazard 
movements and increased directness in 3D. 
Reminiscent of results in murine Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs from the present work (Figure 14), Cdc42 
knockout DCs showed 20% reduced cell velocity on 2D towards chemoattractant CCL19 com-
pared to control cells (Lammermann et al. 2009). This fits well with results from the present 
study showing approx. 20 % reduced velocities in Cdc42 knockout MEFs on 2D in response to 
PDGF-BB. It is possible that reduced velocity in Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs correlates to reduced numbers 
of filopodia (Figure 10) which in turn probably leads to less protrusive force in these cells. How-
ever, Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs showed reduced polarity by producing multiple lamellipodia. The devel-
opment of several non-polar distributed lamellipodia also can lead to inefficient cell movement 
and thus less velocity. On the other hand, loss of up to 13 % of filopodia which is the case in 
Cdc42 knockout MEFs can lead to loss of cell polarity and thus formation of multiple lamellipo-
dia. 
Whereas in Cdc42 knockout cells merely Cdc42 GTPase is removed from cells, a dominant nega-
tive expression or microinjection of dN Cdc42 can interfere with other Cdc42 subfamily proteins 
leading probably to exxgarated assumption of the role of Cdc42 GTPase. Possibly, some func-
tions of Cdc42 are shared and thus can be compensated by Cdc42 subfamily members in case of 
Cdc42 depletion. Therefore, if removal of Cdc42 leads to slightly fewer filopodia per cell than 
this might represent the unique contribution of Cdc42 that cannot be fully compensated by other 
members of Cdc42 subfamily. Consequently, the reduced filopodia numbers probably can be as-
signed to the removal of Cdc42 and its downstream effectors. 
In the present work for the first time, 2D migration of a large number of Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs were 
analyzed using video microscopy. These cells showed consistently reduced cell velocity when 
different conditions were applied in 2D migration assays. Furthermore, several studies indicate 
that removal of activated Cdc42 coincides with slightly reduced velocity and fewer filopodia per 
cell, whereas others studies are not supportive of this. The results from this work are supportive 
of negative impact of removal of Cdc42 on cell velocity on 2D and provide quantification which 
states that Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs produce approx. 13 % less filopodia per cell. This coincides with 




whereas cells showed different velocities depending on conditions used, still in all performed as-
says Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs were consistently slower than Cdc42 (fl/-) controls.  
In previous studies, the effect of depletion of Cdc42 on the velocity of fibroblasts was either not 
detected or if detected was regarded negligible (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, Hengel, et al. 2005; 
Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1995a). These studies used wound healing assay for evaluation of 
cell velocity. This assay is although very robust, but still probably not sensitive enough to detect 
minor differences in cell velocities. In a scratch induced wound healing assay, cells have prede-
fined space to move into. Additionally, cells that reside at the edges of the wound are probably 
physically pushed form cells growing and proliferating in layers behind. These effects probably 
cumulate, and thus cells migrate faster in wound healing assay than in other 2D assays. 
 
4.1.4 Cdc42 knockout diminishes 2D chemotaxis towards PDGF-BB in MEFs 
 
Fibroblasts in vivo are usually attracted to gradient of PDGF-BB. This process is important in 
wound healing in mammals where the PDGF-BB is accumulated in a wounded site. It is thought 
that the gradient of PDGF-BB attracts fibroblasts from deeper layers of tissue to the wound. Fi-
broblasts migrate to into the wound and contribute to a wound closure and healing. It was shown 
at a cellular and a molecular level, that PDGF-BB binds and activates its transmembrane recep-
tors which transduce the signal into the cytoplasm of fibroblasts which in response prepare for 
migration. Therefore, the actin cytoskeleton has to be reorganized in a way that cells can produce 
protrusions. Rac1 and Cdc42 GTPases are known to orchestrate this process (Catherine D Nobes 
and Hall 1999; Kundra et al. 1994b). The role of Cdc42 was thought to support and induce the 
formation of filopodia, but the role of Cdc42 in cell migration is not well understood. Cells de-
pleted of Cdc42 showed slightly reduced velocities, but were able to migrate on 2D surface in 
wound healing assays. Several studies indicated the importance of Cdc42 in cell polarity. 
Additionally, the genetic knockout of Cdc42 led to reduced velocities and directionality in im-
mune cells (C D Nobes and Hall 1995; Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1999; Stramer et al. 2005; 




Despite several studies, the role of Cdc42 in chemotaxis and generally in cell migration is still 
controversially discussed. Dominant negative suppression of Cdc42 was associated with loss of 
cell polarity and defective directionality in rat primary fibroblasts (Catherine D Nobes and Hall 
1999). The conditional knockout of Cdc42 in MEFs led to similar effects, but in less extent. 
These effects were markedly enhanced when the dominant negative Cdc42 was expressed in 
Cdc42 knockout cells (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, van Hengel, et al. 2005). Both studies used wound 
healing assay to measure cell directionality or velocity. A dominant negative suppression of 
Cdc42 in hemocytes from Drosophila led to haphazard migratory paths of these cells during in 
vivo wound healing process. This process was induced by a laser beam based wounding of the 
Drosophila tissue. Interestingly, Cdc42 depleted immune cells showed markedly increased veloc-
ities that their wildtype counterparts and thus could reach the wound site at similar times as 
wildtype cells (Stramer et al. 2005a). The decreased directness of cell migration and increased 
velocity indicate that loss of Cdc42 in hemocytes of Drosophila led to defective sensing of the 
wound site. Likewise, in mouse SV-40 macrophages the depletion of Cdc42 led to increased cell 
speed, loss of polarity and defective chemotaxis (Allen et al. 1998). In contrast to these findings 
knockdown of Cdc42 in MEFs had although a negative effect on PDGF induced chemotaxis, but 
this effect was of qualitative nature and not measured regarding reduced FMI of effected cells. 
Based on this, authors suggest that shRNA mediated knockdown of either Cdc42, Rac1 or inhibi-
tion of Rho one at a time had no negative effects on PDGF induced chemotaxis of MEFs in 
Dunn-chamber assay. Although, mean speed of cells was 20% reduced in case of Cdc42 knock-
down cells, 30% reduced in case of Rac1 KD and approx. 60% reduced when all three GTPases 
were knocked down simultaneously. Therefore, the defective chemotaxis of Cdc42 knockdowns 
MEFs was assigned to reduced velocity of these cells (Monypenny, Zicha, Higashida, Oceguera-
Yanez, et al. 2009). 
To better characterize the migration of Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs I performed 2D chemotaxis assay to-
wards the gradient of PDGF-BB. In this assay, Cdc42 deficient cells showed slightly reduced ve-
locity compared to control, which is reminiscent of random migration assays, and almost com-
pletely lost ability to follow the gradient of PDGF-BB in contrast to control cells. 
These results from the present work demonstrate that Cdc42 is essential for chemotaxis of MEFs 




for directional movements such as of immune cells during in vivo wound healing of Drosophila 
embryos or chemotaxis of murine dendritic cells towards CCL19 (Stramer et al. 2005a; 
Lämmermann et al. 2009). However, results from this work also partly contradicts report which 
implies that knockdown of Cdc42 in MEFs did not cause defective chemotaxis in MEFs 
(Monypenny, Zicha, Higashida, Oceguera-Yanez, et al. 2009). In 2D chemotaxis assay, cells mi-
grate with slower velocities than in wound healing or random migration assays (Figure12; Fig-
ure14; Figure 21). The reduced velocity in the chemotaxis assay compared to random migration- 
or wound healing assays, can be explained by the assumption that during chemotaxis cells do not 
have to move fast and therefore spend much energy to reach a chemoattractant source. In a ran-
dom migration, assay cells move with higher velocities because no clear chemoattractant cue is 
presented but instead only a global stimulus is applied. Therefore cells probably are continuously 
are “searching” for a gradient or source of the chemical cue. 
Taken together, the present work demontrates that Cdc42 knockout MEFs produce 13 % less filo-
podia than control cells and show less polarity in response to PDGF-BB. Furthermore, knockout 
of Cdc42 in MEFs resulted in reduced cell velocity and directionality on 2D which supports stud-
ies that report the negative role of Cdc42 removal on cell velocity on 2D (Lammermann et al. 
2009; Monypenny, Zicha, Higashida, Oceguera-Yanez, et al. 2009). In experiments perfomed 
during the present work, Cdc42 knockout MEFs cells migrated with approx. 15-30 % reduced ve-
locity in various setups on 2D. The reduced number of filopodia downstream of Cdc42 which re-
sults in reduced cell polarity and reduced velocity during cell migration probably sum up in the 
reduced ability of Cdc42 knockout MEFs to follow chemical gradient of PDGF-BB.  
An important aspect when studying effects of Cdc42 removal on cell migration is the considera-
tion of Rac1 activity in affected cells because of an apparent cell type- or mitogen-dependent de-
gree of cross-talk between Rac1 and Cdc42. Reportedly, removal of Cdc42 is associated with up 
to 50 % reduced activation level of Rac1 in MEFs (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, van Hengel, et al. 2005; 
Bosse et al. 2007). Moreover, Rac1 is a prominent inducer of lamellipodia formation and lamel-
lipodia are important in cell migration and chemotaxis in MEFs on 2D (Pankov et al. 2005). Ge-
netic removal of all Rac isoforms in MEFs resulted in loss of lamellipodia in cells and severe re-
duction of motility and chemotaxis on 2D in response to HGF. Although, Rac KO cells still could 




migration velocity of Rac depleted cells was thought to be filopodia driven (Steffen, Ladwein, 
Dimchev, Hein, Schwenkmezger, Arens, Ladwein, Holleboom, et al. 2013). In line with this, 
Cdc42 knockout cells, in present work, migrated with 20-30 % reduced velocities compared to 
control cells on 2D. The reduction of cell velocity in Cdc42 or Rac depleted cells could represent 
individual contributions of these GTPases to cell velocities during migration on 2D. In this 
scenario, Rac activity would provide 70-80 percent- and Cdc42 consequently approx. 20-30 per-
cent of cell velocity during migration on 2D. Therefore, the contributions to cell velocity of la-
mellipodia and filopodia respectively would lie within this ranges at least in MEFs migrating on 
2D. Furthermore, due to results of present work, the removal of Cdc42 does not markedly affect 
the velocity of cell migration, but severely affects the ability of MEFs to perform chemotaxis to-
wards PDGF-BB. In case of Rac KO cells apparently both, the velocity and chemotaxis are se-
verely affected. Thus, it can be speculated that Cdc42 is responsible for maintaining the correct 
direction towards PDGF-BB by facilitating production of filopodia in that specific direction, 
whereas Rac provides, the main force of the protrusion in the form of lamellipodia on 2D. 
Due to other report Rac1 KO cells showed suppressed formation of lamellipodia and 50 % re-
duced velocity in wound healing assay. However, affected cells showed no significant difference 
in chemotaxis towards PDGF-BB (Vidali et al. 2006). The reason for such a contradicting results 
regarding chemotaxis of Rac depleted cells could be the use of different chemoattractants (HGF 
vs. PDGF-BB) and different chemotaxis assays (2D chemotaxis assay vs. transmigration assay). 
Transmigration assay has a disadvantage that additionally to a chemotactic cue it provides a 
physical cue as a physical sink which leads to probably less sensitivity than a 2D chemotaxis as-
say. Of note, in 2D chemotaxis assay, mainly a chemical cue is provided. 
However, the Cdc42 knockout MEFs form our lab showed similar activation level of Rac1 in re-
sponse to PDGF-BB compared to control cells. Consequently, the Cdc42 knockout cells were 
able to form lamellipodia at comparable levels to control cells (Schloen K., PhD thesis). The al-
tered activation levels of Rac1 GTPase form our studies compared to others is supposedly caused 
by the use of different mitogens in Rac activation assays or can be a cultivation dependent effect. 
It is also possible that there is a degree of a cross-talk between Cdc42 and Rac1 GTPases. The oc-
currence and intensity of this cross-talk probably depends on the membrane receptor that is acti-




likely that cross-talk between Rac1 and Cdc42 is mediated via shared GEFs of these GTPases. To 
do so, a shared GEF probably recruits Cdc42 and Rac simultaneously (or stepwise one after the 
other) at the adjacent loci at the cell membrane, were both GTPases are activated. If this 
activation is dependent of recruitment of both Cdc42 and Rac1, this would imply the formation of 
protein complex encompassing both of these GTPases. In this case, the removal of Cdc42 would 
lead to situation where Rac1 cannot be activated at these sites. Such a mechanism could be 
achieved by formation of a transient protein complex at the membrane involving a shared GEF, 
Rac and Cdc42. A recent report showed that such interaction is possible and was detected in re-
sponse to VEGF endothelial cells during formation of lateral filopodia in the process of cell 
sprouting and angiogenesis (Abraham et al. 2015). 
Several key events have to take place before GTPases such as Rac or Cdc42 can localize to the 
sites of a cell membrane that faces the PDGF-BB gradient. In fibroblasts the activation of RTKs 
by growth factors such as PFGF-BB leads to activation of PI3 kinase at the cytosolic side of the 
cell membrane and local generation of its products prominently of PIP3. PIP3 recruits GEFs to the 
cell membrane. Additionally, prenylated GTPases first need to be dissociated from their GDIs to 
associate to the membrane by inserting their lipid moiety into the membrane. The dissociation of 
GTPase form GDI can be initiated by phosphorylation of GDI by PKA or Src-Kinases. Also, GDI 
displacement factors are supposedly involved in dissociation of GDI-GTPase complex. At the 
membrane, GEFs bind to PIP3 and are activated revealing their catalytic domain which can bind 
and activate Rho GTPases. 
GEFs of Dbl subfamily are in an inactive state due to auto-inhibition which is enabled by the 
interaction of C-and N-terminal domains of GEF. Both termini of a GEF are flanking its catalytic 
domain (Cherfils and Zeghouf 2013). Reportedly, the interaction of second messengers such as 
cAMP or phosphatidylinositides with specific sites within domain of GEF activates the GEF pro-
tein and unmasks its catalytic domain (de Rooij et al. 1998; Rossman, Der, and Sondek 2005)). In 
this manner, the Vav1 GEF is recruited and activated by binding to PIP3. Reportedly, the interac-
tion between PIP3 and Vav1 enhances the GEF activity of Dbl homology domain (DH) of this 
GEF (J. Han et al. 1998b). Vav2, a shared GEF, is tyrosine phosphorylated and activated in re-
sponse to PDGF-BB. Vav2 can activate RhoA, Rac1, and Cdc42, whereas Cdc42 showed the 




PIP3 is not selective for different families of GEFs and is able to bind and activate GEFs from 
different subfamilies such as Pix, Swap70, and P-rex1 as well (H. C. E. Welch et al. 2002; J. Han 
et al. 1998b; Shinohara et al. 2002). Activated GEFs reportedly can act as protein complexes 
which are bound to other adaptor proteins. An example of this is an assembly of Sos1 GEF com-
plex in response to PDGF-BB. The esp8-abi1-sos1 complex is essential for PDGF induced mem-
brane ruffling in MEFs. Probably the binding of this complex to the p85 subunit of PI3 kinase 
was also essential for circular dorsal ruffling in MEFs. This complex signals probably to Rac1 in 
MEFs leading to the formation of lamellipodia (M Innocenti et al. 2002). 
GEFs form Dock family comprise of eleven members in mammals and reportedly exclusively ac-
tivate only Rac and Cdc42 GTPases but not RhoA (Laurin and Côté 2014; Côté and Vuori 2002). 
Whereas Dock 180 (Dock1) and Dock2 were shown to be specific for Rac, zizimin1 (Dock9) and 
zizimin2 (Dock11) were selective for Cdc42 (Kwofie and Skowronski 2008; Kulkarni et al. 2011; 
Côté and Vuori 2002; Meller et al. 2002b). In case of PDGF-BB stimulated fibroblasts probably 
Dock family of GEFs such as Dock9 and Dock11 activate Cdc42 and localize Cdc42 at mem-
brane site that faces chemoattractant. Active Cdc42 can bind and activate formin and mediate for-
mation of filopodia. In the absence of Cdc42, these GEFs are probably still activated, but cannot 
recruit and activate Cdc42 in MEFs. To test if the interaction between Dock proteins and Cdc42 
exists in MEFs a pulldown assay could be performed after stimulation of Cdc42 (fl/-) cells with 
PDGF-BB. Dock proteins could be precipitated using immobilized Cdc42 or Rac GTPases and 
analyzed in western blot. Furthermore, siRNA experiments to knockdown the Dock 9 and Dock 
11 can be performed to test if cells show similar to Cdc42 knockout phenotype regarding the loss 
of CRs and reduced number of filopodia in affected cells. 
As a consequence of enrichment of PIPs and activation of GEFs at the cell membrane section that 
faces chemoattractant, Cdc42 and Rac are recruited and activated at these sites. In a further step 
actin nucleators such as Arp2/3 complex, VASP and formins are recruited and initiate actin 
polymerization. This leads to the formation of filopodia and lamellipodia and emergence of the 
leading edge of a cell. Rho is mostly localized to the sites where cell retraction takes place. In this 
manner Cdc42 and Rac orchestrate protrusion and Rho regulates retraction of a cell during its 
movements (Hall 1998; J. F. Cote and Vuori 2007). Cdc42 and Rac mediated recruitment of actin 




actin pool at the cell membrane and nucleation of G-actin to F-actin thereby removing the G-actin 
form the polymerization reaction. 
How does the knockout of Cdc42 affect chemotaxis of cells? The Tip nucleation model suggests 
that filopodia that are formed downstream of Cdc42 are probably induced and elongated by for-
min that is activated by active Cdc42 at the cell membrane (Mellor 2010a). In Cdc42 knockout 
cells, Cdc42 specific GEFs cannot encounter and recruit Cdc42 at the membrane loci that faces 
chemoattractant. Thus appropriate formin cannot be activated at these sites. Therefore, less filo-
podia are produced at loci where cell faces chemoattractant, whereas Rac1 can be still activated 
and induce lamellipodia formation. The absence of Cdc42 activated formins leads to fewer filo-
podia and accordingly less protrusion force at these sites. Therefore, PDGF-BB mediated activa-
tion of Rac1, and thus Arp2/3 complex is probably not enough to generate sufficient protrusion 
(or protrusive force generated within lamellipodia) to form stable and persistent leading edge. 
Therefore, cell loses its ability to follow PDGF-BB gradient efficiently. In support of this the 
recent study showed that formins play an important role in force generation during protrusion of 
lamellipodia (Kage et al. 2017a). 
Supposedly, lamellipodia and filopodia, both induced and localized at membrane site that faces 
chemoattractant by Rac1 and Cdc42 respectively, are essential for chemotaxis towards PDGF-
BB. When Cdc42 is not available in cells, there are consequently insufficient filopodia produced 
to form a leading edge that can persist over time. It is likely that Cdc42 knockout cells move in 
Rac1 dependent manner which accounts for approx. 80 % of cell velocity whereas Cdc42 activity 
probably provides approx. 20 % of cell velocity on 2D. Nonetheless, formins can be activated 
also by other Cdc42 subfamily members. These processes cumulatively contribute to cell migra-
tion without Cdc42. However, in absence of Cdc42 formins are not activated at the specific loci 
where Cdc42 would usually locate these in response to PDGF-BB to induce the formation of filo-
podia. It can be speculated that the correct localization of Cdc42 is a prerequisite to direct spe-
cific formin (s) to the leading edge during chemotaxis. In case of availability of Cdc42, filopodia 
are formed at these sites probably in higher intensity than at other loci, so the cell consequently 
protrudes with more force at sites where it faces chemoattractant compared to rest of cell periph-




In this study for the first time cell migration of large number of Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs was studied in 
a 2D chemotaxis assay using PDGF-BB. Additionally to migration analysis the actin based pro-
trusions of Cdc42 deficient cells were assessed to identify possible link between loss of Cdc42 
and formation of actin-based protrusions and the effect on cell migration. This link is probably 
the reduced the formation of filopodia, caused by defective activation of formins by Cdc42 which 
supposedly leads to loss of chemotaxis towards PDGF-BB in MEFs. 
 
4.1.5 Knockdown of fascin leads to reduced CDR-and filopodia formation 
 
The activation of fascin by phosphorylation leads to fascin mediated actin filament bundling 
(Yamakita et al. 1996; J C Adams et al. 1999). Besides formins, fascin is suggested to be essen-
tial for the formation of filopodia. Downregulation of this protein by RNAi leads to reduced num-
bers of filopodia in B16 melanoma cells to approx. of 25% of that of wildtype cells. Expression 
of constitutively active dephosphorylated fascin (S39A) coincided with markedly increased num-
ber and length of filopodia, whereas the expression of inactive, a phosphorylated mutant of fascin 
(S39E) reduced filopodia frequency per cell 2.5 fold. Thus, it was proposed that fascin is a spe-
cific actin cross-linker in filopodia providing the stiffness of these structures. The shRNA con-
structs were designed by D. Vignjevic and colleagues to achieve the knockdown of fascin. Fascin 
shRNA-Th construct, bearing two base pair mismatches to mouse specific Tm-construct, targets 
human fascin1 and serves as a negative control in MEFs. Fascin shRNA-Tm construct targets 
mouse fascin1 whereas Fascin shRNA-Tc targets conserved sequence in human and mouse fas-
cin1 (Danijela Vignjevic et al. 2006a). 
In the present work, the knockdown of fascin in MEFs was achieved by transfecting cells with 
the shRNA-Tc construct. The shRNA-Tc construct was slightly effective than shRNA-Tm 
construct in knockdown of fascin in B16 cells from the previous study. Moreover, the transfec-
tion efficiency of MEFs with shRNA-Tc construct was higher than that of shRNA-Tm construct 
in the present study. The treatment of MEFs with shRNA-Tc construct led to approx. 50 % de-
creased the formation of CDRs whereas shRNA-Th which was specific to human fascin1 showed 




approx. 50 % decrease in the formation of filopodia in MEFs which is in line with the previous 
study that showed 25 % decrease in filopodia numbers in treated cells (D. Vignjevic 2006). Pre-
sent study shows the similar tendency of the shRNA-Tc construct being effective in reducing fi-
lopodia numbers per cell compared with the study done by D.Vignjevic and colleagues. The 
variation in effectivity of filopdia suppresstion between both studies is probably due to different 
cell lines utilized in the mentioned study and in the present work. B16 cells that were used in the 
pervious study are highly aggressive cancer cells that show increased motility and increased filo-
podia formation than non-cancer cell lines. Therefore, these cells have probably more mecha-
nisms available to support (over)production of filopodia. Thus, higher amount of fascin specific 
shRNA is needed to achieve higher rates of filopodia suppression in B16 cells as shown in MEFs 
form this study. The reduction of CDRs and filopodia numbers due to fascin RNAi is in line with 
results obtained from Cdc42 knockout MEFs and MEFs treated with smiFH2 that show similar 
effects on the formation of these structures (Figure 17,18; Figure 19; Figure 20). Suppression of 
filopodia apparently leads to the defective formation of CDRs indicating that filopodia are essen-
tial for formation these structures. 
 
4.1.6 Effect of formin inhibition in MEFs 
 
Formins are, besides Arp2/3 complex, the major nucleators of actin filaments during formation of 
actin-based protrusions in mammalian cells (Schönichen and Geyer 2010; Seth, Otomo, and 
Rosen 2006). Rho GTPases activate formins, which nucleate unbranched actin filaments that are 
found in protrusions such as filopodia or invadopodia (Mellor 2010b; Lizárraga, Poincloux, 
Romão, et al. 2009). However, recent work form our lab showed that also PDGF-BB induced cir-
cular dorsal ruffles in MEFs are enriched in filopodia. Further, it was shown that Cdc42 is essen-
tial for the formation of CDRs independent form active Rac1 in MEFs. In line with this, the 
knockdown of fascin, which as an actin-bundling protein important for the formation of filopodia, 
performed in present and previous works form our lab, led to the loss of CDRs reminiscent that 




In this work Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs show slightly, but significantly reduced numbers of filopodia and 
loss of CDR formation in response to PDGF-BB. In line with previous findings, in present work 
Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs showed normal formation of lamellipodia. This supports the assumption that 
Rac1 and Cdc42 activate distinct actin nucleators such as Arp2/3 complex and formins 
respectivly. The activation of distinct nucleators leads to formation of branched network in 
lamellipodia by Arp2/3 complex and formation of unbranched filaments by formins within 
protrusions such as filopodia or invadopodia, respectively (Steffen et al. 2004a; Le Clainche and 
Carlier 2008b). The fact that activated Cdc42 induces filopodia in cells (Allen et al. 1998) and 
filopodia being enriched in CDRs together with finding that loss of either fascin or Cdc42 leads 
to loss of CDRs, suggest that probably filopodia that are induced downstream of activated Cdc42 
are essential components in formation of CDRs. Therefore, it may be possible that loss of CDRs 
in Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs is due to defective signaling downstream of PDGF receptor and Cdc42 
GTPase. One of two majorly supported mechanisms of formation of filopodia involves formins 
that can be activated by active Cdc42 and nucleate actin at the tip of these structures (J. Block et 
al. 2008; Lammers et al. 2008; Kühn and Geyer 2014; M Evangelista 1997). Consequently, the 
inactivation of formins in MEFs should lead to comparable effects that were observed on filopo-
dia of Cdc42 knockout MEFs. To test this, cells were treated with formin inhibitor smiFH2 and 
assessed if inhibition of formins leads to similar effects on filopodia and cytoskeleton in MEFs as 
it was observed for Cdc42 (-/-) cells. 
The formin inhibitor smiFH2 effectivly inhibits formins from diverse organisms possibly by 
targeting concerved FH2 domain and thereby decreasing the affinity of formins to barebed ends 
of actin filaments. This results in loss of ability of formins to polymerize unbranched actin 
filaments. 3T3 fibroblasts showed initially reduced stress fibres when treated with smiFH2. 
Furthermore, affected cells showed 50% reduced velocity during 2D migration. However, the 
binding of smiFH2 to formins is reversible, and the molecule appears to undergo cellular 
brakedown after several hours (S. A. Rizvi et al. 2009). Therefore, some of the smiFH2 treated 
cells show recovery from the effects caused by appilcation of this inibitor or they switch to 
blebbing based motility if this mechanism is available. Inhibitor smiFH2 shows selectivity 




downregulation of mDia2, but not mDia1 or mDia3 in MEFs and cancer cells (Isogai, Kammen, 
and Innocenti 2015). 
In this work, treatment of MEFs with increasing doses (0-15 µM) of smiFH2 resulted in dose 
dependent decrease of CDR formation, but not of lamellipdoia (Figure 19 (b)). The highest dose 
applied to cells (15 µM) reduced the ability of MEFs to prodcue CDRs to 5 % of control cells. As 
a working solution for MEFs, 10µM smiFH2 was applied, because at this concentration of 
smiFH2 MEFs showed reduced filopodia and were still viable. The induction of Cdc42 knockout 
phenotype in Cdc42 (fl/-) cells by treatmenot of cells with smiFH2 indicates that formins 
probably act downstream of Cdc42 being the nucleators of actin flaments, such as filopodia in 
CDRs. Reminicent of Cdc42 knockout cells, cells treated with smiFH2 formed less spiky leading 
edges than control cells. The quantification of filopodia per cell revealed that number of filopodia 
per cell was approx. 80 % reduced in smiFH2 tereated cells (Figure 18). This indicates that 
formins are essentailly involved in the formation of filopdoia in MEFs. However, the effect of 10 
µM smiFH2 on the formation of CDRs and especially on the formation of filopodia was more 
profound than the effect of Cdc42 removal in MEFs. This is probably because in case of smiFH2 
treatment also the subfamily members of Cdc42 cannot be used to activate smiFH2 bound 
formins leading to more efficient suppression of formation of filopodia compared to Cdc42 
removal. In this case apparently the activity of VASP can not compensate the formin mediated 
formation of filopodia. In turn, in Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs probably causes formins that are usually 
specifically activated by Cdc42 remain inactive leading to reduced filopodia numbers and 
markdly reduced CDR formation. 
Interstingly, MEFs treated with smiFH2 showed 40%-60% reduced polarity in response to 
PDGF-BB stimulus compared to control, reminicent of Cdc42 knockout MEFs and other reports 
showing reduced polarity in cells caused by depletion of Cdc42 (C D Nobes and Hall 1999; 
Stramer et al. 2005b; Lämmermann et al. 2009). The reduced polarity in Cdc42 knockout cells 
could be probably due to the lost ability of afftected cells to activate distinct formins that lead to 
the formation of protruisons such as filopodia towards the source of chemoattractant. However, 
activated formins are still recruited to the leading edge in the absence of active Cdc42 (Jennifer 
Block et al. 2012; Kühn et al. 2015). Nevertheless, under such circumstances, formins are not 




formation of protrusions. Therefore, active Cdc42 probably both, activates and directs formins to 
specific sites via GEFs to the indcue formation of polarized protruisons leading to polariation of 
the cell. A possible experiment to test this would be generation of formin knockdown or 
knockout cells and assessing their ability to polarize towards PDGF-BB gradient. Furthermore, it 
would be interesting to test if re-expressed  or microijected const. active formin shows polarized 
distribution in Cdc42 knockout MEFs when these are confronted with PDGF-BB gradient.  
The role of formins in cell polarity is majorly discussed regarding their function in controlling the 
spacial orientation of Golgi apparatus and microtubuli towards the leading edge during cell 
migration. This reorientaton of Golgi and microtubuli is reportadly also an important process 
during cell polarisation (Sandrine Etienne-Manneville 2004). However, the role of filopodia or 
other actin-based protruions in developing of cell polarity is less understood. Of note, it is likely 
that filopodia and lamellipodia are formed as an earlier response to chemtical cue than the 
reorientation of Golgi or microtubuli network is achieved (Czuchra, Wu, Meyer, van Hengel, et 
al. 2005). This issue can be adressed by stimulating MEFs with PDGF-BB and monitoring these 
processes simultaneously in live cell imaging experiments. Actin protruisons, Golgi and 
microtubuli can be simulataniously co stained within a same cell. On the other hand, after several 
timepoints, cells can be fixed, and Golgi and microtubuli orientation can be assassed and 
compared to filopdia and lamellipodia orientation towards chemoattractant. 
Taken together this work shows for the first time that the inhibition of formins by smiFH2 has a 
profound negative effect on the formation of filopodia and CDRs in MEFs, which is reminiscent 
of the Cdc42 knockout phenotype of MEFs regadring formation these strucktures. This 
corroborates the existance of the signaling axis from PDGF receptor to active Cdc42 and formins 
leading to the formation of filopodia and CDRs in reponce to PDGF. 
However, which formins, out of fifteen known mammalian isoforms are activated in response to 
PDGF-BB downstream of Cdc42 and induce the formation of filopodia? A certain cell type 
espresses few formins at a time, at least at detectable levels. From these probably one or two 
subfamily members are involved in the generation of filopodia. Cdc42 reportadly interacts and 
activates mDia2 (DRF3) in murine ES-derived cells leading to the formation of filopodia. The 
interaction of mDia2 with Cdc42 probably faciliates localization of mDia2 at tips of filopodia 




activate mDia2 (Lammers et al. 2008). Furthermore, DRFs were reportadly localised at tips of 
filopodia and lamellipodia and involved in the formation of these stucktures, whereas activated 
DRFs induce the formation of filopodia (Peng et al. 2003; Pellegrin and Mellor 2005; J. Block et 
al. 2008; Pruyne et al. 2007). This filopodia-rich phenotype of cells is reminiscent of 
overexpression of activated Cdc42 in many cell types and supports signaling axis form Cdc42 to 
formins leading to the formation of filopodia. Of note, proteins harbouring SH3-domains such as 
tyrosine kinases can interact with DRFs. This trait probably could also link DRFs with PDGF 
receptor signalling (Young and Copeland 2010b). 
Another subfamily of formins that is a downstream target of Cdc42 GTPase is FMNL. FMNL2 
was shown to be upregulated compared to FMNL1 or FMNL3 in murine fibroblasts. Whereas, in 
same cells, mDia2 was not expressed at detectable levels. Cdc42 was reported to interact and 
activate FMNL2 in vivo which led to translocation of FMNL2 form cytoplasm to the cell 
periphery (Steffen et al. 2006). Moreover, FMNL2 was reported to be activated by Cdc42 leading 
to the formation of filopodia and lamellipodia during cell migration (Jennifer Block et al. 2012). 
Also, being activated downstream of Cdc42, FMNL2 and FMNL3 were reportadly essential for 
the force generation in lamellipdoia during protrusion of this struckture (Kühn et al. 2015; Kage 
et al. 2017a). Supportive of the role for FMNLs in the formation of protruisons, the activation of 
these proteins leads to relocation of FMNL from the cytoplasm to cell the cell membrane and to 
phagoyctic cups (Steffen et al. 2006; Seth, Otomo, and Rosen 2006). Furthermore, the activation 
event itself is apparnetly enough for the translocation of FMNL2 to the cell memnrane (Jennifer 
Block et al. 2012). 
Based on these data probably formins of DRF- and FMNL families such as mDia2 (DRF3) and 
FMNL2/3 are involved in the formation of filopodia downstream of Cdc42 in several cell types. 
Furthermore, DRF and FMNL formins are also utilized by cancer cells to form protrusions. In 
line with this, B16 mouse melanoma cell line siRNA mediated depletion of FMNL2, which is 
activated downstream of Cdc42, led to reduced protusion rates of lamellipodia and slightly 
reduced cell velocities in affected cells (Jennifer Block et al. 2012). In MDA-MB-231 cells 
downregulation of one of DRF (DRF1-3) family formins led to decreased of invadpodia and 




However, which formins are expressed in a certain cell line and are involved in the formation of 
filopodia in these cells is most likly dependent on idividual cell type. To adress this issue for 
MEFs or generally other cell types  it has to be assessed which of fifteen mammalian formins are 
expressed in these cells. Form there it can be tested which of expressed formins are involved in 
fomation of filopodia. This can be achieved by tagging of formin with GFP or other flourescent 
proteins to visualize their cellular localisation. 
 
4.1.7 Software based docking of smiFH2 with FH2 domain of formin 
 
The binding of smiFH2 to formins is supposedly achieved by reversible attachement of smiFH2 
to the FH2 domain of formins (S. A. Rizvi et al. 2009). For a better understanding of this 
interaction, I perforemd software based docking (SwissDock website) of smiFH2 to the FH2 
domain of FMNL3, the cristal struckture of which was already avalabile (Thompson et al. 
2012a). Form the strucktural data of FMNL3-actin complex I choosed the 401AA chain, which 
contains the FH2 domain of this formin, for the sofware docking expriment. The docking analsys 
showed that most likly smiFH2 binds to an a-helix within the FH2 domain of FMNL3 which is 
located between Met766 and Met777 (s. suppl. Data). On the other hand, it is also possible that 
smiFH2 is captured between two a-helices that are located opposite of each other (Met 766 –Met 
777 and Leu 790-Leu 795) within the FH2 domain. The proposed binding region of smiFH2 to 
the FH2 domain of FMNL3 is termed as post region of formin and is rerpotadly improtant for 
dimerisation of fromin (Thompson et al. 2012b). Therefore, the interaction of smiFH2 with an 
FH2 domain of formin probably interfers the dimerisation of formins and thereby the binding of 
formin dimer to the barbed end of the actin filament. 
To gain more persice data about how smiFH2 inhibits activity of formins it could be investigated 
if incubation of smiFH2 with formins disrupts the dimerisation of FMNLs. This probably can be 
analysed by coimmunoprecipitation of smiFH2 treated formins and/or isothermic calorimerty of 
formin / smiFH2 interation. In cytoplasm, inactive formins are present in soluble form. Binding 
of Cdc42 to CRIB doamin of formins leads to unfolding of formin and revieling of its hydrphobic 




reqruitment to the cell membrane (Gorelik et al. 2011). Thus, formins are apparnetly soluble in an 
inactive conformation under physiological conditions. Probably, in an inactive state no 
dimerisation of formins occures. However, constitutivly activated formins probably form dimers. 
Thus the const. activated formins (with deleted DAD domains) can be reesxpressed and purified. 
When recostituted in physiological buffers they probably form activated dimers. These putative 
dimers can be in next step pretreated with smiFH2 and subjected to a size exlucion 
chromatography to detect whether dimerisation of formins is affected by pretreatement with 
smiFH2. If so, the transition from a dimeric to monomeric form can be visible in form of UV-
peak that is eluted at markdly later timepoints than UV-peak representing dimeric proteins. 
 
4.1.8 Inhibition of formins in a wound healing assay 
 
The formation of protrusions is one of three basic steps of cell migration on 2D substrates to-
gether with adhesion and cell retraction. As shown above, the inhibition of formins by smiFH2 
almost diminished CDR formation and drastically decreased the filopodia numbers per cell in 
Cdc42 (fl/-) MEFs (Figure 18; Figure 19). To date, there is a relativly sparse amount of data 
avalable on effects of smiFH2 on cell migration. Stil, initial studies utilizing 10µM smiFH2 
report 50% reduced cell velocity in 3T3 fibroblasts and the switch to blebbing associated cell 
migrtaion in a subpopulation of treated cells (S. A. Rizvi et al. 2009). However, another study 
using comparable conditions reproted increased velocity of osteosarcoma cells after treatment 
with smiFH2, despite defects in stress fibre formation, microtubuli network- and golgi apparatus 
organisation of smiFH2 treated cells (Isogai, Kammen, and Innocenti 2015). This indicates that 
those organells or stress fibres are not essential in maintaining the velocity of cell migration, at 
least in utilized cancer cell type. Another report showed that in a wound healing assay, velocity 
of glioblastoma cells is not affected, but persistance of migration (directionality) is drastically 
reduced. This result was reminiscent of siRNA mediated downregulation of mDia1 or mDia2 in 
these cells, indicating that these formins are involved in diectional sensing during migraton of 




To test if the loss of filopodia and CDRs by the inhibition of formins has a similar effect on ve-
locity as loss of Cdc42 in MEFs the wound healing assay of MEFs using smiFH2 was performed 
(Figure 21). In this work, the wound healing assay was the most robust assay, from tested 2D mi-
gration assays where smiFH2 treated cells could survive on the microscope stage conditions for 
long periods of time (>8h). Interestingly, smiFH2 had no significant effect on velocity or direct-
ness of Cdc42 (fl/-) or Cdc42 (-/-) MEFs in a wound healing assay. This could be explained due 
to higher density of cells in this assay compared to previous 2D migration assays form this work 
(Figure 12; Figure 14). Therefore, for the future wound healing experiments the concentration of 
smiFH2 should be adjusted to high cell density in this assay to achieve the effects on cytoskele-
ton that were shown in previous chapters.  
The different responses of cells to smiFH2 treatment and thereby caused inhibition of formins 
probably reflects their ability to use different migratory mechanisms. Cancer cells can reportedly 
switch between different migration strategies (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003). Therefore, these cells 
probably switch to blebbing based motility when treated with smiFH2. In case of fibroblasts, 
smiFH2 treatment leads to reduced filopodia formation, which also reportedly reduces the protru-
sion rate and force which is generated within lamellipodia (Kage et al. 2017b). These cells are 
probably less efficient in blebbing based motility compared to cancer cells and thus show reduced 
motility as this was shown in smiFH2 treated 3T3 fibroblasts (S. A. Rizvi et al. 2009). 
Still there are more studies needed to address the issue of different responses of cells to smiFH2 
regarding their migratory behavior. Probably the comparative analysis of cancer cells vs. fibro-
blasts, using similar conditions, would give a better picture of this issue. It would be interesting to 
test how various cancer cells- or cancers cells vs. fibroblasts differ in responses to smiFH2 and 
which of these cell types can switch migration modes. This might represent important data for 
understanding behavior metastatic cancers, because in this stage cancer cells are highly motile 
and are often very resistant to typical chemotherapy treatments that usually target DNA and in-






4.1.9 MEFs cannot degrade ECM effectively 
 
Cells interact with ECM in numerous ways. In cultured cells, this interaction is typically visible 
by adhesion of cells to- and/or degradation of the ECM. Cell adhesion can be accomplished by 
macromolecular F-actin-rich structures such as focal adhesions or podosomes. Podosomes can 
additionally degrade ECM, whereas focal adhesions usually don’t. Fibroblasts reportedly don’t 
form podosomes, but can form podosome related invadopodia which are known as degradative 
actin-based protrusions in cancer cells (W. ‐T Chen 1989). Besides their essential role in the 
formation of filopodia, formins are most likely involved in assambly of invadopodia 
(Schoumacher, Louvard, and Vignjevic 2011; Lizárraga, Poincloux, Romão, et al. 2009; Young 
and Copeland 2010b). Additionally, some reports also indicate the involvement of formins in 
formation/turnover of focal adhesions (Dettenhofer, Zhou, and Leder 2008; Gupton et al. 2007; 
Young and Copeland 2010b). However, a clear evidence of the involvement of formins in 
formation of focal adhesions is still missing. 
In present work Cdc42 knockout MEFs and smiFH2 treated control MEFs both showed a reduced 
rate of the formation of filopodia and reduced velocity in migration assays. Decreased filopodia 
formation in Cdc42 knockout or smiFH2 treated cells was probably due to decreased activity of 
formins and was assumingly the reason of reduced velocity of MEFs in migration assays. How-
ever, because of the putative role of formins in nucleation of F-actin during adhesion formation, 
adhesions could also be affected in smiFH2 treated cells, which also can lead to defective migra-
tion. To study putative effects of smiFH2 on focal adhesions and/or invadopodia, adhesion and 
degradation assays were performed and analyzed. 
On the other hand, this work compares interaction of MEFs and HT1080 with ECM in adhesion 
and matrix degradation assays. This way cell-matrix interaction of highly invasive HT1080 cells 
versus non-invasive MEFs can be assessed to identify possible requirements for effective 
migration on 2D and in 3D ECM.  
In adhesion assay both cell types (MEFs and HT1080) showed similar adhesion pattern when 




MMP inhibitor GM6001 had no significant effect on adhesion, in smiFH2 treated cells number of 
adhered cells was decreased in both cell types.  
In degradation assay, however, MEFs and HT1080 cells showed different behaviors (Figure 24; 
Figure 41). Compared to HT1080 cells MEFs did not degrade FITC-gelatin at significant levels 
and showed no signs of matrix degradation, such as the presence of typical non-fluorescent areas 
beneath cells. Additionally, no actin dot-like structures where could be observed in these cells 
which corroborates this assumption and thus GM6001 had no effect on matrix degradation in 
these cells. HT1080 cells, on the other hand, degraded FITC-gelatin and showed drastic sensitiv-
ity to GM6001 by seizing their degradative activity (Figure 40; 41). 
Because MEFs used in this work do not form invadopodia, adhesive structures that hypothetically 
could be affected by smiFH2 treatment are focal contacts / focal adhesions (Gupton et al. 2007; 
Young and Copeland 2010b). Therefore, smiFH2 induced defective adhesion to ECM in MEFs 
can be assigned to defective formation of adhesive structures in smiFH2 treated cells. However, 
previously it has been shown that filopodia were also important in the process of initial adhesion 
and spreading of cells to the substrate (Partridge and Marcantonio 2006). Furthermore, filopodia 
were shown to mediate spreading of Rac (-/-) cells on 2D substrates (Steffen, Ladwein, Dimchev, 
Hein, Schwenkmezger, Arens, Ladwein, Margit Holleboom, et al. 2013). 
To fully adhere to substrate cells need to contact, spread and form focal adhesions to substrate. 
This implies that adhesion and spreading of the cell on the substrate are essential for completion 
of the cell to substrate adhesion. Adhesion in MEFs is accomplished by focal contacts that further 
can evolve to focal adhesions. Spreading is accomplished by the formation of actin-based protru-
sions such as lamellipodia and filopodia. 
Of note, the adhesion of a cell to the substrate involves initial adhesion of cell, followed by 
spreading of the cell on the substrate. By spreading on the 2D surface, the cell increases its con-
tact area to a substrate which then facilitates the formation of more adhesions and thus leads to 
firm attachment of the cell to the substrate. The spreading of cells to the 2D substrate is reminis-
cent of cell migration and requires protrusions, thus formation of filopodia and lamellipodia. 
Consequently, by inhibition of formins and thereby filopodia by smiFH2, cell spreading is likely 




protrusion rate could be similarly affected. This can lead to less contact area of cells to substrate 
in given time of adhesion assay (see Methods) and therefore less adhesiveness than the non-
treated cells. Thus, the washing step after adhesion assay could wash away more of cells that are 
not fully spread on the substrate which apparently is the case in smiFH2 treated cells. So the in-
hibitory effect of smiFH2 on the formation of filopodia and thus cell spreading could be the rea-
son for the defective cell to substrate adhesion. 
In further experiments the smiFH2 treated cells, and a control group could be stained for adhe-
sion protein vinculin and F-actin to visualize the actin content in adhesions. If formins are in-
volved in adhesion formation and sensitive to smiFH2, treated cells would show less F-actin in 
adhesions. Given the focal adhesions show less F-actin content in adhesion sites this would sug-
gest that formins are indeed involved in the formation of adhesions and at least partly contribute 
in the cell to substrate adhesion this way. Furthermore, the diameter or perimeter of spread cells 
could be monitored for determination of spreading behaviors of treated versus control cells. 
 
4.1.10 Protrusions and chemotaxis in Hem1 knockout macrophages 
 
The Rac- and WAVE mediated activation of Arp2/3 complex is thought to represent the main 
signaling axis leading to the formation of lamellipodia in many cell types including cells from the 
hematopoietic lineage. In neutrophils, activation of Rac1 leads to the formation of a protein com-
plex including WAVE2, Hem1 and Abi1, which activates Arp2/3 complex leading to formation 
of actin-based protrusions (Weiner et al. 2006; Kheir et al. 2005). On the other hand, activated 
Cdc42 can activate WASP, which is thought to induce the Arp2/3 complex-dependent formation 
of podosomes in hematopoietic cells (Jones et al. 2002b; Thrasher et al. 2000).  
The video microscopy-based analysis of chemotaxis of macrophages from WAS patients towards 
CSF-1 revealed impaired chemotaxis in this cells, expressed by haphazard cell trajectories. Fur-
thermore, these cells were not able to form podosomes (Jones et al. 2002b). Studies on Hem1 de-
ficient neutrophils revealed defective polarization of these cells and approx. up to 80 % reduced 




In this work I analyzed whether the removal of Hem1 affects the formation of lamellipodia or 
other actin protrusions and how this affects chemotaxis of mouse BM-derived macrophages to-
wards chemoattractant C5a. The results of Hem1 KO macrophages were compared to that of 
Wasp KO cells. 
Due to western blot analysis the constituents of WAVE-complex are degraded in Hem1 deficient 
neutrophils and T-lymphocytes (Heon Park et al. 2008a). Unpublished data from our group also 
suggest partial degradation of WAVE-complex in Hem1 knockout BM-derived macrophages. 
The present work shows that Hem1 KO macrophages lack lamellipodia (Figure 25b; Figure 26). 
Supposedly, the presence of WAVE-complex is a prerequisite for recruitment of Arp2/3 complex 
at the leading edge and subsequent formation of lamellipodia.   
Moreover, Hem1-null macrophages were shown to form podosomes that contained vinculin and 
F-actin (Figure 25a, kindly provided by David de Gorter). Whereas podosomes are formed in 
Hem1-null cells, their formation is severely affected in Wasp KO cells. This is supportive of the 
different regulation of Arp2/3 complex by WASP and WAVE –complexes and their non-redun-
dant function considering the activation of Arp2/3 in hematopoietic cells. Podosomes were 
majorly detected at the leading edge of Hem1-null macrophages in contrast to WT cells, where 
these structures are distributed in the central region of cells. (Figure 25; Figure 26). Furthermore, 
in Wasp-deficient macrophages, number of podosomes per cell was markedly decreased (un-
published observation) which is in line with prior reports (Jones et al. 2002a). Probably, WASP is 
targeted explicitly to podosomes when activated, whereas activated WAVE relocates to tips of 
lamellipodia. The open, activated conformations of these proteins apparently reveal motifs that 
target them to specific cellular locations.  
Reportedly, lamellipodia are formed exclusively downstream of WAVE complex (T. Stradal et 
al. 2001b; Small et al. 2002a; Steffen et al. 2004b). In line with this, Hem1 knockout macro-
phages cannot form lamellipodia when stimulated with C5a (Figure 26). Moreover, in contrast to 
WT cells, Wasp- and Hem1 KO cells, both showed severely impaired chemotaxis and direction-
ality towards C5a in 2D chemotaxis assays (Figure 27). This is in line with previous results re-




Park et al. 2008b), or 2D chemotaxis of macrophages from WAS patients towards CSF1 in a di-
rect viewing chamber (Jones et al. 2002b). These results support that two distinct (Wave- and 
Wasp-dependent) mechanisms of Arp2/3 complex activation cannot compensate each other in 
chemotaxis to C5a. However, supposedly, coordinated activation of Arp2/3, by WAVE and 
WASP together, is essential for an effective chemotactic response (Rougerie 2013), which is ap-
parently also true for chemotaxis of macrophage towards C5a. 
Furthermore, in the present work the Hem1 KO macrophages did not show decreased cell veloc-
ity besides decreased chemotaxis (FMI and directionality). In contrast, in Wasp KO macrophages 
both, velocity and chemotaxis (FMI and directionality) were reduced. Thus, possibly in Wasp KO 
cells, overall cell motility, including cell velocity and chemotaxis, was severely impaired, 
whereas in Hem1 KO cells chemotaxis was diminished, but cells were able to migrate at almost 
same speed as WT macrophages (Figure 26). Therefore, it is tempting to speculate that Hem1 is 
more specifically involved in chemotaxis towards C5a than WASP in macrophages. This putative 
specific impact of the loss of Hem1 on macrophage chemotaxis would indicate the importance of 
activation of Arp2/3 complex by WAVE and subsequent formation of lamellipodia to achieve the 
efficient chemotaxis towards C5a. The formation of oversized filopodia in Hem1 KO cells is 
probably caused by the effort to compensate the loss of lamellipodia (or Arp2/3 mediated protru-
sion) using formin-mediated protrusions (Figure 25b; Figure 26). In this case apparently formins 
are the most dominant nucleating machines at the leading edge of macrophages whereas Arp2/3 
complex is not able to compete for actin nucleation. Therefore, the majority of G-actin subunits 
are captured and polymerized by formins at the leading edge, and this may contribute to the 
formation of oversized filopodia in affected cells. Formin-mediated formation of protrusions, 
supported by normal podosome formation, probably enables Hem1 KO cells to move with 
comparable velocity as WT cells. The Presence of intact WASP enables the formation of 
podosomes in Hem1 KO cells. Therefore, the formation of podosomes and cell adhesion are 
probably not affected in these cells. 
Hem1 KO cells lack functional WAVE complex and thus cannot target Arp2/3 complex to the 
leading edge to form lamellipodia. Surprisingly these cells did not show reduced velocity in the 




additionally to their lost ability to form podosomes. Furthermore, these cells can still form filopo-
dia and lamellipodia (unpublished data). So, WASP is in some way involved in the generation of 
cell speed, perhaps as a result of WASP-mediated formation of podosomes, but this needs still to 
be corroborated. The essential role of WASP in cell speed could explain why Hem1 knockout 
cells (which still express WASP) don’t show reduced cell velocity vs. WT cells. Alternatively, 
the formin-mediated formation of filopodia could compensate the potential loss of velocity in the 
Hem1-null cells. The observation of over-proportionally long filopodia in Hem1-null vs. WT- 
and Wasp-null cells supports this assumption. The severe chemotaxis defect in Hem1-null macro-
phages can also be explained by lack of gradient sensing mechanism which is provided by lamel-
lipodia besides its protrusive role. 
Further experiments could address the inhibition of formation of lamellipodia by inhibitors of 
Arp2/3 complex such as CK-666 and assessment of chemotactic performance of wildtype BM-
derived macrophages towards C5a. Furthermore, it is also interesting to test how formin depletion 
or inhibition affects the migration of Hem1 KO macrophages. In this case the effect formin inhib-
itor smiFH2 could be assessed in chemotaxis and formation of filopodia in these cells. In this 
manner the effect of putative compensatory mechanism, to loss of Hem1 and lamellipodia on mi-
gration, by formin mediated induction of filopodia could be estimated. 
 
4.1.11 Protrusions and chemotaxis in Wasp knockout macrophages 
 
The Wasp KO macrophages showed defects in adhesion on glass and plastic 2D surfaces and 
couldn’t form podosomes as effectively as WT- and Hem1 KO cells did (unpublished observa-
tion). Although, Wasp KO cells could still develop lamellipodia in contrast to Hem1 KO macro-
phages. Wasp KO cells showed markedly reduced velocity compared to WT and Hem1 KO cells. 
It is possible that the reduced adhesion is caused by the lost ability to form podosomes as the con-
sequence of Wasp knockout. Adhesions have to form beneath protrusions to perform chemotaxis 
efficiently on 2D, which is apparently impaired in Wasp KO cells. This adhesion defect probably 




WASP leads to the defective formation of podosomes and probably impaired adhesion of leading 
edge in macrophages on 2D (Monypenny et al. 2011). 
In the present work Wasp KO BM macrophages showed severely impaired chemotaxis (Figure 
27). However, these cells form morphologically normal filopodia and lamellipodia (not shown). 
Reportedly, the formation of filopodia does not require WASP or Arp2/3 complex (Faix and 
Rottner 2006a). Thus, presumably normal formation of lamellipodia and filopodia, which is ap-
parently intact in Wasp KO macrophages, cannot provide efficient chemotaxis towards C5a (Fig-
ure 27). Supposedly, formation of filopodia and lamellipodia without support of podosomes, can-
not rescue chemotaxis towards C5a in Wasp KO cells. This may point to the important role of 
podosomes in a full scale chemotactic response of macrophages towards C5a. Assumingly, at 
least two of actin-based protrusions have to be presented by cells (either lamellipodia or filopo-
dia) together with podosomes for cells to be able to perform chemotaxis on 2D.  
The observation of actin puncta reminiscent of podosomes in Wasp KO macrophages was 
surprising, because the WASP is a specific Arp2/3 activator in hematopoietic cells which is es-
sential for podosome formation. Furthermore, loss of WASP can be only slightly compensated by 
N-WASP in macrophages (Isaac et al. 2010). In the process of formation of podosomes in 
macrophages, WASP localizes and activates Arp2/3 complex at the core region of podosome to 
induce local actin polymerization. Presumably, the WASP activated Arp2/3 complex is recruited 
by vinculin at podosomes such as in focal adhesions (DeMali, Barlow, and Burridge 2002). This 
leads to enhanced actin polymerization, strengthening, and maturation of these structures. In 
Wasp KO cells Arp2/3 complex cannot be recruited and activated at podosomes, so the formation 
of the core region of podosome can only be performed by formins in these cells. Therefore, the 
absence of WASP, and thus Arp2/3 complex-mediated actin nucleation, could lead to functional 
defects in podosomes while the actin-puncta still can be observed. In Wasp KO cells Arp2/3 me-
diated nucleation in podosomes does not take place and apparently nor N-WASP or WAVE com-
plex seem to be able to compensate it. For a functional test of podosomes, a matrix degradation 
assay can be considered. On the other hand, staining with anti Arp2/3 monoclonal antibody 




Taken together, actin-based protrusions such as lamellipodia and podosomes are both involved in 
chemotaxis and required for the full chemotactic response of the macrophages to C5a. Depletion 
of either structure (lamellipodia or podosomes) by genetic knockout of Hem1 or Wasp in mice 
results over 50% reduced the effectiveness of chemotaxis in macrophages. This suggests that 
these both Arp2/3 dependent structures are somehow in concert involved in macrophage chemo-
taxis on 2D substrates. It is still to determine how exactly these both structures cooperate in 
chemotaxis. The experiments form this work regarding the motility and formation of actin based 
protrusions in macrophages from the bone marrow of Hem1 KO mice revealed the critical role of 
Hem1 in the formation of lamellipodia, but not of podosomes or filopodia (unpublished 
data).Furthermore, the loss of Hem1 results in the absence of lamellipodia in macrophages. 
Whereas, removal of WASP selectively affects podosomes in macrophages. Both structures (la-
mellipodia and podosomes) probably act together in concert during macrophage chemotaxis. 
Thus removal of either structure results in defective chemotaxis. Probably, lamellipodia provide 
protrusive and sensory functions whereas podosomes adhere behind lamellipodia and manifest 
the direction of cell protrusion. This probably provides durability of direction which is essential 
for chemotaxis. 
 
4.2 3D cell migration 
4.2.1 Cell migration in 3D collagen 
 
The cell migration on planar 2D substrates involves cell to substrate adhesion, formation of cell 
protrusion and retraction of cell body for all studied mammalian cell types so far (Raftopoulou 
and Hall 2004b). Cell migration in 3D environments is a more complicated process compared to 
2D motility, which not necessarily involves cell to substrate adhesion (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; 
Renkawitz et al. 2009a; Lämmermann and Sixt 2009). Additionally, some cells have to degrade 
ECM to pass through matrix pores. Thus, the degradation of ECM by cell surface-bound or se-
creted degradative enzymes plays a significant role in cell migration when cells are surrounded 
by the ECM. Furthermore, dependent on cell type, cells can adjust their migratory behavior to 




types. These cancer cells can switch between adhesion-dependent and independent modes of mi-
gration (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003).  
Almost all types of adherent mammalian cells can migrate on 2D in vitro surfaces. When the 
same cells are placed in 3D scaffolds of ECM, they might adopt rounded cell morphology and 
seize cell migration. Some cell types show rounded morphology and perform blebbing associated 
movement. Cells that migrate in 3D show different morphology and migratory behavior in 
contrast to that on 2D surfaces (Even-Ram and Yamada 2005b; Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; Sixt 
2012; Petrie and Yamada 2012). Moreover, the actin based protrusions that are produced by cells 
on 2D are often difficult to visualize in 3D environments (Beningo, Dembo, and Wang 2004; 
Lakshman et al. 2007). 
The cell morphology in 3D is apparently dependent on both, the migration mode of cells and the 
local architecture of the physical barrier (such as collagen network) that cells encounter (Katarina 
Wolf and Friedl 2009; Katarina Wolf et al. 2009). Probably cells that move in adhesion-
dependent manner in 3D display increased interactions with ECM compared with same cells on 
2D substrates. Therefore, during the movement across 3D ECM these cells supposedly encounter 
higher physical resistance compared with that of on the 2D surface. Moreover, in certain situa-
tions cells additionally degrade the ECM. Accordingly, cells adopt different migratory patterns 
during movement in 3D compared to that on 2D and have to adopt their actin based protrusions to 
3D environments. Thus, actin based protrusions in 3D are morphologically different to those 
formed by cells on 2D sufaces and are often termed as pseudopodia. 
 
4.2.2 HT1080 cells change morphology in 3D 
 
As shown in Figures 28/29 when HT1080 cells are embedded in 3D collagen they change their 
morphology form flat, spindle-shaped on 2D, to more rounded, cylindrical and wedge-shaped 
presenting narrow leading edge in 3D. This change of cell morphology probably is due to an ad-
aptation of the cell to the porous architecture of collagen. The narrow leading edge of cells in 3D 




through the narrow matrix pores. At a certain stage, the cell body behind protrusion possibly at-
taches to the substrate (Figure 29 s. supplemental video), and the cell begins to retract its body to 
a new location. After retraction, the protrusion-adhesion-retraction cycle reinitiates. To visualize 
protrusions in 3D this typical wedge-shaped and therefore migrating cells were considered to be 
surrounded by 3D matrix and have no contact with the 2D substrate. The tips of protrusions of 
such cells were monitored in fluorescence microscopy to study actin-based protrusions (Figure 
30). Because of the narrowness of the leading edge of cells in 3D compared to 2D, the protru-
sions such as lamellipodia and filopodia that are well observable on 2D are probably more tightly 
packed in a narrow space when cells are embedded in 3D environments. Therefore, these struc-
tures are difficult to recognize. Some researchers even question the existence of filopodia and la-
mellipodia during 3D migration (Beningo, Dembo, and Wang 2004). 
Figures 28 and 29 show typical wedge-shaped morphology of cells that migrate in 3D collagen. 
This morphology is also presented by cells that migrate in vivo such as when implanted in the 
dermis of mice (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; Katarina Wolf et al. 2007). Thus this wedge-shaped 
morphology appears to be one of the typical cell morphologies in 3D in vivo tissues. 
Why do the cells adopt this wedge shape during migration in 3D tissue? Probably because of the 
leading edge of a cell has to move through narrow pores of the 3D matrix. The leading edge does 
not need to degrade ECM, because filopodia and lamellipodia are narrow enough to pass through 
collagen pores of up to 20 µm of 1mg/ml collagen (Helary et al. 2012). However, cells probably 
need to degrade matrix behind the leading edge so that the cell nucleus can pass through pores of 
collagen network. Once the gap produced by the degradative activity of cell becomes wide 
enough, the thicker part of the cell passes through, and the leading edge protrudes ahead. Proba-
bly the morphology of cells in 3D is defined by these processes. 
 
4.2.3 HT1080 cells form lamellipodia and filopodia at the leading edge in 3D cell migra-
tion 
 
To date, there is no data available showing lamellipodia and filopodia during 3D migration. Some 




environments, because of the absence of clear evidence showing these structures during 3D 
migration. Instead, protrusions formed by cells in 3D ECM are often termed pseudopodia, which 
are thought to be morphologically and biochemically distinct form lamellipodia and filopodia 
(Petrie and Yamada 2012) (Giri et al. 2013b) (Beningo, Dembo, and Wang 2004). Another type 
of actin protrusions termed lobopodia were newly described as actin-based protrusions repre-
sentative for lamellipodia in dense 3D ECM (Petrie et al. 2012). Due to another report HT1080 
cells adhered and degraded ECM posterior the leading edge. Therefore, the leading edge of mi-
grating cells in 3D collagen was classified in regions: anterior pseudopods that are engaged with 
collagen fibers, followed by an expanding cell body with branched pseudopods and a region of 
maximal cell diameter behind it (Katarina Wolf et al. 2007). Although, in a study using electron 
microscopy small lamellipodia-like protrusions were detected at the tips of pseudopodia (Heath 
and Peachey 1989; Even-Ram and Yamada 2005b). However, still, the existence and contribution 
of lamellipodia and filopodia in 3D migration are controversially discussed not well understood. 
Here I addressed, the existence and formation of typical 2D protrusions such as filopodia and la-
mellipodia in migration of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen. To assess the typical 3D cell morphol-
ogy, cells were embedded in a collagen matrix (1 mg/ml). This concentration of collagen repre-
sents the approximate physiological collagen concentration of loose connective tissue and should 
be a close approximation to physiological conditions of these cells. In line with this, HT1080 
cells that are injected into loose connective tissue within footpads of mice adopt similar morphol-
ogy to that of HT1080 cells in gels of 1-1.5mg/ml collagen (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003). 
When embedded in a 3D collagen gel, HT1080 cells adopt wedge-shaped morphology presenting 
a narrow cylindrical leading edge termed pseudopodium (Figure 28). Fluorescence microscopy of 
the leading edge of phalloidin-stained cells in 3D ECM revealed that the tip of leading edge (or 
so-called pseudopodia) was enriched with filopodia-like protrusions whereas sheet-like lamel-
lipodia not clearly visible (Figure 30). This supports the work of Heath and colleagues that also 
detected such structures using electron microscopy (Heath and Peachey 1989; Even-Ram and 
Yamada 2005b). To elucidate the composition of the leading edge in 3D cells were transfected 
using the GFP-lifeact construct, which is an established F-actin marker in living cells (Riedl 
2010). Transfected cells were embedded in collagen and imaged in live spinning disc confocal 




small lamellipodia during protrusion phase which is located between two probably ruffling re-
gions of the leading edge. This lamellipodium is morphologically similar to that produced by 
cells on 2D surfaces. However, it is markedly narrower than the lamellipodia observed on 2D 
substrates. The lamellipodia in 3D in Figure 31 is approx. 5µm broad as opposed to broader la-
mellipodia of cells on 2D substrates that can reach 50 µm in width. The narrow lamellipodia in 
3D are possibly due to less space available in 3D vs. 2D, for lamellipodia to spread. 
Reportedly, treatment of HT-1080 cells with siRNA targeted to Rac1, WAVE2 or Arp2/3 com-
plex can severely affect the tip structure of pseudopodia in these cells. Notably, this treatment led 
to the shrinking of the lamellipodia-like protrusions, while leaving filopodia-like protrusions and 
shaft of pseudopodia intact. In glioblastoma cells (U87MG), which are thought to be unable to 
switch from the mesenchymal to the amoeboid mode of migration, the disruption of the tip-struc-
ture of pseudopodia using siRNA constructs against Rac1-3, WAVE2 or Arp3 was accompanied 
with a marked reduction of the invasive capability of these cells in collagen gels. In contrast, in 
HT1080 cells, which can switch between migration modes, the depletion of these proteins, one at 
a time using RNAi, had no significant adverse effect on 3D invasion. Although, these treatments 
induced shifting of cell morphologies from spindle to more rounded shapes. So by depleting pro-
teins which are essential in formation of lamellipodia cells might switch to adhesion-independent 
mode of migration. The treatment of cells with ROCK inhibitor Y27632 did not affect the inva-
sion of these cells in 3D. Finally, the combination treatment of ROCK inhibitor together with one 
of the previous siRNA treatments led to significant reduction of invasion into the collagen gel in 
HT1080 cells. This probably indicates that ROCK inhibitor suppresses amoeboid migration 
whereas siRNA that targets mRNA of key proteins in lamellipodia suppresses mesenchymal mi-
gration. (Yamazaki, Kurisu, and Takenawa 2009b; Kurisu and Takenawa 2010c). 
The spike-like protrusions at the tip of pseudopodium of HT1080 cells in 3D culture were mor-
phologically reminiscent of filopodia form 2D cultures (Figure 30; 32). Moreover, these struc-
tures show similar thickness as filopodia of approx. 1µm (Figure 32 b``) as shown in reconsti-
tuted image form spinning disc microscopy. Additionally, the dynamics of this finger-like struc-




VASP is enriched within tips of filopodia and lamellipodia, and its presence at the tip of finger-
like protrusions is a marker, which can dissect filopodia from retraction fibers. Besides it poly-
merase activity, VASP apparently can cluster actin filaments thus enhancing formation of filopo-
dia (Rottner and Stradal 2011b; Rottner et al. 1999b) (Steffen et al. 2006; Y. H. Han et al. 2002; 
Kwiatkowski et al. 2007). (Breitsprecher et al. 2011). 
For further characterization of filopodia-like protrusions in 3D, the localization of GFP-VASP 
was studied relative to these structures in the present work. As shown in Figure 33 GFP-VASP 
localizes at the tip of such protrusion of the HT1080 cell in collagen during its protrusion phase. 
This is solid indication that these protrusion is a filopodium. Moreover, the analysis of migration 
speed of these cells in 3D collagen suggested that suppression of lamellipodia and filopodia by 
shRNA of Arp2/3, CDC42, and WAVE1 more efficiently reduced cell speed than targeting of la-
mellipodia and invadopodia by the treatment of these cells with shRNA of N-WASP, cortactin or 
with Arp2/3 inhibitor CK636 (Giri et al. 2013a). This also indicates importance of filopodia in 
3D migration of HT1080 cells. 
 
4.2.4 The role of dorsal and ventral actin-based protrusions in 3D migration 
 
Besides formation of lamellipodia and filopodia, HT1080 cells also form dorsal and ventral actin 
protrusions during migration in 3D collagen. The software-based motion tracking of these protru-
sions revealed that the protrusions are formed almost perpendicular to the direction of cell migra-
tion such as in case of formation of invadopodia on 2D. The morphology of these protrusions was 
somewhat rounded showing lifetime of approx. 10 min which is alike of lifetime of podosomes 
(Stefan Linder and Kopp 2005) (Figure 34; s. supplemental movie). However, podosomes usually 
were viewed on 2D substrates and were not assigned to protrusions (Yamaguchi et al. 2005). Re-
portedly invadopodia show lifetime form several minutes to hours (Li et al. 2010a; Stefan Linder, 
Wiesner, and Himmel 2011). 
The present work shows that GFP-VASP co-localized with F-actin within these dot-like dor-
sal/ventral protrusions, (Figure 38). However, VASP is localized not at the tip of these structure 




the protrusion. Furthermore, VASP does not localize at podosomes. These observations are sup-
portive that these structures are invadopodia (Philippar et al. 2008a). In addition, because of their 
protrusive nature, similar lifetime as invadopodia and localization of VASP within these struc-
tures these dorsal / ventral structures probably are invadopodia. One function of these protrusions 
in 3D migration could be to anchor the central cell region of the cell during the protrusion of the 
leading edge and retraction of the rear (Figure 34, s. supplemental movie). 
To classify these F-actin dot-like structures as invadopodia in cancer cells, additionally to co-lo-
calization of Arp2/3 complex, fascin, and cortactin, matrix degradation by these structures can be 
addressed (Yamaguchi et al. 2005; Buccione, Orth, and McNiven 2004). 
Probably the third distinct type of protrusions in 3D was observed at the dorsal /ventral surface of 
HT1080 cells which appeared as stationary cells in 3D live confocal microscopy (Figure 36). 
These protrusions had spiky appearance and showed a markedly higher fluorescence intensity 
than the rounded protrusions indicating higher F-actin content of these structures compared with 
rounded protrusions. Furthermore, the spiked dorsal/ventral protrusions were apparently thicker 
than filopodia and showed fast dynamics of formation compared to rounded dorsal protrusions 
(Figure 35 a``; b``). Interestingly, this apparently stationary cell as viewed from the top view in 
live spinning disc confocal microscopy was, in fact, translocating in the vertical direction (Figure 
37). This movement became first visible as the ZY scans of the cell were combined into a movie. 
The formation of spiked protrusions form (Figure 36) coincided with the direction of cell move-
ment (Figure 37a). Based on their dynamics, occurrence and the role, these structures are not de-
fined yet according to state of research form the present work. Therefore, further studies are nec-
essary to dissect and define these structures in more detail. 
 
4.2.5 The degradation of ECM takes place at rear and central regions-, not at the leading 
edge of cells 
 
During migration in 3D cells show typical wedge shaped morphology. Several publications 
suggest that cells degrade ECM at, or in the proximity of their leading edge which was reported 




2011). HT1080 cells behave differently and apparently degrade matrix several microns behind 
their leading edges and at lateral actin spikes enriched with MMPs during 3D migration (Katarina 
Wolf et al. 2009). Highly invasive MDA-MB-31 cancer cells reportedly form finger-like actin-
rich protrusions as they invade into the underlying substrate. These protrusions are accompanied 
by matrix degradation via MT1-MMP on their surface (Lizárraga, Poincloux, Romao, et al. 2009; 
Poincloux, Lizárraga, and Chavrier 2009). 
To shed more light on matrix degradation during 3D movement its is helpful to screen where the 
degradation takes place during 2D movement on the ECM. Reportedly, cells degrade ECM at 
central regions beneath actin-rich dots which are assigned to invadopodia. The matrix 
degradation assay form present work showed that the degradation takes place at the cell-center, 
which coincides with the location of doral/ventral protrusions of cells in 3D collagen (Figure 36). 
The similar localisation of the dedgradation loci and the formation of dorsal/ventral protrusions 
may indicate degradative nature of dorsal/venrtal protrusions in 3D. However, results from this 
work also suggest that dorsal/ventral protrusions are anchoring the cell, as the rear retracts and 
leading edge protrudes, during 3D migration (Figure 32 s. supplemental movie). This raises the 
question if these cells adhere to and degrade collagen at same locations? Of note, dynamics of 
dorsal/ventral protrusions form Figure 34 suggests that these structures protrude and then retract 
back to the cell body. Possibly, the degradation (by MMPs) can loosen the adhesion of a cell to 
collagen fibers, so that this adhesive structure can lose grip for the cell to move further. In this 
case, the treatment of cells with MMP-inhibitor should block the cell movement. GM6001 treated 
HT1080 cells show elongated morphology in 3D collagen after long-term treatment with 
GM6001 (Data not shown. see suppl. Data). This morphology is partly reminiscent of the 
phenotype of MEFs in collagen that cannot degrade matrix. One explanation of elongated mor-
phology of GM6001 treated cells in 3D collagen could be that cells which cannot degrade colla-
gen are not able to detach from collagen during retraction. So these cells merely protrude, but fail 
to detach from the matrix, which might lead to elongated cell morphology. This implies that 
probably adhesions have to be cleaved by MMPs for cells to detach, retract and move further. 
The cleavage of adhesions by MMPs can be a possible link between adhesion and degradation 




It is also possible that ventral structures shown in Figure 34 only mechanically interact with 
collagen fibers and anchor the cell during movement. On the other hand, MMPs could be released 
at contact sites to degrade collagen fibers and enable thicker parts of the cell to move through 
collagen fibers. 
To further clarify this question 3D degradation assay involving confocal microscopy should be 
adopted which can detect matrix degradation in 3D such as on 2D (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003). 
The HT1080 cells can be transfected with Ruby-lifact construct and embedded cells in 3D FITC 
labelled collagen can be visulized in confocal microscopy to detect if degradation takes place at 
dorsal / ventral protruions of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen. 
 
4.2.6 Inhibition of MMPs, but not of formins suppresses matrix degradation by HT1080 
cells 
 
The degradation of ECM is apparently one of the integral parts of cancer cell migration in 3D en-
vironments (K. Wolf 2003; Katarina Wolf et al. 2009). To degrade and adjust ECM to their 
requirements invasive cancer cells use invadopodia. In cells plated on 2D ECM substrates such as 
on gelatin, these structures are visible as F-actin rich dots at a ventral surface of cell that degrades 
the substrate. Invadopodia are enriched with ECM degrading enzymes that can be secreted into 
the extracellular space (Poincloux, Lizárraga, and Chavrier 2009). Polymerization of F-actin and 
thus protrusion of invadopodia is apparently accomplished by formins and Arp2/3 complex 
(Yamaguchi et al. 2005; Stefan Linder, Wiesner, and Himmel 2011). Additionally, Ena/VASP 
proteins besides MMPs, are important for degrading activity of these structures (Philippar et al. 
2008b). 
In this work I addressed the issue how the inhibition of formins or MMPs affects the functionality 
of invadopodia in HT1080 cells. Furthermore, I assessed if adhesion and degradation of ECM oc-
cur independently from each other in HT1080 cells.  
The matrix degradation assay from the present work shows that HT1080 cells degrade ECM at 
central and rear regions of the cell (Figure 39; Figure 40, non-treated cells).The Treatment of 




completely (Figure 40, Figure 41). To target formins and thus invadopodia-mediated degradation, 
the smiFH2 inhibitor was utilized. SmiFH2 treated cells showed no significant defect in matrix 
degradation (Figure 40 Figure 41). However, visually, less degradative activity was observed at 
central areas of cells. Apparently, these cells degraded matrix at the periphery at high rates so that 
in the sum no significant defects of matrix degradation could be detected. The degradation of 
ECM at the cell periphery could be performed by other structures than invadopodia without in-
volvement of formins. Otherwise, the cell could mechanically remove ECM by cell retraction 
process. However, if this is the case than MMP inhibitor should not affect ECM degradation at 
the cell periphery. Instead the treatment with MMP-inhibitor completely seized degradation ac-
tivity of cells (Figure 40, Figure 41). This also indicates enzymatic- and not solely mechanical 
degradation at the rear, which can mean that degradative structures such as invadopodia are also 
present at the cell-rear.  
Formins at the cape of invadopodia can push the actin core beneath them during their actin-
polymerizing activity. Together with the activity of Arp2/3 complex formins generate the force 
that can push invadopodium outwards from the cell membrane. Therefore, smiFH2 as the formin 
inhibitor, could affect protrusion phase during formation of invadopodia, but not the degradation 
activity of these actin protrusions. 
Adhesion and degradation assays form present work also intend to compare interaction of non-
invasive MEFs and highly invasive HT1080 cells with the ECM. In contrast to highly invasive 
HT1080 cell line, MEFs does not invade into collagen. These cells need several days to spread in 
3D collagen. MEFs can produce filopodia and actin-rich protrusions in 3D when stimulated with 
growth factor PDGF. However, these cells still cannot migrate efficiently in 3D collagen. On the 
contrary to MEFs, related HT1080- or C2C12 cells, can adhere and spread within hours in the 3D 
collagen matrix. 
Similar to MEFs, smiFH2 treated HT1080 cells showed decreased cell to matrix adhesion (Figure 
22, Figure 42). The decreased cell numbers in adhesion assay were probably due to inhibition of 
filopodia formation during spreading of cells. However, the effect of smiFH2 on the formation of 




Degradation assay confirmed that MEFs degraded FITC-gelatin at a much lower rate than 
HT1080 cells, which reflects the difference of these cell types in adaptation to the 3D collagen 
matrix. Furthermore, MEFs did not produce dot-like degradation defects known for the invado-
podia based degradation (Figure 23 non-treated; Figure 40 non-treated). The virtual absence of 
matrix degradation in MEFs was confirmed by the fact that inhibition of MMPs had no signifi-
cant effect on degradation in MEFs (Figure 24). Conversly, the same treatment in HT1080 cells 
using MMP inhibitor GM6001 led to approx. 90-95 % drop in degradation activity of these cells 
(Figure 41). Of note, both cell types can form actin protrusions and can adhere to ECM matrix. 
However, MEFs cannot degrade ECM as effectively and probably via invadopodia, as HT1080 
cells can do. Thus, based on these results it can be speculated that degradative activity is essential 
for efficient migration of large cells such as, fibroblasts or cancer cells in 3D ECM. Further, 
because of abscecne of matrix degradation in MEFs it can be assumed that these cells lack func-
tional invadopodia, which is the main reason for their inability to efficently migrate in 3D colla-
gen. 
 
4.2.7 Effects of formin-, Arp2/3- and MMP inhibitors on actin-based protrusions in 3D 
 
Formins of mDia subfamily are involved in the formation of filopodia in numerous cell types 
(Pellegrin and Mellor 2005; J. Block et al. 2008; C. Yang et al. 2007). Reportedly, HT1080 cells 
express high levels of mDia1 together with FMNL2 (Kitzing et al. 2010). Therefore, this cell line 
appears suitable to study effects of smiFH2 on formins and how the inhibition formins affects ac-
tin-based protrusions and cell migration in 3D. 
The present work shows negative effects of smiFH2 on the formation of filopodia in MEFs 
downstream of Cdc42. Similar to MEFs, the application of smiFH2 on HT1080 cells on 2D re-
sulted in reduced filopodia and defective cell polarity on 2D substrates (not shown, see suppl. 
Data). The adhesion and degradation assays showed that cell adhesion, caused by defective 
spreading, was affected in smiFH2 treated cells supportive of effects of smiFH2 on filopodia and 




focal microscopy after treatments of HT1080 cells with smiFH2 are supportive of that this inhibi-
tor acts specifically on filopodia-like protrusions of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen (Figure 43 s. 
suppl. videos). 
GM6001 probably does not inhibit formation actin-based protrusions of cells in 3D directly, but 
inhibits matrix degradation which is associated with invadopodia. Thus, this treatment probably 
cancels out degradative effects of invadopodia in 3D migration. Probably combined treatment of 
HT1080 cells with smiFH2 and GM6001 should provide more insight on the role of filopodia in 
3D migration. In this kind of experiment GM6001 would merely inhibit invadopodia mediated 
degradation leaving filopodia and lamellipodia intact. However, cells probably switch migration 
mode to bleb based migration in this case. 
The inhibitor of Arp2/3 complex CK666 inhibits the formation of Arp2/3 dependent protrusions 
at the leading edge and on dorsal/ventral sides of the cells, but doesn’t affect the formation of fi-
lopodia at the leading edge of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen (Figure 43, CK-666 s. suppl. video). 
 
4.2.8 Inhibition of formins or MMPs reduces the cell velocity during random migration in 
3D 
 
The mesenchymal cell migration in 3D ECM involves the formation of actin-based protrusions, 
cell to matrix adhesion and matrix degradation by MMPs. Cell migration in 3D environments has 
been studied regarding the role of matrix degradation (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; Katarina Wolf 
et al. 2007), or the role of proteins involved in the formation of actin-based protrusions such as 
formins, Arp2/3, WAVE/WASP-proteins, or GTPases Rho, Rac1 and Cdc42. The final products 
of activity of these proteins in cell migration are actin-based protrusions. However, to date, there 
is no consensus about types of actin-based protrusions that are formed in 3D cell migration. Clear 
evidence provided by live cell imaging of that lamellipodia and filopodia were still formed in 3D 
environments was missing. Thus the existence of these structures in 3D cell migration is contro-
versially discussed. On the other hand, the degradation of ECM and invadopodia have been 




migration focus on invasion of cells in 3D ECM and the role of matrix degradation and invado-
podia in this process. Moreover, several groups suggest that cells from other kinds of the actin-
based protrusion in 3D instead of filopodia and lamellipodia. Giri and colleagues termed these as 
mother and daughter protrusions as they did not detect lamellipodia or formation of filopodia in 
HT1080 cells in 3D (Giri et al. 2013a). Their study however used phase contrast brightfield mi-
croscopy to detect lamellipodia in 3D which is probably less suitable for visualization of such 
fine structures of cells embedded in the 3D environment full of collagen fibers. On the other 
hand, they did not focus at the tips of protrusions, but rather at branching points of protrusions 
where filopodia usually are not formed. The measurements of the cell speed in 3D showed that 
shRNA Cdc42 was the most potent suppressor of speed compared to of that of WASP, WAVE1, 
cortactin or Arp2/3, suggesting the importance of filopodia in 3D migration. 
Conversely, another report showed that downregulation of Rac1, WAVE2 or constituents of the 
Arp2/3 complex that are essential for formation of lamellipodia led to shrinking of the tip struc-
ture of pseudopodia in 3D, whereas filopodia-like spikes on the tip of pseudopodia were not af-
fected. These cells also showed a reduction of invasive capacity into collagen ECM. In HT1080 
cells, this treatment did not lead to reduced invasiveness probably because these cells can switch 
to the amoeboid mode of migration when lamellipodia are suppressed (Yamazaki, Kurisu, and 
Takenawa 2009b; Kurisu and Takenawa 2010c). This fits partly with results obtained in the pre-
sent work where the application of Arp2/3 inhibitor CK666 to 20 % increased cell velocity in 3D 
random migration (Figure 45). When visualized in confocal microscopy these cells show blebs 
and putative filopodia at the leading edge of these cells (Figure 43). Thus, HT1080 cells probably 
switch to amoeboid or mixed migration mode when Arp2/3 inhibitor CK666 is applied (visible 
on blebbing associated cell morphology in 3D after treatment of cells with CK666) (Figure 43 s. 
suppl. Figures). Probably the activity of the Arp2/3 complex is so crucial for mesenchymal mi-
gration mode that cells change the mode of migration when this actin nucleator seizes its activity. 
Amoeboid migration mode in 3D generates more speed in cells than any other studied type of mi-
gration. Additionally, probably matrix degradation and filopodia formation are still available in 
CK666 in treated cells. Thus this positive effects sum up and probably result in an increased ve-
locity of cells in random migration. However, in 3D chemotaxis, this could turn out to be a disad-




chemoattractant such as FCS would provide more insight whether amoeboid migration mode can 
be efficient in 3D chemotaxis. 
Reportedly, also the inhibition of matrix degradation in HT1080 cells either by MMP inhibitor 
GM6001 or by downregulation of MT1-MMP impairs invasiveness and leads to switch from 
mesenchymal to amoeboid migration mode, but cells still can migrate in 3D using amoeboid 
mode of migration. Same cells showed this change of morphology also when they were 
implanted in mouse dermis. Based on these results authors proposed the compensatory migration 
mode to bypass physical resistance of ECM by the change from adhesion and degradation de-
pendent mesenchymal to adhesion and degradation independent- amoeboid migration mode 
termed as mesenchymal-amoeboid -transition (MAT) (Katarina Wolf et al. 2003; Katarina Wolf 
et al. 2007). 
MMPs are apparently transported in vesicles and released at sites of matrix degradation in MDA-
MB-231 cells. This process was shown to be dependent on Arp2/3 activator N-WASP (Steffen et 
al. 2008). Thus either depletion of N-WASP or treatment of cells with MMP inhibitor GM6001 
both led to reduces invasiveness 10 % and speed of cells approx. 40-50 % of control in 3D ECM. 
Furthermore, the affected cells apparently switch to the amoeboid mode of migration. Also, de-
pletion of N-WASP was associated with loss of invadopodia (Steffen et al. 2008; DesMarais et al. 
2009; Yu and Machesky 2012). Thus, the reduced velocity of cells under GM6001 treatment in 
previous studies is consistent with results from present work where GM6001 treated cells showed 
approx. 95 % reduced degradation in 2D degradation assay and approx. 50 % reduced velocity in 
3D migration assay (Figure 40; 41;45). 
The Present work shows, that at least on 2D substrates, matrix degradation takes place at central- 
and rear regions of the cell, but not at the leading edge during migration which is apparently also 
the case during 3D migration in collagen (Katarina Wolf et al. 2007). The inhibition of MMPs 
using MMP inhibitor GM6001 blocked degradation almost entirely on the 2D substrate without 
affecting the formation of filopodia and lamellipodia, normal morphology and polarity of 
HT1080 cells on 2D. This treatment had no apparent effect on the formation of the actin-based 
protrusions at the leading edge of cells in 3D (Figure 43). Thus the reduced velocity of GM6001 




of MMPs. This inhibitory effect of GM6001 on degradation was also demonstrated in 2D degra-
dation assay (Figure 40; Figure 41). However, GM6001 treated cells are apparently still able to 
move in 3D collagen. This movement is probably supported at least by lamellipodia and 
filopodia, and likely does not involve matrix degradation. Because GM6001 treated cells still 
form dorsal/ventral actin protrusions reminiscent of invadopodia, the role of invadopodia should 
be considered. However, without their degradative activity, when MMPs are inhibited, invado-
podia probably can physically anchor cell in the 3D fibrous matrix and provide a prop for translo-
cation of the cell body (Figures 34; 35). It is also possible that cells use mixed mode of migration 
which additionally involves myosin type II-dependent blebbing. However, there is no sign of 
switch of migration mode when cells are treated with GM6001, because treated cells still form 
actin protrusions and don’t show extensive blebbing which is the case during amoeboid migration 
(Figure 43, suppl. Figures). 
Excellent studies were done to gain more understanding of how cells use matrix degradation and 
switch between modes of migration to surpass tissue barriers. However, the primary challenge, to 
establish relationships between proteins involved in actin polymerization, actin protrusions that 
are formed as consequence of the activity of these proteins and their effects on cell migration in 
3D, is still not well understood. The present work shows, for the first time using live confocal mi-
croscopy, that filopodia and lamellipodia are formed during cell migration in 3D collagen (Fig-
ures 31; 32; 33). Especially, filopodia are apparently enriched at tips of pseudopodia in 3D (Fig-
ures 30; 32). The inhibition of formins reduces formation these filopodia, and this is probably 
translated into less cell velocity during random migration in 3D (Figure 45). Moreover, inhibition 
of Arp2/3 complex leads to loss of lamellipodia and formation of bleb like protrusions at the 
leading edge of cells (Figure 43). However, affected cells can still migrate with 20 % increased 
velocities in 3D (Figure 45). The inhibition of matrix degradation has no apparent effect on the 
formation of actin-based protrusions in 3D (Figure 43). Whereas, treatment of cells with MMP-
inhibitor diminishes matrix degradation (Figure 40, 41). These cells can migrate in 3D collagen 
but show approx. 50% reduced velocities in 3D (Figure 45).  
In present work, the effect of suppression of filopodia, lamellipodia and matrix degradation by 
specific inhibitors was studies in 3D migration assay in collagen. These experiments revealed 




treated cells showed approx. 50 % reduced velocity, whereas the effect of smiFH2 was of less 
impact, showing approx. 30 % reduced velocity. The directness of cell migration for all treatment 
groups was not significantly altered (Figure 45). 
To date, there is a sparse amount of data available that describe effects of formin inhibitor 
smiFH2 on cell motility. Besides suppression of MMPs, the invasive capability of cells in 3D ma-
trices was addressed by interfering formin activity revealing a significant role of formins in the 
3D invasion of cancer cells. Regarding cell migration, treatment of cells with smiFH2 led to in-
creased velocity in 2D migration assay in cancer cells (Isogai, Kammen, and Innocenti 2015). On 
the other hand, in 3D spheroid cultures, smiFH2 mediated inhibition of formins or downregula-
tion of mDia2 via siRNA mediated knockdown led to markedly reduced invasiveness of glioblas-
toma cells (Arden et al. 2015b). In a comprehensive study, formins form three cancer cell lines 
were analyzed in their role in invasiveness of these cells. Targeting of either Daam2, Dia1, 
FMN1 or INF2 by shRNA reduced invasiveness of HT1080 cells at 80 %, 70 %, 30 % and 90 % 
respectively in inverted invasion assay (Kitzing et al. 2010). Thus, formins apparently play a 
significant role in the invasion of cancer cell into 3D collagen.  
Nonetheless, it is not entirely clear which actin-based protrusions are suppressed by application 
of smiFH2 in the 3D migration cells. Formins are involved in the formation of both, invadopodia 
and filopodia. Because there was less evidence of formation of filopodia in 3D, the motility of 
cells during the 3D invasion was associated with the activity of invadopodia and MMPs. How-
ever, the involvement of formins in the formation of filopodia as well as of invadopodia points to 
the important role of both of these structures in 3D migration. 
The effect of interfering formation of invadopodia on invasive capacity of cells is apparently 
dependent on the ability of cells to switch between migration modes during invasion or 3D mi-
gration. The downregulation of actin-bundling protein fascin was shown to reduce the formation 
of invadopodia (represented as actin-rich dot-like structures containing Arp2/3 complex) and in-
vasion of cells at approx. 40 %. Whereas in cells, that can switch to amoeboid (blebbing) depend-
ent migration, downregulation of fascin had no significant effect on 3D invasion (Li et al. 2010a). 
Probably in this case cells degraded ECM which was accompanied by the amoeboid mode of mi-




In the present work treatment of HT1080 cells with formin inhibitor smiFH2 led to reduced mi-
gration velocity of cells which is probably caused by the loss of filopodia and thus reduced rates 
of cell protrusion (Figure 45). This is reminiscent of negative effects on MEFs caused by genetic 
removal of Cdc42 on filopodia and cell velocity in 2D migration (Figures 12; 14). Also, smiFH2 
treated HT1080 cells showed reduced numbers of filopodia without apparent effects on the 
formation of lamellipodia on 2D. SmiFH2 treated HT1080 cells showed loss of filopodia in 3D 
collagen. This was accompanied with extensive blebbing of treated cells. However, the matrix 
degradation was not affected by smiFH2 treatment as shown in matrix degradation assay (Figure 
41). Thus inhibition of formins by smiFH2 probably leads to loss of filopodia, but cells can mi-
grate using mixed mode consisting of blebbing and matrix degradation. However, when matrix 
degradation is inhibited, cells apparently maintain characteristics of mesenchymal migration 
mode such as cell to matrix adhesion and formation of actin protrusions (Figure 43).  
Approx. 20 % reduced cell velocity in filopodia suppressed cells may reflect the relative 
contribution of filopodia in cell protrusion and thus velocity in a given environment. In MEFs on 
2D and HT1080 cells in 3D, the contribution of filopodia to cell velocity is similar. The reason 
for the reduced velocity is probably reduced formation of filopodia, which in case of Cdc42 
knockout MEFs is also approx. 13 % decreased. The affected cells migrate with approx. 20 % re-
duced velocity, which coincides with reduced filopodia numbers. In 3D migration of HT1080 
cells, this kind of quantification was not performed but can be done in future experiments.  
 
4.2.9 The inhibition formins negatively affects chemotaxis of HT1080 cells in 3D collagen 
 
Reportedly, several subfamilies of formins are activated by Cdc42 GTPase. The interaction of 
Cdc42 with formins is important for formation of filopodia, the polarization of cell and chemo-
taxis(Peng et al. 2003; Jennifer Block et al. 2012). The Cdc42 GTPase prominently induces the 
formation of filopodia in fibroblasts, and its removal causes defective polarization and reduced 
cell velocity during 2D migration (Catherine D Nobes and Hall 1995b; C D Nobes and Hall 




is associated with reduced filopodia numbers, less polarity and reduced cell velocity in macro-
phages (Allen et al. 1998). Also in hemocytes (equivalent of macrophage in mammals) of Dro-
sophila loss of Cdc42 led to defective cell migration showing haphazard migration during wound 
closure (Stramer et al. 2005b). Filopodia, one of the major end products of formin activity, were 
implicated to be involved in chemotaxis in Dictyostelium (Schirenbeck et al. 2006). However, the 
role of filopodia in cell migration is still not well understood. 
In the present work HT1080 cells showed extensive formation of filopodia in 3D that could be 
suppressed by smiFH2. This treatment resulted in a reduced velocity of cells during 3D random 
migration. Therefore, it was interesting to test how inhibition of filopodia affects 3D chemotaxis 
in these cells. The 3D chemotaxis assay in the presence of smiFH2 indeed led to reduced chemo-
taxis of cells expressed in reduction of FMI of the treated cell population (Figure 46a). In contrast 
to random migration assay (Figure 45), in 3D chemotaxis, smiFH2 treatment did not result in a 
decreased velocity of cells (Figure 46c). This probably can be explained by the use of a mixture 
of chemoattractant (FCS) and smiFH2 in the chemotaxis assay which was not the case in a 
random migration assay. In the random migration assay smiFH2 without FCS was added to cells. 
To perform the 3D chemotaxis assay I used FCS as the source of chemoattractant providing a 
gradient of growth factors such as PDGF or EGF. These growth factors activate their specific ty-
rosine kinase receptors in HT1080 cells. This signaling probably leads to activation of Cdc42 and 
Rac1 at the cell membrane which in turn activate nucleators such as Arp2/3 and formins thus in-
ducing the formation of lamellipodia and filopodia respectively. The Cdc42 GTPase binds and 
activates formins that lead to the formation of filopodia. Cdc42 together with GEF facilitates re-
cruitment and activation of formins at the cell membrane. In cells treated with smiFH2 formins 
are inhibited, because of binding of smiFH2 to FH2 domains of formins. This probably sup-
presses the dimerization of formins. Dimerization of formins is essential for binding of these to 
the barbed ends of actin filaments and thus their recruitment and activity as actin nucleators. 
Thus, when dimerization of formins is disabled by smiFH2, filopodia cannot be formed at spe-
cific loci, which apparently play an essential role in chemotaxis of HT1080 cells towards growth 
factors. Filopodia, besides their contribution in cell protrusion, are probably directing or provid-
ing directional cues for the protrusion of lamellipodia towards chemoattractant ensuring that the 




In the present work, HT1080 showed the prominent formation of filopodia when embedded- and 
during their migration 3D collagen (Figure; 32). Similar to MEFs on 2D, treatment of HT1080 
cells with smiFH2 caused reduced filopodia formation in 3D (Figure 43) which was accompanied 
with the reduced spreading of cells on ECM corroborating negative effect of smiFH2 on the 
formation of filopodia in these cells. In 3D random migration assay, smiFH2 treated cells showed 
reduced velocity (Figure 45), reminiscent of MEFs depleted of Cdc42. 
Reportedly, formin mDia2 (Dfr3) is activated by Cdc42 leading to the relocation of this formin to 
tips of filopodia (Peng et al. 2003; Pellegrin and Mellor 2005). During the writing of present 
work, another report emerged indicating selectivity of smiFH2 towards mDia2 (Isogai, Kammen, 
and Innocenti 2015). Whereas inhibition of both, mDia1 and mDia2, could be achieved using 
smiFH2 or siRNA approaches in glioblastoma cells which decreased invasion of these cells in 3D 
(Arden et al. 2015a). However, also FMNL1-3 are associated with the formation of filopodia 
downstream of Cdc42. Interaction of Cdc42 with FMNL2 leads to recruitment of this formin to 
the leading edge of cells (Steffen et al. 2006) (Jennifer Block et al. 2012; Kühn et al. 2015; Kage 
et al. 2017a). MEFs apparently express FMNL family of formins whereas mDia2 was not detect-
able in these cells (Steffen et al. 2006). In HT1080 cells mDia1, FMNL2, and FMNL3 are upreg-
ulated (Kitzing et al. 2010). Formin mDia1 was shown to be important in chemotaxis and polari-
zation of immune cells (Gupton et al. 2007; Sakata et al. 2007).  
Accordingly to dissect which formins exactly are targeted by smiFH2 future work should involve 
testing of smiFH2 treatments on HT1080 cells and examine the effects of smiFH2 treatment on 
expression of these formins via western blot or qPCR approaches. 
 
4.2.10 Fascin1 shRNA negatively affects filopodia and motility of HT1080 cells in 3D colla-
gen 
 
Another way to interfere formation of filopodia is a knockdown of fascin by using a siRNA ap-
proach. Fascin specifically localizes within filopodia and is apparently essential in their formation 




important for the formation of invadopodia (Danijela Vignjevic et al. 2006a; Li et al. 2010a; 
Svitkina et al. 2003; Yu and Machesky 2012). 
In the present work, fascin knockdown HT1080 cells showed apparently normal morphology and 
protrusions when embedded in 3D. However, confocal spinning disc microscopy revealed differ-
ences within the leading edges of fascin knockdown cells compared with untreated control cells. 
In control cells, filopodia at the leading edge are more aligned with the direction of leading edge 
of the cell. Whereas filopodia in fascin knockdown cells show criss-crossed distribution (and are 
not well aligned with the direction of leading edge (Figure 48). The similar defect was also 
observed in B16 cells depleted of fascin by shRNA treatment. This is possibly due to the 
reduction of fascin mediated bundling of actin filaments within filopodia due to knockdown of 
this protein. Bundling activity of fascin in filopodia leads typically to structural strengthening so 
that these structures can withstand and overcome the pressure opposed by the cell membrane. If 
filopodia are not rigid enough, they might not be able to protrude over the edge of the cell (D. 
Vignjevic 2006). The destabilized inner structure of filopodia caused by fascin depletion proba-
bly leads to the disorganized appearance of filopodia at the leading edge in 3D, which possibly 
affects the stability and persistence of the leading edge. The last is reportedly essential in main-
taining cell orientation during migration (Giri et al. 2013b). The unstable leading edge could also 
lead to reduced velocity and directness of cells when filopodia are suppressed in HT1080 cells 
(Figure 49). Additionally, knockdown of fascin led to qualitatively reduced numbers of 
dorsal/ventral actin-rich dots in treated cells which probably are invadopodia. However, further 
experiments are required to address this issue. 
Fascin knockdown HT1080 cells showed significantly reduced directness and velocity in 3D ran-
dom migration assay in collagen (Figure 49). This reduced motility further corroborates that filo-
podia are important for efficient migration in HT1080 cells in 3D environments. However, fascin 
knockdown might also affect the formation of invadopodia that are also important in 3D migra-
tion, particularly for anchoring of cells as shown in previous results from this work (Figure 34). 
Defects in the bundling of filopodia by knockdown of fascin1 and the possible effect of this treat-
ment on invadopodia are likely the cause of reduced velocity and directness of these cells in the 




The 3D random migration assay of fascin shRNA treated cells was performed for approx. one 
hour because of the reduced vitality of transfected cells when exposed to fluorescence illumina-
tion compared to other 3D migration assays that were performed in brightfield microscopy. These 
factors could influence the velocity and directness of cells negatively. Thus, the longer illumina-
tion times can provide more reliable data on cell migration such as in brightfield illumination mi-
croscopy approach. For further experiments, removal of fascin can be considered using 
CRISPR/cas9 technique which does not require fluorescent labeling of cells during microscopy. 
This way fascin depleted cells can be monitored using brightfield microscopy which is less toxic 
for and can applied for over duration of 5 hours without affecting much the cell vitality. 
In the present work, knockdown of fascin reduced filopodia and CDR formation in MEFs on 2D 
substrate. In HT1080 cells depletion of fascin by siRNA led probably to decrease in rigidity of 
filopodia reminiscent of B16 cells from another work (D. Vignjevic 2006). Moreover, this treat-
ment leads to reduced formation of dorsal /ventral protrusions in HT1080 cells that possibly rep-
resent invadopodia. Same treatment leads to decrease in the formation of CDRs in MEFs thus it 
can be speculated that dorsal/ventral structures of HT1080 cells are reminiscent of CDRs ob-
served in MEFs. 
Taken together our results support the involvement of both filopodia and invadopodia in 3D ran-
dom migration and chemotaxis of HT1080 cells. Apparently, invadopodia are anchoring cell dur-
ing migration. Filopodia are used to protrude in a porous environment such as in 3D collagen and 
probably preferred over lamellipodia in such environments. In this regard inhibition of filopodia 
by smiFH2 coincided with reduced cell velocities during random migration of HT1080 cells in 







5 Concluding remarks  
 
The present work demonstrates that the removal of Cdc42 in MEFs leads to reduced filopodia 
numbers, impaired cell polarity and loss of chemotaxis towards PDGF-BB. The loss of chemo-
taxis towards PDGF-BB is apparently due to reduced numbers of filopodia. Additionally, Cdc42 
knockout MEFs show decreased cell velocity, which is probably due to reduced decreased, filo-
podia dependent protrusion rate in these cells. Furthermore, the effects of loss of Cdc42 regarding 
reduced filopodia numbers, loss of cell polarity and reduced cell velocity could be reproduced by 
inhibition of formins by smiFH2. Thus, supposedly a subpopulation of filopodia is formed down-
stream of Cdc42 and a specific formin in MEFs. These filopodia contribute to a certain degree in 
the generation of cell velocity and are essential for chemotaxis towards PDGF-BB in MEFs on 
2D. Based on studies on MEFs, formin inhibitor smiFH2 leads to loss of filopodia downstream of 
Cdc42 without affecting the formation of lamellipodia that are reportedly formed downstream of 
Rac1. This provides crucial support of studies that argue that formation of filopodia and lamel-
lipodia are independent of each other. 
The chemotaxis of macrophages towards C5a is one of the initial steps of innate immune re-
sponse. To crawl towards chemoattractants, macrophages form actin-based protrusions such as 
lamellipodia and filopodia. This work shows that Hem1 knockout BM-derived macrophages can-
not form lamellipodia which result in loss of chemotaxis towards C5a. This suggests an important 
role of lamellipodia in sensing of pathogen entry and thus the innate immune response by macro-
phages. 
Furthermore, this work shows that highly motile cancer cells such as HT1080 cells use lamellipo-
dia, filopodia, and dorsal/ventral protrusions, which are probably invadopodia, in 3D migration. 
In 3D collagen, cells are confronted with small pores which are more suitable for filopodia domi-
nated protrusion and leading edge. Thus, when embedded in 3D collagen HT1080 cells showed 
prominent filopodia. However, lamellipodia are also formed in 3D, but they are smaller in size 




HT1080 cells showed qualitatively fewer filopodia in 3D when treated with smiFH2. Further-
more, Inhibition formins negatively affected cell velocity and chemotaxis of HT1080 cells in 3D 
collagen. This suggests that filopodia are important in 3D chemotaxis such as on 2D in MEFs. 
Taken together, the negative effects of removal of Cdc42, depletion of VASP or formin depletion 
on fibroblastoid cell migration are similar and of note, negatively affect the formation of 
filopodia. This further strengthens the argument that filopodia are important in chemotaxis and 









Abi   Abelson interactor 
ActA   Actin assembly-Inducing protein 
ADF   Actin-depolymerizing factor 
Arp    Actin related Protein 
ATP   adenosine triphosphate 
ADP    Adenosine diphosphate 
APS    Ammonium persulfate 
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BM   Bone marrow 
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°C    degree Celsius 
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DNA    Deoxyribonucleic acid 
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ECM   Extracellular matrix 
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EGFR   EGF-receptor 
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EGF    epidermal growth factor   
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ER   endoplasmic reticulum 
ES   embryonic stem cell 
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GBD   GTPase binding domain 
GDI   Guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitor 
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M    Molar (mol/L) 
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MEF   mouse embryonic fibroblast 
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Mg2+   Magnesium ion 
Mm   Millimeter 
MMP   matrix metalloproteinase 
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mV   millivolt 
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NPF    nucleation-promoting factor 
N-WASP   neuronal Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein 
o/n    over night 
PDGF   Platelet-derived growth factor 
p.a.   pro analysii 
PBS    Phosphate Buffered Saline 
PCR    polymerase chain reaction 
PFA   paraformaldehyde 
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pH   potential of hydrogen 
PKA   Protein kinase A 
Pi   inorganic phosphate 
PAK   Serine/threonine protein kinase 
p85    regulatory subunit of PI3K 
p110    catalytic subunit of PI3K 
PI3K    Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinase 
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PKB    Protein Kinase B (also Akt) 
PKC    Protein Kinase C 
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SCIT   single cell invasion tunnels 
shRNA  short hairpin RNA 
siRNA   short interfering RNA 
smiFH2   small molecule inhibitor of formin homology 2 domains 
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